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Abstract
In face to face conversation, numerous cues of attention, eye contact, and gaze direction
provide important channels of information. These channels create cues that include
turn taking, establish a sense of engagement, and indicate the focus of conversation.
However, some subtleties of gaze can be lost in common videoconferencing systems,
because the single perspective view of the camera doesn’t preserve the spatial charac-
teristics of the face to face situation. In particular, in group conferencing, the ‘Mona
Lisa effect’ makes all observers feel that they are looked at when the remote participant
looks at the camera.
In this thesis, we present designs and evaluations of four novel situated telecon-
ferencing systems, which aim to improve the teleconferencing experience. Firstly, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of a spherical video telepresence system in that it allows
a single observer at multiple viewpoints to accurately judge where the remote user is
placing their gaze. Secondly, we demonstrate the gaze-preserving capability of a cylin-
drical video telepresence system, but for multiple observers at multiple viewpoints.
Thirdly, we demonstrated the further improvement of a random hole autostereoscopic
multiview telepresence system in conveying gaze by adding stereoscopic cues. Lastly,
we investigate the influence of display type and viewing angle on how people place
their trust during avatar-mediated interaction. The results show the spherical avatar
telepresence system has the ability to be viewed qualitatively similarly from all angles
and demonstrate how trust can be altered depending on how one views the avatar. To-
gether these demonstrations motivate the further study of novel display configurations
and suggest parameters for the design of future teleconferencing systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Significance of research topic
As early as 1876, the telephone was first patented by Dr. Alexander Graham Bell.
Two years later, an early concept of a combined videophone and wide-screen television
called a telephonoscope was conceptualized. Then, AT&T presented a demonstration
of its picture phone at the World’s Fair. AT&T’s demonstration has significant impact
on the technology and business infrastructure; however, it only had 500 users and faded
away in 1974. They tried again in 1992 with the VideoPhone 2500, but that failed again
as that product only lasted until 1995. Other major players who have tried in the video
conferencing space include IBM, Philips, and Sony.
Today, a handful of major video conferencing players fill certain needs. A growing
number of businesses have turned to video conferencing instead of face-to-face meet-
ings to exchange documents, thoughts and ideas. This promotes enhanced efficiency,
lowers overhead expenses and gives quicker results. However, in-person communica-
tion still maintains an important role in the business world. This indicates that current
video conferencing designs do not adequately meet the current needs of the users.
1.2 Research problem
From psychological and linguistic studies, it is known that non-verbal behaviours, par-
ticularly, gaze direction, fulfil many functions in person to person communication [25].
For example, mutual gaze narrows the gap between humans, since “the eyes are the
window to the soul.” [53] Also, gaze direction is a predictor or cue of attention in
multi-party communication [126].
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Currently, video telecommunication systems have a limitation in presenting gaze
direction, because the participant’s eye direction is different from the video camera’s
capturing direction. The challenges in teleconferencing include:
1. Parallax effect: when the local participant looks at the image of the remote par-
ticipant in the eyes, the remote participant sees an image which suggests they
are being looked aside because of the displacement between the camera and the
image.
2. Collapsed viewer effect (Mona Lisa effect): for group teleconferencing, when a
participant looks into the camera, everyone at the local room feels that the partici-
pant looking toward them; when the participant looks away from the camera (for
example, toward other participants in the meeting), no one sees the participant
looking at them.
The research was guided by and addressed, the following overall motivations:
1. A variety of systems have been developed to support gaze awareness in group
video conferencing, though the majority use a 2D planar display. However, those
planar displays are visible from the front only.
2. Current immersive systems, such as, CAVE and head mounted display, which
can replicate a life-like face to face conversation. However, real world is blocked
out (i.e. user can only see the virtual world and virtual objects).
3. Some situated displays (i.e. those are small enough to situate almost anywhere
in a room, but visible from all directions) which have been built. However, most
of them only have a mono or stereo image which is presented on the display, thus
they are currently developed for a single observer.
4. The use of autostereoscopic display technologies could support multiple users
simultaneously each with their own perspective-correct view without the need
for special eyewear. However, these are usually restricted to specific optimal
viewing zones.
5. Gaze and trust formation on these non-planar displays have not been evaluated
yet.
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(a) Spherical video telepresence system (b) Spherical avatar telepresence system
(c) Cylindrical video telepresence system (d) Random hole autostereoscopic multi-
view telepresence system
Figure 1.1: Sampled photos for four situated multi-view displays.
The development of modern technology, high-speed network, efficient multi-
media coding standards, low-cost large plasma or LCD display and inexpensive large
screen projections, provide the opportunity to investigate more natural telecommuni-
cation systems. This thesis presents designs and evaluations of a series of situated
displays.
1.3 Contributions
1.3.1 Contributions to telepresence displays
We designed and built a series of situated displays which could be used in future tele-
conferencing. The four displays shown in Figure 1.1(a) to Figure 1.1(d). A remote
user is presented in each situated display and can engage in local conversation. Local
viewers are able to understand the remote user’s gaze direction. These newly designed
situated displays aim to achieve the following goals: low-cost, freedom from 3D glasses
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(Using 3D glasses is difficult to detect gaze direction in two-way conversation), large
number of observers, wide field of view and precise gaze direction in the simulated
conversation. A brief introduction of this system is given in this section and further
detailed explanation is presented in Chapter 3.
Figure 1.1(a) shows a spherical display to present real-time video of the remote
person. We used a non-planar display, in particular a spherical display as this type of
display provides the same angle of view from all directions. Because cameras are now
becoming very cheap, we further used a camera array to capture the remote user, so
that we can select an appropriate video of them to show. This system is developed for
teleconferencing applications that only require a single observer at multiple viewpoints
to see a correct perspective image of the remote person. It offers a 360◦ view whereas
flat displays are only visible from the front.
Figure 1.1(b) shows a spherical display featuring a ray-traced view-dependent ren-
dering method to represent the remote person as a virtual avatar. We detail a method for
enabling the displayed avatar to reproduce the facial expression captured from a person
in real-time and with high-fidelity. The system provides an observer with perspective-
correct rendering and the nature of the display offers surrounding visibility.
Figure 1.1(c) shows a cylindrical display to present real-time video of the remote
person for multiple observers. We used an array of cameras to capture a remote per-
son, and an array of projectors to present each of them onto the cylindrical screen.
The cylindrical screen reflects each image to a narrow viewing zone without crosstalk.
This system allows multiple observers to see perspective-correct images of the remote
person from multiple viewing directions simultaneously.
Figure 1.1(d) shows a random hole autostereoscopic display. We developed a
view-dependent ray traced rendering method to represent a remote person as an avatar
on the random hole display. The method allows multiple observers in arbitrary loca-
tions to perceive stereo images simultaneously. This system could be used for group
teleconferencing.
Our current systems are used for asymmetric conversations, such as teaching sce-
narios. Systems using similar principles could be configured to support symmetric,
3-way or N-way conversations. The low cost and ease of setup make these interesting
platforms for next generation video conferencing. The borderless spherical or cylindri-
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cal display can be statically situated as an interesting display for virtual avatars or other
content. It could also be mounted on a robot as a mobile display for telepresence.
1.3.2 Contributions to human factors
While this work’s driving motivation lies in the aspiration to enhance telepresence by
building novel displays, insight into the understanding of how people behave and re-
spond when engaged in these displays is a no lesser goal. The work had evaluated the
affordances of spatial interaction and interpersonal communication of such systems.
Firstly, the work empirically evaluated the effect of perspective on the user’s ac-
curacy in judging gaze direction. We found the following results:
1. We found several models and effects for predicting the distortion introduced by
misalignment of capturing cameras and observer’s viewing angles in video con-
ferencing systems. Those models might be able to enable a correction for this
distortion in future display configurations (Chapter 4 to Chapter 5).
2. We also found the combined presence of motion parallax and stereoscopic cues
which significantly improved the effectiveness with which observers were able
to assess the avatar’s gaze direction. This motivates the need for stereo in future
multiview displays (Chapter 6).
Secondly, the research also investigated how trust can be altered depending on
how one views the remote person. Findings are as follows:
1. By monitoring advice seeking behavior, we found that if participants observe an
avatar at an oblique viewing angle on a flat display, they are less able to discrimi-
nate between expert and non-expert advice than if they observe the avatar face-on
(Chapter 7).
2. By preserving a virtual avatar’s correct appearance and gaze direction, the spher-
ical display is able to maintain a consistently high level of trust regardless of
viewing position(Chapter 7).
Thirdly, the experiments in this research not only rely on users’ self-reports, such
as qualitative interviews or questionnaires, but also quantitative studies. The frame-
works for evaluating those systems could be useful for the future system evaluation.
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1.3.3 Contributions to graphical rendering
We developed view-dependent ray traced rendering methods to represent a remote per-
son as an avatar on the spherical display and the random hole display, respectively.
These algorithms also could be extended to other display surfaces.
1.4 Scope of thesis
This thesis is concerned with the design and evaluation of four situated multiview telep-
resence displays. The work investigated the use of such displays to support both object-
focus and interpersonal collaboration.
As covered in Chapter 2 , there are several potential conversation scenarios which
would be used in teleconferencing. However, this work is explicitly concerned with
asymmetric telepresence systems.
A variety of flat multiview systems have been developed to improve several aspects
of teleconferecing. Current immersive systems also can replicate a life-like face to face
conversation. However, this work is focus on situated telepresence systems.
For evaluating our four novel displays, this thesis will focus on two human factors:
object-focused gaze and interpersonal trust.
1.5 Publications relating to this thesis
The research that forms part of this thesis has led to several publications. Table 1.1
matches the contributions of this thesis to individual publications. Four evaluations of
our telepresence displays are presented, and the chapter in which each may be found is
presented in the right most column. The display and the affordance columns refer to
the telepresence system used in the evaluation and its unique affordance.
1.6 Structure
Chapter 2 contextualises the research by expanding upon the motivation, the central
problem addressed, and the general approach taken. This thesis looked into challenging
of teleconferencing for different conversation scenarios, previously proposed solutions
to this problem, and previous evaluation methods. This work is motivated by results
of studies on the advantages and disadvantages of the reproduction of eye direction in
teleconferencing.
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Table 1.1: Publications relating to this thesis
Chapter Display Affordance Publication
Chapter 4 Spherical
video dis-
play (Fig-
ure 1.1(a))
Prospective-
correct rendering • Y. Pan, O. Oyekoya and A.
Steed. A surround video cap-
ture and presentation system
for preservation of eye-gaze
for telepresence. PRESENCE:
Teleoperators and Virtual En-
vironments, MIT Press, 24-1,
2015 [79]
• Y. Pan and A. Steed. Pre-
serving gaze direction in tele-
conferencing using a camera
array and a spherical display.
IEEE 3DTV-Conference: The
True Vision-Capture, Transmis-
sion and Display of 3D Video,
Zurich, Switzerland, Oct 15-17,
2012 [80]
Chapter 5 Cylindrical
video dis-
play (Fig-
ure 1.1(c))
Prospective-
correct rendering;
multiple users
• Y. Pan, W. Steptoe and A.
Steed. Comparing flat and
spherical displays in a trust
scenario in avatar-mediated in-
teraction. ACM CHI Human
Factors in Computing Systems,
Toronto, Canada, April 26-May
1, 2014 [82]
Chapter 6 Random
hole au-
tostereo-
scopic
multiview
display
(Fig-
ure 1.1(d))
Prospective-
correct rendering;
multiple users;
stereo views
from arbitrary
positions;
• Y. Pan and A. Steed. Effects
of 3D Perspective on Gaze Es-
timation with a Multiview Au-
tostereoscopic Display. (Under
submission)
Chapter 7 Spherical
avatar dis-
play (Fig-
ure 1.1(b))
Prospective-
correct rendering • Y. Pan and A. Steed. A gaze-
preserving cylindrical multiview
telepresence system. ACM CHI
Human Factors in Computing
Systems, Toronto, Canada, April
26-May 1, 2014 [81]
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Chapter 3 covers four novel display systems and associated algorithms. This chap-
ter presents the design and construction of a spherical video telepresence system, a
spherical avatar telepresence system, a cylindrical video telepresence system, and a
random hole autostereoscopic multiview telepresence system. These systems are ca-
pable of reproducing the gaze direction of the remote person to multiple viewers. The
detailed evaluation of these systems is presented in Chapter 4 to Chapter 7.
Chapter 4 presents the evaluation of the spherical video telepresence display. We
are the first to compare a situated display with a planar display in conveying gaze. We
measure the ability of observers to accurately judge the target at which a user is gazing.
Experiment 1, as a pilot study, demonstrated that the camera array plus sphere display
can convey gaze relatively accurately. Experiment 2 compared observers’ performance
in different flat and spherical display conditions further, by modelling systematic biases
and investigating the influence of seat and target positions.
Chapter 5 presents the evaluation of the cylindrical video telepresence system.
The experiment measures the ability of multiple observers to accurately judge which
target the remote person is gazing at. We compared the cylindrical video telepresence
display to three alternative display configurations. The experiment demonstrates that
our system can convey gaze relatively accurately, especially for observers viewing from
off-center angles.
Chapter 6 presents a study on the effects of 3D perspective on gaze estimation
with the random hole autostereoscopic multiview telepresence system. We evaluated
this system by measuring the ability of observers with different horizontal and vertical
viewing angles to accurately judge which targets the avatar is gazing at. We compared
3 perspective conditions: a conventional 2D view, a monoscopic view with motion
parallax, and a stereoscopic view with motion parallax.
Chapter 7 reports on two experiments that investigate the influence of display type
and viewing angle on how people place their trust during avatar-mediated interaction.
The first experiment explored how interpersonal cues of expertise presented on two
identical flat displays with different viewing angle affect trust. The second experiment
introduced a spherical display, which has advantages over a flat display because it bet-
ter supports non-verbal cues, particularly gaze direction, since it presents a clear and
undistorted viewing aspect at all angles. We then compared two display types by inves-
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tigating how people place their trust. Together the experiments demonstrate how trust
can be altered depending on how one views the avatar.
Chapter 8 draws conclusions and gives suggestions for future work.
Chapter 2
Background
Long-distance collaboration is a fact of life for an increasing number of workers, be-
cause it reduces the need for physical travel. More relationships are being formed
and maintained via teleconferecing than ever before, including supplier purchaser re-
lationships, student-teacher relationships, or collaboration with colleagues at different
locations. Current technology allows local users to communicate with remote users
at almost every time and every place, capturing their expressions and delivering it in
real-time to geographically separated users.
Technology designers have presented a myriad of communication tools that mit-
igate barriers of distance in real-time communication. However, as useful as textual
and audio only technologies are, we know that our bodies do a significant amount of
communication to supplement, enhance, or replace the spoken or written word. Thus,
visual information is an extremely valuable communication channel. However, a single
camera perspective warps some of the visual information (e.g. spatial characteristics)
in current teleconferencing system. In this research, we have designed, built and eval-
uated four novel teleconferencing systems, based on an understanding of interpersonal
communication and how people perceive images in a teleconferencing setting.
This chapter aims to contextualise the research presented in this thesis, by dis-
cussing the related work that has shaped its motivation, the problem it aims to address,
and the approach it takes. The chapter is comprised of five main sections, which nar-
row down the focal area of research. The first section explores the reproduction of
non-verbal cues in telepresence for different conversation scenarios, with a particular
focus on the reproduction of gaze direction. The second section discusses different
telepresence display systems, and covers the relevant literature in situated displays,
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multiview displays, shape-changing displays, virtual reality systems and augmented
reality systems. The third section presents related work on telepresence capture sys-
tems in both video-mediated communication and avatar-mediated communication. The
fourth section explores the evaluation of telepresence displays, with a particular focus
on the affordance of gaze direction and interpersonal trust. The last section summarises
literature presented in the previous four sections and describes the focal area of the re-
search.
2.1 Conversation scenarios
In face to face communication, whether it is verbal or non-verbal, conscious or uncon-
scious, our bodies are capable of powerful expression through words that are said, a
smile that is shared, or the shake of a hand. However, However, some of nonverbal
cues, such as gaze directions, can be lost in the visual communication systems. The
gaze distortions in video conferencing are mainly caused by two factors: parallax shift
effect and collapsed viewer effect [73, 71]. The parallax shift effect occurs due to a
video camera tending to be perched on top of a monitor display in a traditional video-
conferencing system. This causes the user’s eye direction to be different from the video
camera’s capturing direction. Note that the parallax shift effect can occur both horizon-
tally and vertically. The collapsed viewer effect is where all remote participants share
the same virtual viewing position of the local scene. This happens in group to group
video communication systems. For example, if a participant is directly looking at the
capturing camera in a remote room, all the viewers in the local room will feel that the
remote participant is looking at them.
In this section, we review gaze reproduction in telepresence systems for different
conversation scenarios, including two-way conversations, three-way or N-way conver-
sation, group to group conversation, and shoulder to shoulder conversation.
2.1.1 Two-way conversation
In a two-way conversation, where only two participants at different geographical loca-
tions join the video communication, there are various methods of producing a correct
gaze direction [20]. Using a half-silvered mirror [6, 1], embedding a camera in the cen-
tre of display [2], or using a transparent display could allow a video camera to capture
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Figure 2.1: Use half silvered mirror to achieve line-of-sight .
Figure 4. On the left: The fully articulated 3D model of the robot as
it is displayed to the operators. On the right: The custom built camera-
embedded display, as the operator observes the remote scene, their video is
being captured in a way that establish eye-contact between the participants.
This device is a 3D mouse and it allowed the operator to
rotate and translate a target location relative to the robot’s
current location. This was visualized on an overhead display
that also showed the sonar range data as well as other logistic
information such as the battery voltages.
4) Eye-Contact: Many current videoconferencing sys-
tems and telepresence robots mismanage eye-contact in the
interaction. Most people that have used videoconferencing
tools agree that the effect of having a discussion with
somebody who doesn’t seem to look you in the eye can be
very disruptive for the quality of the interaction. It was our
belief that by simply fixing the eye-contact problem with
our system, we could improve the quality of telepresence
interactions drastically.
To address this problem we designed and built a display
with a camera embedded in the center of it. The remote
video window was projected onto the center of this display
by a video-projector placed behind or above the operator.
When the operator was controlling the robot and talking
to their partner while watching them in the video window,
the camera was looking right back at them under an angle
that is very close to 0◦. This produced the effect that the
operator was looking straight forward from the perspective
of a person watching the robot and when the head of the
robot is faced towards a local participant, eye-contact could
be established. A picture of the camera-embedded display
can be seen in figure 4.
C. Software
Each prototype of the robot needed different software to
interface with the different style of motor control schemas
and mobile devices. This section will describe parts of the
software for the fourth prototype of the robot.
1) Real-Time Media Streaming: Java was used for the
bulk of the code that was written for this project and it
leveraged the Personal Robots Group’s codebase called c6.
The real-time streaming of audio and video was performed
using the Java Media Framework (JMF). JMF provides a
nice structure for media transfer that has a pipeline analogy.
Programmers can edit the media data by creating custom
filters and insert them at appropriate locations within the
pipeline.
2) Face-Cropping: In an effort to have the person who
is interacting with the robot more clearly perceive the robot
operator as embodied by the robot we decided to only stream
the region of the video that contains the face of the operator.
We built a custom JMF video-filter that uses OpenCV and
some persistence filtering to find and track the face as well
as extracting that portion of the video and streaming it. This
way the operator could comfortably focus their attention on
the interaction and control of the robot. The Face-Cropping
module would make sure that even if the operator was
moving around slightly, their face would be centered and
rendered in a full-screen view on the robot.
3) Visual Control Feedback: Since in many practical
applications the robot could be out of the operator’s view,
we are faced with the problem of the operator not fully
understanding the effect of their controls. To “close the
feedback loop” so to speak, we designed a fully articulated
3D model of the robot and displayed it to the operator. Using
this model, the operator could directly observe the effects of
their control. The 3D model can be viewed in figure 4.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Our hypothesis is that making telepresence systems so-
cially expressive by affording them the ability to convey
their operators’ non-verbal behavior such as gestures, body
language and proxemics, can make remote interactions more
present, more engaging and more enjoyable. We also believe
that a system that allows for social expression will foster
collaboration and cooperation.
To test this claim we designed an experiment where we
could evaluate the experience of a local collaborator when
interacting with a robot-mediated operator. We specifically
wanted to learn about how the social expressiveness affected
the collaborators experience so we decided to run a between-
subjects study with two conditions:
1) Expressive body condition: The arms of the robot
move according to the control input from the operator
via the passive model controller and the head moves
according to the head movements of the operator.
2) Static body condition: The robot is in a neutral and
still pose during the whole interaction.
A. Hypotheses
We set forth several hypotheses for the outcome of our
experiment. The actual outcome and validity of these claims
is investigated in the Discussion part of this section.
H1 - Co-presence: People would experience stronger co-
presence when they interacted with an expressive telerobot
H2 - Psychological involvement: People would expe-
rience more psychological involvement with their partner
when they interacted with an expressive telerobot.
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(a) Embed one camera at
the center of display
(b) Arrays of camera
arranged at viewer’s
eye level
Figure 2.2: Embed camera in the display to chieve in -of-sight.
the particip nt’s correct gaze direction without bloc ing the image on the screen.
Figure 2.1 shows two ways to place the half silv red mirrors. However, once
participants are moving or not sitting in front of the display, the parallax shift effect
will occur.
Figure 2.2(a) shows the design of the Mebot V4 [2], which is an example of em-
bedding a camera in the center of display. It also has the limitation that the user cannot
move during the conversation. An im roved design is presented in Figure 2.2(b). There
is a line of cameras which is capable of maintaining eye to eye contact even if the par-
icipants are moving h rizon ally. However, due to the height of users varying from
individuals to individu ls, t e position of the camera is not always suitable for every
individual. It is hard to make a hol in the center of a computer display. Comparably,
making a hole in the projector screen is an accessible approach. To implement this in-
stallati n, there is a problem: if place th project in front of display, the camera which
is behind the screen could only detect light from the proj ctor and cann t d tect the
screen n front of the camer , as shown in Figure 2.3( ). Fortunately, as sh wn in Fig-
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(a) Using normal projector
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jector
Figure 2.3: Methods of arranging projector.
Figure 2.4: Transparent OLED display prototype from Samsung
ure 2.3(b), if we place a ultra short throw projector at the top of the screen, the camera
is still able to detect the environment.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of transparent display. We could place a capturing
camera behind the display. Thus, the camera could capture the correct-perspective of
the user.
Camera 
Screen 
(a) Around table concept
Multi-view 
capturing 
Screen 
Shared virtual table 
environment 
Virtual 
camera 
(b) Shared virtual table environment
Figure 2.5: Structure of 3-way communication network.
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Figure 4.1: Hydra
by 70◦ or more and to create a spatial perception that overwhelms the perception of the face
itself. This distortion is not spatially faithful, and there is no attempt to preserve gesture
or relations with objects in the space.
MAJIC, shown in Figure 4.3, produces a parallax-free image by placing cameras
behind the image of the eyes using a semi-transparent screen [23]. MAJIC supports mutual,
partial, and full spatial faithfulness since the images are free of parallax, so long as there is
only one participant at each site since they employ single view displays.
An extreme approach to preserving spatiality is to use a mobile robotic avatar
such as Personal Roving Presence, or PRoP, as a proxy for a single remote user [24]. Shown
in Figure 4.4, PRoPs suffer from the Mona-Lisa effect at both ends, but are not intended
for group-to-group interaction. At the robot end, they mitigate the effect by using the
robot’s body and camera as a gaze cue like GAZE-2’s virtual monitors. When multiple
users operate PRoPs in a shared physical space, full spatial faithfulness is preserved.
All the above systems claim to support multi-site meetings. A striking limitation
on all these systems, however, is that they only work correctly and provide their claimed
affordances when used with one participant per site. This will be a problem with any system
based on viewer-independent displays. In real physical space, different users do not share
(a) Hydra [109]
A chairperson sometimes gazes at participants to urge
them to speak when there is silence in a meeting.
Nonverbal communication is often unconscious. If we are
interested in a certain person’s opinion, we usually face
him or her symmetrically. On the other hand, if we oppose
or are unhappy with that person, we turn our face away or
rest one elbow on the table; that is, we often posture
asymmetrically [15]. In this way we sense the atmosphere
in the meeting room and the aura of the participants, and,
consequent y, we can understand the opinions of the
participants clearly and make the meeting productive [14].
Videoeonferencing
Face-to-face meetings are the best way to come to
decisions, but it is sometimes difficult to assemble
participants at the same time and same place. There have
been many studies on tele-communication support systems
using video images [3, 4, 7], and we think video-
conferencing systems could be developed in two
categories. One attaches importance to portability, in order
to be able to communicate with anyone, anytime and
anyplace. An example of this is desktop conferencing
systems [1, 13, 19]. We will be able to have meetings
using multi-media notebook computers equipped with
radio network facilities in the near future.
The other category attaches importance to reality, and, as a
result, usually requires a large space. Some topics or key-
words in studies of these systems are
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
In
informal communication support [2, 5, 11],
simulation of a multi-way round-table meeting [16,
20] ,
eye contact support [8, 12],
integration of communication space and work space
[9, 18], and
virtual reality [17].
order to communicate with each other bv
.
videoconferencing with a sense of reality, one of the most
important problems is how to support eye contact among
prmicipants and provide life-size portraits of them. Many
systems use a half ransparent mirror o support eye
contact, while other systems use a large screen to provide
life-size portraits, but it is difficult to provide both.
Mor over, in the case of multi-party videocotiere cing,
multiple eye contact should be supported, and to support a
senseof reality or feeling of togetherness, there should be
no boundaries between th pictures.
DESIGN OF MAJIC
We identified the following four design requirements to
implement “Multi-Attendant Joint Interface for
Collaboration” (MAJIC):
(1) multi-way (mor than wo-way) round- abl meetings
and multiple eye contact between participants must
be supported,
(2)
(3)
(4)
users can become aware of the gaze of one participant
toward another participant; in other words, users
maintain awareness of who is visually attending to
whom,
life-size video pictures of the participants are shown
without boundaries to achieve a senseof reality, and
a shared work space must be provided at the center of
the participants.
Figure 1 illustrates the first draft of MAJIC. It shows four
persons working in Tokyo, New York, London and Paris
offices respectively, and having a meeting one day. Hence,
they are going to use MAJIC at each of their ofllces. There
is a shared work space and a large curved screen in front of
each user, and the other three participants are shown on the
screen as though attending the meeting together and sitting
around the work space. Each user can select a background
of portraits in order to relax them or inspire them.
‘0”0/\
Figure 1: The first draft of MAJIC,
Life-size Portraits
There are two important factors in achieving a sense of
reality during videoconferencing, One is the size of
participants’ images on the screen. For example, we may
feel participants are far away if their portraits are smaller
than life-size. Moreover, it would be diftlcult to read facial
expressions or gestures if participants are shown on a small
display or displays. Another factor is the background
behind the portraits. Although there are some systems that
use multi-displays to provide for multi-party conferencing,
to achieve a feeling of togetherness, there should be no
boundaries between the portraits . If users are surrounded
by other participants with a seamless background, they can
feel as though they are together.
Muitiple Eye Contact
Multiple eye contact among participants should be
supported to make multi-party conferencing effective,
since without eye contact or calling out the person’s name,
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(b) MAJIC [76]
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Abstract. TELEPORT is an experimental teleconferencing
system with the goal of enabling small groups of people, al-
though geographically separated, to meet as if face to face.
The innovative features of the system include the use of
full-wall display surfaces, “merging” of real and virtual en-
vironments, viewer tracking, and real-time compositing of
live video with synthetic backgrounds.
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1 Introduction
Personal computers equipped with microphone, speakers,
camera, and perhaps additional video monitors, are now
widely used for desktop video conferencing. Conference par-
ticipants appear in video windows, or on adjoining monitors,
and may access shared applications shown simultaneously
on each participant’s screen. Several desktop video confer-
encing systems have been described in the literature; for
example, see the work of Ahuja [1], Bly et al. [3], Gaver et
al. [9], Mantei et al. [18] and Root [21], in addition several
commercial products are now available.
This paper presents TELEPORT, an experimental tele-
conferencing system, where the goal is to provide greater
realism than is found with conventional desktop video con-
ferencing. The essential idea behind TELEPORT is what is
termed copresence [4], the illusion that remote conference
participants, although actually distant, are present in the lo-
cal participant’s physical space.
The system is based around special rooms, called dis-
play rooms, where one wall is a “view port” into a vir-
tual extension (Plate I and Plate II). The geometry, surface
characteristics, and lighting of the virtual extension are de-
signed to closely match the real room to which it is attached.
When a teleconferencing connection is established, video
imagery of the remote participant (or participants) is com-
posited with a rendered view of the virtual extension (see
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Plate I. TELEPORT Display Room (as designed)
Pla III). The viewing position of the local p rticipant is
tracked, allowing imagery appearing on the wall display to
be rendered from the participant’s perspective. The combi-
nation of viewer tracking, a wall-sized display, and real-time
rendering and compositing, give the illusion of the virtual
extension being attached to the real room. The result is a
natural and immersive teleconferencing environment, where
real and virtual environments are merged without the need
for head-mounted displays or other encumbering devices.
From the above description, we view the contribution of
TELEPORT to be that it integrates several new technologies
and capabilities, and makes a step towards achieving true
copresence. While each of the features used in TELEPORT
has been studied previously, it is their integration which
makes TELEPORT unique. Among the important elements
of TELEPORT are
– a semi-real, semi-virtual meeting space;
– a wall-sized display supporting both mono and stereo-
scopic viewing;
– viewer tracking and real-time rendering;
– an image segmentation system capable of extracting fore-
ground objects (participants) from a fixed background
while operating at near video rates (10-25 fps);
(c) TELEPORT [36]
geometry, main features of human-centred communication like 
body postures, subtle movement, eye contact, gaze direction and 
room acoustics can not be reproduced on principle by these 
systems [3]. Therefore other systems have been specialised to 
two-party conferences based on a point-to-point connection 
between two user groups. In this case each group is seating at one 
end of a long conference table whereas the opposite end 
terminates in a large screen showing the counterpart at the remote 
site. As a consequence, the conferees get the impression of sitting 
at one table. Furthermore, as all members of one gr up are sitting 
close together and the virtual viewing distance between the two 
groups is quite large, eye contact, gaze direction and body 
language can be reproduced at least approximately. However, as 
mentioned above, such videoconference table systems are usually 
restricted to two-party point-to-point scenarios. Tw  c mmercial 
state-of-art examples can be f und under [24] and [25].  
The main restriction in all these systems is th  usage of 
conventional 2D video, often coded by MPEG-2 or H.263. In fact, 
in the most general case, human-centred communication in 
videoconferences means that every participant gets his very 
individual perspective view of the conference scene – a feature 
that requires an interactive control of a virtual camera in a 
synthetic 3D world. This is a main issue of basic research on 
collaborative virtual environments (CVE) since years. A common 
theme of all these efforts is to exploit the benefits of tele-
immersion, often in that way that the participants will have the 
impression of being pres nt in a shared virtu l table envir nment 
(SVTE) suggesting spatial proximity, enabling a higher degree of 
natural interaction and effective collaboration. 
First approaches in this area were limited to strictly graphical 
environments using avartars for representing the remote 
conferees. A lot of systems have been proposed in this on ext 
during the last decade. One example for theses world-widely 
spread research activities was the former Europe ACTS project 
COVEN who demonstrated the benefits of the SVTE concept by a 
networked business game VR applic tion in 1997 [26]. Lat r 
approaches were more and more focused on a seamless integration 
of 2D video images r ven 3D video avatars into CVE’s to 
increase realism [27][28]. Some of these approaches were driven 
by the MPEG-4 multimedia standard that offers new powerful 
coding and composition tools for such purposes [13] [29]. 
Further SVTE-based system proposals are more video-based as, 
for example, the ones using tele-cubicles here the remote 
conferees appear at separate vid o screens spatially arranged n an 
SVTE-like set-up [5][6]. The main objective of these systems is to 
offer rich communication modalities as similar as possible to 
those used in a real face-to-face meeting (e.g., gestures, gaze 
awareness, realistic images, correct sound direction, etc) and to 
exceed the limits of conventional video-conferencing on one hand 
an VR-based CVE approaches on other hand, which may 
impov rish communicatio  (e.g., face-only images in separate 
windows, unrealistic avatars, missing eye contact). Against this 
backgr und, the most attr ctive approaches on next generation 
syst ms and related applications are reviewed in t e following 
section. Th n sec ion 3 briefly exp ains the basic concept of 
sha ed virtual table environments (SVTE). Section 4 outlines the 
system architecture as w ll as so e hard are details of our 
p ototype demonstrator on a SVTE conference system. In contrast 
to former proposals it combines the benefits of video-based tele-
cubicles and VR-based CVE’s in one common scheme enabling 
conferees located in different geographical places to meet around 
a virtual table, appearing at each station in a way to create a 
convincing impression of being present in a real conference 
situation (see Figure 1). From t e si nal processing point of view, 
the 3D video processing of this prototype rep esents the main 
difficulty of th  entire syst m design. It provides the basic 3D 
feature enabling the participants to view each ot er from the 
proper perspective, with realistic eye contact and supporting head 
motion parallax. Therefore, the 3D video processing chain and 
software implementations are described in detail in section 5. 
Finally, the conclusions in section 6 summarize the work and give 
an outlook on possible extensions of the system. 
2. NEXT GENERATION SYSTEMS 
2.1 Tele-Cubicles  
An attractive SVTE approach known from the past is the one of 
tele-cubicles [5][6][7]. A common feature of these proposals is a 
special system set-up, where the participants are situated 
symmetrically around the shared table, with each conferee 
appearing on an own screen (see Figure 2). Note that the 
symmetric geometry of this set-up guarantees eye contact, gaze 
awareness and gesture reproduction. Thus, everybody in the 
session can observe under correct perspective who is talking to 
whom or who is pointing at what. For example, if the person in 
front of the terminal in Figure 2 talks to the one on left while 
making a gesture in direction of the right one, this third person 
can easily recognize that the two others are talking about him.  
 
Figure 2. Experimental set-up of NTII at UNC [7]. 
H wever, while the tele-cubicle concept seems to hold merit, 
there exist a lot of severe disadvantages and unsolved problems. 
First of all, the specifically arranged display surfaces appear as 
'windows' into the offices of the other conferees, resulting in a 
restricted mediation of social and physical presence. Furthermore, 
ideally suited for a fixed number of participants (e.g. three in the 
set-up from Figure 2) and limited to single-user terminals only, 
the tele-cubicle concept does not scale well. Any addition of 
further terminals requires a physical re-arrangement of displays 
and cameras, simply to adjust the geometry of the SVTE set-up to 
the new situation. Finally, it is difficult to merge the tele-cubicle 
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(d) NTII [98]
Figure 2.6: Examples for 3-way teleconferencing system.
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Figure 2.7: Three-way conversation screen.
2.1.2 Three-way or N-way conversation
For three-way or N-way conversations, more than two participants at different places
link up in the conversation. Apart from considering the parallax shift effect, the struc-
ture of three-way or N-way communication network is also an essential issue. Round-
table and SVTE (shared virtual table environment) are basic schemes to build a three-
way or N-way communication network [105].
Figure 2.5(a) shows the round-table scheme. Many researchers have used this
scheme to reproduce correct gaze direction in three-way or N-way conversations. Fig-
ure 2.6(a) shows the Hydra system [109], which placed several hydra units in front
of a local user to present the videos of remote users. Figure 2.6(b) shows the MA-
JIC [76] system. At each site of this system, a large semi-transparent curved screen
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Figure 2.8: Scenario of virtual room. Left: separate screen. Middle: split screen with different
background. Right: shared virtual background
was mounted behind a normal computer terminal. In the MONJUnoCHIE system [5],
a special semi-transparent display based on holographic optical elements was used.
The overall transmission bit is increased with the square of the connected sites.
e.g. N × (N-1) cameras are needed for N participants [70]. Alternatively, the SVTE
scheme manages to decrease the overall transmission bit by integrating generic 3D rep-
resentations of the conferees into a shared virtual environment [8, 66], presented in Fig-
ure 2.5(b). In contrast to the round table scheme, such as the Hydra, this allows for the
usage of efficient multicast network structures, meaning that the same generic 3D video
representation is sent to all (N-1) remote destinations. The TELEPORT system in the
Figure 2.6(c) [36] and NTII (National Tele-Immersion Initiative in Figure 2.6(d)) [98]
utilized this idea.
Another topic in three-way conversations is how to display all the remote users
in the local site. It usually uses at least two separate windows or screens to present
two remote users in the local site. There are two ways to set up those displays shown
in Figure 2.7. Instead of presenting two remote participants on different screens, it is
possible to segment the participants’ images from their background and present these
images against a virtual background, as described in Figure 2.8. This technique will
lose the background information of each participant, but this is not that important in
many circumstances.
2.1.3 Group to group conversation
Group to group conversation means that multiple users are collocated with an instance
of the teleconferencing system. Group-to-group systems with one camera per site will
necessarily distort gaze direction due to Mona-Lisa effect. When a participant looks
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Figure 2.9: Tele-presence wall. [105]
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Figure 1. GAZE-2 session with 4 users. Everyone is currently
looking at the left person, who’s image is broadcast in a higher
resolution. Frontal images are rotated to convey gaze direction.
Figure 2. Attentive Videotunnel. To prevent horizontal paral-
lax, an eyetracker mounted in a video tunnel selects the camera
closest to the gaze position of the user for broadcast.
ATTENTIVE VIDEOTUNNELS
By positioning a half-silvered mirror at a 45 degree angle to
the screen, videotunnels allow placement of camera units
behind a projection of a virtual screen in front of the user
(see Figure 2). In our Attentive Videotunnel design, several
cameras are placed behind the screen, such that one of these
cameras will always provide a parallax-free frontal image of
the user. An eye tracker mounted below the cameras meas-
ures which camera the user is looking at, and selects this
camera for multicasting to all users.
ATTENTIVE MEETING ROOMS
The frontal, parallax-free image of each user is projected on
a 2D plane suspended in a 3D virtual meeting room at loca-
tions that would otherwise be held in a round-table meeting
(see Figure 1). The eye tracking system measures not only
which camera is closest to the user’s gaze position, but also
which participant the user looks at. To allow users to estab-
lish eye contact with the correct participant, each user’s
image is automatically rotated towards the participant that
user is looking at. Such rotation provides a surprisingly
powerful affordance of head orientation by the correspond-
ing user. Firstly, like head orientation, the projected surface
of a face shrinks with rotation. Secondly, since interlocu-
tors typically establish eye contact with the person they
listen or speak to, the limited resolution of peripheral vi-
sion strengthens the illusion of head orientation by unat-
tended individuals. Like the Hydra system, GAZE-2 does
allow the presentation of images from different camera an-
gles to different users. We chose not to do this to allow the
use of a single camera feed for multicasting.
NETWORKS OF ATTENTION
Network bandwidth use is a key aspect of the usability of
video conferencing systems. In internet-based video
conferencing systems, unavailability of network resources
leads to poor image quality through high compression
rates, low frame rates, or decreased resolution. Multicasting
alleviates network problems by allowing a single video
stream to be sent to all users simultaneously, occupying
only a single unit of network bandwidth. When GAZE-2 is
used by 4 users in multicast mode, only 4 video streams
need to be sent over the network. A system that uses im-
ages from multiple camera angles to convey eye gaze would
require 12 individual streams. However, when multicasting
is unavailable, the use of a single camera feed yields little
or no bandwidth gains, as images need to be sent individu-
ally anyway. To increase network efficiency in such cases,
our system allows the employment of attentive compres-
sion techniques [1]. A considerable amount of bandwidth is
wasted during any multiparty video conferencing session.
This is because each user is capable of looking only at a
single person at a time. Given that most users typically
focus on the same individual, it makes sense to dynami-
cally focus network resources on that individual. Since the
system knows where each user is looking, it sends high
quality video images to only those participants that look at
you. As exemplified by Figure 1, this need not be notice-
able by the human eye. In Figure 1, only the left image is
sent in hi-res. Try focusing on that image, with your head
at a distance of 10 inches. When you now try observing the
other users without moving your eye, you notice the lim-
ited resolution of your peripheral vision. We employ a
similar technique for the attentive compression of audio
streams.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented GAZE-2, an attentive video conferencing sys-
tem that conveys whom users are talking to by measuring
whom they look at, and then rotating their live video im-
ages towards that person in a 3D virtual meeting room.
Attentive Videotunnels ensure a parallax-free image at all
times by automatically broadcasting the camera closest to
where the user is looking. The system allows the use of
attentive compression of video and audio feeds, rendering
only those users that are being looked at in high resolution.
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(a) Gaze-2 [127]
Fig. 1. A scheme of site installation and a photo of a site running the
videoconference.
gaze awareness - knowledge of the current object in someone
else's visual attention; partial gaze awareness - being aware of
the general direction someone is looking (e.g., whether he/she
is looking at you, or at someone else); and mutual gaze -
possibility of eye contact.
In most videoconferencing environments, gaze information
is not conveyed easily due to the usual discrepancy between
the camera position and the place of visualization of the other
person's eyes. While several videoconferencing systems were
invented to mediate some or all forms of gaze awareness (e.g.,
GAZE2 [21], MAJIC [14], Hydra [17] and Multiview [13]),
none of these are, however, directly suitable for ad-hoc groups
due to either the lack of support for group-to-group interaction
([21], [14], [17]), or problems with mobility and flexibility
[13].
Another line of research has recently focused on the ef-
fects of mixed presence (i.e., a collaboration among multiple
distributed sites, each with a co-located group, which are
connected by a communication channel; thus allowing the use
of both face-to-face and computer mediated communication)
where the problem of presence disparity was identified by
several studies (e.g., [4], [19], [2]). This term describes the
tendency of the users at each individual site to form a strong
sense of an in-group, which in tum leads to the users collabo-
rating mainly with other co-located users and neglecting those,
who are physically remote. Therefore, presence disparity is an
undesirable effect which an ideal nvir nment shoul mitigate.
III. D GC E
The environment was designed with focus on allowing
mutual gaze and partial gaze awareness, while retaining flexi-
b lity and mobility r quired by ad-hoc gr ups. More detailed
description of the environme t is subject of [18].
A. Environment Setup
a) Components : The nvironment comprises a camera
and an audio system for the whole g oup, s well as a personal
comput r - typically laptop computer - with two webcams
attac d for each user, as shown in Figur 1. The p rsonal
comput rs a e needed to have individual v deo capture and
playback capab lities, for otherwise all the user would "share
the same eyes" through the group camera and a projection
screen. We believe the assumption of personal computer is
not too restrictive for anticipated users, be it in commercial
sphere or academia. Furthermore, the proposed two camera
setup can be built into the personal computers in a similar
way it is frequently implemented now with a single camera.
b) Audio: All participants at each site share the audio by
default. Audio is captured by group microphone r down-
mixed microphone array and sound is played by speakers for
the whole group. Therefore, some kind o cho c ncellation is
also necessary - be it in a microphon with echo cancellation
(e.g., Clea One AccuMic) or dedicated echo-canc ling device
(e.g., Polycom SoundStructure).
Th group audio can be substituted by personal monaural
headsets with short-range microphones, to be able to work
Digital Object Identifier: 10.4108I/CST.COLLABORATECOM2009.8344
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with individual audio streams. Having the headset attached to
one ear only allows for full on-site participation of individuals
in the group. For more natural operation, wireless headsets are
required, but applicability of these is often severely limited by
their low sound fidelity.
c) Video: As mentioned above, there are three video
sources for each user: (1) the group camera, which provides
video of the whole group, (2) a focus camera attached to
the top-right of the screen, and (3) a side camera, positioned
typically few inches from the bottom-left edge of the screen.
The screen with video playback is divided into three parts:
(1) whole group video stream at the top left of the screen
(with group videos possibly merged in case of more than two
groups participating), (2) focus window at the top right of the
screen, and (3) individual video streams at the bottom of the
screen. When a user focuses on another user, he looks at the
top-right section of the screen, where the focus camera is also
positioned. The overall setup of the desktop with focus camera
attached is shown in Figure 2, as well as a photo from one of
our test groups.
This setup enables mediation of mutual gaze sensation. It
utilizes findings by Chen [5] that show asymmetry in human
sensitivity to eye contact: people would still perceive eye
contact if the other person's gaze is directed less than 5° below
the camera. By having a fixed place for the focus window
in GColI, it is easy to attach the focus camera appropriately
(b) Gcoll [112]
Figure 4. This figure shows the several iterations of MultiView’s
design. MultiView started as a video tunnel setup wit a retroreflectiv
screen (upper left). The video tunnel was abandoned for a front
projected directional screen (upper right). The latest iteration includes
a larger screen, higher precision optics, short throw projectors, and
high resolutions cameras.
and directing heat and noise away from the participants.
To capture the images, new high resolution (1024x768
pixel) firewire cameras replace CCTV cameras. Due to
the mism tch between the screen’s 9:4 asp ct ratio and the
4:3 aspect ratio of the projectors and cameras, the image
is much higher than necessary. As a result, we discard the
lower 40% of the pixels in both t e cameras and projector.
Sound is recorded using a single echo cancelling desktop
conferencing microphone. Speakers are mounted on the top
of the screen. All audio and video are encoded and decoded
using MPEG-2 codecs (constant bit rate of 6Mbps/video
stream) and transported over a local gigabit network –
although the bandwidth used is less than 40Mbps.
Cameras are placed to minimize the vertical disparity
between the cameras and the images of the eyes. The
difference is generally 6” above. Given that the participants
are viewing the screen from about 8’, there will be about
a 3.6◦ disparity betwe n the actual gaze direction and
the perceived gaze directio in the downward direction.
However, even with this disparity, people should still
register correct eye contact given that it is below the angular
threshold beyond which people perceive a break in eye
contact (about 5◦ in the downward direction) [6].
DAYTRADER: A COOPERATIVE INVESTMENT TASK
The trust measurement task in our study is an instantiation of
a social dilemma game called Daytrader and was originally
developed by Bos. et. al [3]. Social dilemmas put
participants in a situation where the payoff is higher for
defecting than for cooperating with the other participants,
but where everyone is better off if everyone cooperates than
if everyone defects. Social dilemma games have been used
as a measure of trust in a variety of experimental studies [1–
3, 7, 8, 14]. Even though there are several well known
shortcomings with experiments based on social dilemmas,
most involving the generalizability of its findings [13],
results are well understood and readily comparable to a large
body of prior work.
In this study, we used a modified version of Daytrader to
measure levels of trust in group-to-group communication.
The rules of the game are as follows:
• There are 2 groups, each group consisting of 2 or 3
participants.
• The groups will play an unknown number of rounds.
• In each round each group is given 60 credits. Each group
must decide how many of their credits to cooperatively
invest with the other group (cooperate) and how many
they wish to save for themselve (d f ct).
• For each round, a new group leader should make the final
decision as to what the investment is going to be.
• The cooperative investment is put into a fluctuating
market which will average 50% return over the course of
the entire game.
• The earnings from the cooperative investment are divided
evenly among the two groups, regardless of each groups’
contribution to the cooperative investment. Each group is
told how much they earned, but they are not told what e
other group earned.
• After every 5 rounds a “Rich Get Richer” bonus is
awarded to the two groups. 60 credits are placed into
the fluctuating market. The earnings are divided between
the two groups such that the proportion of the awarded
bonuses is equal to the proportion of the groups’ earning
in the previous 5 rounds.
• Discussion is allowed at any point in time, either with
groupmates or with the opposing group. However,
groups have about one minute between each round. After
the bonuses are awarded at the end of 5 rounds, the
groups are given extra time and are encouraged to have
a discussion. Groups are not allowed to share precise
numerical investment and earning amounts with the other
group.
This game differs from the one presented by Bos et al. [3]
by using a fluctuating market which adds noise to the
information available to the groups. The goal was to make it
ambiguous as to whether returns were the result of the other
group’s action or the market performance. A fluctuating
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Achieving Eye Contact in a One-to-Many 3D Video Teleconferencing System
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Figure 1: (a) An audience interacts with a remote participant (RP) rendered in 3D on an autostereoscopic display. (b,c) A cross-fusable
stereo pair where the RP appears life-size in correct perspective, able to make eye contact with the members of the audience. (d) The RP
looks back at the audience via ometrically calibrated wide-angle 2D video while being scanned, transmitted, and rendered at 30Hz.
Ab trac
We pr sent a set of algorit ms and an associated display system
capable of producing correctly rendered eye contact between a
three-dimensionally transmitted remote participant and a group of
observ rs in a 3D teleconferencing system. The participant’s face is
scanned in 3D at 30Hz and transmit ed in real time to an autostereo-
scopic horizontal-parall x 3D display, displaying him or her over
more than a 180◦ field of view obse vable to multipl bservers. To
ren er the ge metry with correct perspective, we create a fast vertex
shader based on a 6D lookup table for projecting 3D scene vertices
to a range of subject angles, heights, and distances. We generalize
the projectio thematics t arbitrarily shaped display surfaces,
which allo s us to employ a curved concave display surface to
focus the high speed i agery to individual observers. To achieve
two-way eye contact, we capture 2D video from a cross-polarized
camera reflected to the position of the virtual participant’s eyes, and
display this 2D video feed on a large screen in front of the real par-
ticipant, replicating the viewpoint of their virtual self. To achieve
correct vertical perspective, we further leverage this image to track
the position of each audience member’s eyes, allowing the 3D dis-
play to render correct vertical perspective for each of the viewers
around the device. The result is a one-to-many 3D teleconferenc-
ing system able to reproduce the effects of gaze, attention, and eye
contact generally missing in traditional teleconferencing systems.
1 Introduction
When people communicate in person, numerous cues of attention,
eye contact, and gaze direction provide important additional chan-
nels of information [Argyle and Cook 1976], making in-person
meetings more efficient and effective than telephone conversations
and 2D teleconferences. However, with collaborative efforts in-
creasingly spanning large distances and the economic and envi-
ronmental impact of travel becoming increasingly burdensome,
telecommunication techniques are becoming increasing prevalent.
Thus, improving the breadth of information transmitted over a
video teleconference is of significant interest.
The potential utility of three-dimensional video teleconferencing
has been dramatized in movies such as Forbidden Planet and the
Star Wars films. The films usually depict a single person trans-
mitted three-dimensionally from a remote location to interact with
a group of colleagues somewhere distant. The films depict accu-
rate gaze and eye contact cues which enhance the dramatic content,
but the technology is fictional. A recent demonstration by CNN
showed television viewers the full body of a remote correspondent
transmitted "holographically" to the news studio, appearing to mak-
ing eye contact with the news anchor. However, the effect was
performed with image compositing in postproduction and could
only be seen by viewers at home; the anchor actually stared across
empty space toward a traditional flat panel television [Rees 2008].
The Musion Eyeliner (http://www.eyeliner3d.com/) system claims
holographic "3D" transmission of figures such as Price Charles and
Richard Branson in life size to theater stages, but the transmission
is simply 2D high definition video projected onto the stage using
a Pepper’s Ghost [Steinmeyer 1999] effect only viewable from the
theater audience; the real on-stage participant must pretend to see
the transmitted person from the correct perspective to help convince
the audience of the effect. CISCO Systems’ TelePresence systems
use a controlled arrangement of high-definition video cameras and
life-size video screens to produce the impression of multiple people
from different locations sitting around a conference table, but the
use of 2D video precludes the impression of accurate eye contact:
when a participant looks into the camera, everyone seeing their
video stream sees the participant looking toward them; when the
participant looks away from the camera (for example, toward other
participants in the meeting), no one sees the participant looking at
them.
In this work, we develop a one-to-many teleconferencing system
which uses a novel arrangement of 3D acquisition, transmission,
and display technologies to achieve accurate reproduction of gaze
direction and eye contact. We target the common application where
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 28, No. 3, Article 64, Publication date: August 2009.
(d) One-to-many [46]
Figure 2.10: Examples for multi-parties eleconferencing system.
into the camera, everyone seeing their video strea se s the particip nt l king t ward
them; hen th partici ant looks away from the camera (for example, toward other
p rticipants in the m eting), no one s es the participant lo king at th m.
Many of systems have been built o sup ort correct gaze direction for group con-
versation. The Telepresence Wall [23] in Figure 2.9 is an ex mple of a display used
to support two groups at two sites. Figure 2.10(a) shows the GAZE-2 [127] that uses
an eye-controlled camera direction to ensure parallax free tra smission of eye contact.
Gco l [112] in Figure 2.10(b) supported mutual gaze as well as partial gaze awareness
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for all participants with modest technical requirements, e.g. notebooks with two USB
cameras for each user. These systems only work correctly and provide their affordances
when used with one participant per site. This will be a problem with any system based
on viewer-independent displays. In real physical space, different users do not share
the same view of others. Recent systems provides a practical solution to this problem,
using a custom view-dependent display. Figure 2.10(d) shows a one-to-many 3D video
teleconferencing system [46]. The remote user’s face is scanned in 3D at 30Hz and
transmitted in real time to an auto-stereoscopic horizontal parallax 3D display, display-
ing it over more than 180◦ field of view observable to multiple views. MultiView [71]
in Figure 2.10(c) accomplishes reproduction of eye gaze in group to group conversa-
tion by capturing unique and correct perspectives for each participant. It uses one of
many cameras and simultaneously projecing each of them onto a directional screen that
controls who sees which image.
Building on previous research, this thesis introduced several view-dependent dis-
plays to support correct gaze direction for group conversation.
2.1.4 Shoulder to shoulder conversation
Shoulder to shoulder conversations give more attention to the users’ environment. It
is particularly focused on representing a remote participant as a visitor to join local
conversation.
As discussed above, many telepresence systems have been built to improve dif-
ferent videoconferencing scenarios, though the majority use planar displays. However,
those planar displays are only visible from the front. The scope of this thesis is to
focus on the one-way teleconferencing scenario, as an evaluation of our displays. Nev-
ertheless, previous researches using flat displays for two-way conversation, three-way
or N-way conversation, group to group conversation and shoulder to shoulder conver-
sation scenarios are important for the future development of displays.
2.2 Display systems
In this following section, we first outline state of art situated displays and multiview
displays, which shapes the motivations of this thesis. We then discuss related displays
and their features that could be used in teleconferencing.
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public display in which people do not only signal their 
interest towards the display but also express that they are 
open for social interaction. Several field studies on public 
displays [24, 26] reveal that the honeypot effect is powerful 
in attracting users: once there is an initial crowd, people 
will be attracted by it and thereby again attract others [16]. 
Except for the location of the public display [6], it is not 
clear how this effect can be catered for and whether the 
form factor of the public display can influence this effect. 
In summary, only few studies proposed different form 
factors for public displays and never compared them in a 
field study. While several effects have been observed 
during field studies, it is unsure how the form factor 
contributed. For these reasons, we conducted a field study 
contrasting form factors and report on the five described 
effects (stages of interaction, performative interaction, 
personal space, f-formations and honeypot effect). 
CHAINED DISPLAYS  
Chained displays consist of a combination of several 
screens to create large non-flat display surfaces (Figure 2). 
Each screen is linked to its neighbor screens in order to 
maintain a “global continuity”. By changing the angularity 
between displays, we can easily modify the form factor of 
the display surface. Our chained displays also include a 
depth sensor (e.g. Microsoft Kinect) to allow users to 
perform mid-air gestures in front of the displays. 
 
We used 40” LCD displays to build our chained displays. 
They were chosen for their wide viewing angles and thin 
bezel. We also built specific stands designed for this setup 
in order to (1) guarantee a high level of stability, (2) easily 
transport the displays and (3) have the screens close to each 
other whatever the angularity. While the minimal chained 
display configuration relies on 2 screens, our setup is based 
on 6 screens. This is a good compromise between (1) the 
number of users it can support (2) the number of possible 
configurations and (3) practicalities to run the experiment.  
DESIGN SPACE 
We propose a design space to describe and compare 
chained display configurations. This is followed by an 
analysis of the three tested chained displays according to 
our design space. Finally, we discuss how the design space 
helps in understanding how the configurations impact the 
five aforementioned effects.  
Scope and Definition 
To precisely understand the interaction between users and 
the system as well as interaction between users many 
factors need to be considered such as location of the 
display, the architecture of the hall/room, the flow of 
people, the type of population around, the form factor of the 
displays, etc. Some tools such as proxemic interactions [15] 
can help to reason about social interaction around public 
displays. In this article, we use the concepts of Nimbus and 
Focus [2, 30] to analyze how chained displays 
configurations influence actors, audience and passers-by.  
The Nimbus and Focus concepts [2] have been applied in 
other contexts such as virtual reality [2], privacy [5, 23] or 
multimedia streams [14]. Nimbus is defined as a sub-space 
within which a person projects their presence. Focus is its 
counterpart and represents a sub-space within which a 
person focuses their attention. While Nimbus is related to 
the question “Where can I be perceived?”. Focus is more 
related to the question “What can I observe?”, We argue 
that these two concepts can help to reason about the 
behavior of individuals around public displays. Although 
they are insufficient to precisely describe the complex 
environment of public displays, they form a basis on which 
more complex concepts can be described. 
Due to the huge size of possible chained displays 
configurations, we decided to mainly focus on “curved” 
configurations: configurations where the angularity between 
each pair of screens is similar. In particular, we distinguish 
Concave and Hexagonal (the latter as an example of a 
Convex configuration) as well as Flat (as baseline) to 
systematically illustrate our analysis. These three 
configurations (Figure 2) are both simple and sufficiently 
different to highlight the differences between chained 
display configurations in regard to our two concepts.  
To understand the experience people will have with chained 
displays, we apply the Nimbus and Focus concepts to the 
four main components of the public display: The public 
display itself, its actors, its audience and its passers-by. 
Public display 
The concepts of Nimbus and Focus are originally defined 
for persons. We argue that the same terms can be used to 
describe from where a display can be perceived and what it 
can ‘perceive’, i.e. what its interaction area is. 
Nimbus: Inspired by the concept of Isovist [11, 35], the 
nimbus of a public display refers to a sub-space from which 
the content of the system’s displays can be perceived. 
Figure 3 illustrates strong differences in terms of Nimbus of 
the system. Whereas the content presented on Flat can only 
be perceived from one side, Hexagonal can be perceived 
from all around it. Finally, Concave has the lowest nimbus.  
Focus: Inspired by the concept of aura [2], the Focus of a 
public displays includes the sub-part within space for which 
the interaction is enabled. Figure 4 shows that the 
interaction space decreases when the curvature increases. 
Figure 2: An overview of possible 6-chained display 
configurations. In dashed lines: the chained displays we tested Figure 2.11: An overview of possibl 6-chai display configurations. [122]
2.2.1 Situated display
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we describe the design of a personal cubic 
display that offers novel interaction techniques for static 
and dynamic 3D content. We extended one-screen Fish 
Tank VR by arranging five small LCD panels into a box 
shape that is light and compact enough to be handheld. The 
display uses head-coupled perspective rendering and a real-
time physics simulation engine to establish an interaction 
metaphor of having real objects inside a physical box that a 
user can hold and manipulate. We evaluated our prototype 
as a visualization tool and as an input device by comparing 
it with a conventional LCD display and mouse for a 3D 
tree-tracing task. We found that bimanual interaction with 
pCubee and a mouse offered the best performance and was 
most preferred by users. pCubee has potential in 3D 
visualization and interactive applications such as games, 
storytelling and education, as well as viewing 3D maps, 
medical and architectural data. 
Author Keywords 
User interface, 3D visualization, handheld device, Fish 
Tank VR, multi-screen display, physical interaction, user 
evaluation 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.2. Information Interfaces and Presentation: User 
Interfaces – Input devices and strategies; I.3.1. Computer 
Graphics: Hardware architecture – Three-dimensional 
displays  
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Design, Human Factors 
INTRODUCTION 
The visualization of three-dimensional (3D) information 
has wide reaching applications. It is becoming more 
important as advances in computer graphics and camera 
systems make 3D data sources abundant and accessible. 
Various types of display technologies for viewing 3D 
information have been proposed and prototyped; however a 
widely accessible and commercially viable 3D display 
technology has yet to be developed. Fish Tank Virtual 
Reality (FTVR) is a type of 3D display technology that has 
potential in this area. It uses either head-coupled 
perspective rendering, stereoscopic techniques, or both, to 
provide optical cues to improve users’ perception of 3D 
virtual environments. Traditionally, these FTVR displays 
consist of only a single screen coupled with a head tracker 
and LCD shutter glasses to generate stereo images at the 
user’s perspective. While simple and fairly effective, such 
displays offer a limited viewing angle of the virtual scene 
due to the stationary 2D display panel in the setup. 
We have extended the FTVR concept and created a 
prototype of a personal, multi-screen Fish Tank display, 
called pCubee, shown in Figure 1, which arranges five 
small LCD panels into the shape of a box. Correcting the 
perspective of each screen to the user’s head position gives 
the illusion of having real 3D objects within the box. The 
display shows bright, high-resolution imagery and correct 
occlusion depth cues from the physical seams between the 
LCD panels. A compelling feature of pCubee is its ability 
to allow a user to interact with dynamic virtual scenes that 
react to display movement with simulated physics in real-
time. As a user manipulates, shakes and rotates the display 
box, objects within the scenes slide and bounce around. 
Further, pCubee can be held in one hand while using 
another input device, such as a mouse or a 3D stylus, for 
bimanual control and performing precision work.  
We foresee geometric multi-screen configurations like 
pCubee, or other shapes, becoming a powerful tool in a 
variety of application areas involving 3D objects, such as 
medical and architectural model visualization.  
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Figure 1. Five screen pCubee showing a 3D model of the 
globe; also shown are the A/D control boards and the 
headphones containing the head-tracking sensor. 
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(a) pCubee [114]
(a) Inflated Mode 1 (b) Inflated Mode 2
(c) Normal Mode 1 (d) Normal Mode 2
(e) Surface Mode 1 (f) Surface Mode 2
Figure 1. Examples of inflated, normal and surface display modes. In the
left column the avatar head is looking at the same angle approximately
10◦ to the right of the viewer. In the right column the avatar head is at
the same angle approximately 45◦ to the left of the viewer.
somewhat distorted on the spherical display (see Figures 1(a)
and 1(b)) and the head looks like it has been blown up to a
sphere. Hence the name of the display mode. Despite the
di tortion, all th features are locally consistent and the shape
of the features in the center of the face are nearly correct. It is
obviously a head and it is easy to determine the direction in
which it is looking.
Normal
With this display mode (Figures 1(c) and 1(d)), the camera is
positioned outside the cube at the position of the observer’s
head. A cube map is rendered using the now non-symmetric
view volumes. The resulting cube map looks as if the head
is outside looking in, but once reflected in the environment
mapping, it gives the illusion that the head is situated within
the spherical display.
(a) Cube map (b) Distorted cube map for
projection
(c) Inflated display mode as
generated for projection
(d) Normal display mode as gener-
ated for projection
Figure 2. Illustrating stages of the rendering pipeline.
If the head were situated inside the spherical display, as an
observer moved around the view of the head would change. In
our implementation we can take this into account by tracking
the position of the user’s head using Microsoft Kinect. This
mode can thus only support a single viewer as the image on
the sphere can only be adjusted based on one person’s position.
It does however mean that the head appears solid: if the user
walks around to the back of the sphere, the image will be
adjusted accordingly (i.e. the back of avatar’s head would be
displayed at the back of the sphere). To ensure accuracy and
stability, in the experiment described in the next section, head
tracking was disabled and the participant sat in fixed positions.
An operator keyed in the correct position.
Surface
With this display mode (Figures 1(e) and 1(f)), the avatar’s
head is rendered always looking straight ahead on the spherical
display but rotation of the head is depicted by moving the head
around the sphere. This is done by setting the cameras inside
the cube as for the inflated mode, but then positioning the head
outside the cube looking directly toward the center of the cube.
This rendering type lends itself to rendering of face images
and video as well as 3D models: the image or video could be
placed on a planar billboard facing the cube center.
EXPERIMENT
In this experiment, we explore the accuracy with which partici-
pants can discriminate the SphereAvatar’s head orientation for
all three display modes. Specifically we measure the ability
of participants to identify which of a set of targets the avatar
head appears to be gazing toward. Given the three display
modes, we expect that participants viewing the normal mode
will be able to identify more correct targets compared to those
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(b) Sphere-
Avatar [78]
Figure 1: A BiReality surrogate standing. Note the
far two sides of the user’s head are visible in the
mirror.
with other people using the system. In contrast, BiReality is
an asymmetric physical system. Any number of interaction
participants may use a BiReality surrogate instead of being
actually present at the physical interaction site.
2. INTRODUCTION TO BIREALITY
A BiReality system consists of two parts: a display cube at
the user’s location and a surrogate in the place of the user
at the remote location. The BiReality surrogate is shown
at a standing height in Figure 1 and at a sitting height in
Figure 7. The surrogate’s head displays live video of the
user’s head from four sides. The isplay cube provides
complete 360-degree surround vi w of he remote location.
Figure 2 shows a user i the display cube.
In order to present the user’s head in a natural appearance
at the remote location, we are precluded from requiring the
user to wear any technological device at shoulder level or
above. This includes the use of headphones or head-mounted
displays, and has implications for the system design as will
be described later. The only technological device worn by
the user is a wireless lapel microphone.
2.1 360-degree Surround Video
A key advantage of a 360-degree surround projection en-
vironment is that it allows the user to rotate locally in the
display cube, and can eliminate all teleoperated mechanical
rotations of the surrogate at the remote location. An over-
head schematic view of the display cube is shown in Figure
3. In each corner of the display cube we have multiple cam-
eras for capturing the view of the user for display on the
surrogate’s head. In keeping with the 360-degree surround
of the user, we also maintain a 360-degree surround view of
the user on the head of the surrogate. Thus, when the user
turns in place in the display cube, the video of their head
from the four corners of the display cube will show them
rotating at the remote location, without the need for any
Figure 2: An overhead fisheye view of a user in the
display cube.
teleoperated mechanical motion. To enable the user to re-
peatedly turn in place while using the system, we avoid any
wired tether between the user and the rest of the system.
Figure 4 shows a cross section of the display cube. Un-
like most display cubes which have floor to ceiling screens,
the screens in our display cube are from 0.95 to 2.12 meters
above the floor. The bottom of the display screen corre-
sponds roughly to a desk or table height. We do not repro-
duce the remote location below this height since relatively
little business is transacted under tables or desks in business
settings. Similarly, the screens do not extend significantly
above the standing height of the user since office ceilings are
not typically used in business interactions either.
The display cube is intentionally designed to be relatively
small by virtual reality standards, and provides a horizontal
space of about 1.3 meters on a side for the user to move
within. (In contrast, virtual reality CAVEs are often about
three meters on a side.) When the user is in the BiRe-
ality display cube, the distance to the display cube walls
are roughly on the order of the personal space of 0.5 to
1.3 meters that users expect in interpersonal interactions[8].
Besides being at a scale conducive to interpersonal interac-
tions, this display cube size has two additional advantages.
First, the display cube and projectors are easier to site since
they have a smaller footprint. Second, if a larger cube was
used, people sitting or standing close to the surrogate would
need to be displayed at many times larger than real life on
the display cube screens to subtend the correct angle for the
user. We have found that many people experience an un-
comfortable sensory dissonance when people are displayed
at much larger than life near them, and find it somewhat
menacing. Having a display cube size on the order of twice
the average interpersonal interaction distance solves these
problems.
In traditional display cubes a user wears headphones, but
in our application we cannot obstruct the view of the user’s
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(c) BiReality [47]
 
 
Kinects for capturing 360º 3D video models of the users. 
3D models are efficiently broadcast over the network by 
adding a grays ale depth map frame to each frame of video. 
3D video mages are then synthesized locally through 
texture mapping, in response to actual viewer perspective. 
The 3D video models are rendered with perspective 
correction and stereoscopy on a life-siz d cylindrical 
di play, using a  off-the-shelf 3D projector (see Figure 1). 
Contribution 
T  chief co tribution of TeleHuman is that it provides 
360º motion parallax with stereoscopic life-sized 3D 
images of users, using a lightweight approach. Motion 
parallax is provided via perspective correction that adjusts 
views as users move around the display. Stereoscopy is 
provided through shutter glasses worn by the user. There is 
evidence to suggest that motion parallax and stereoscopy 
play an important role in the experience of telepresence 
[25]. To evaluate how these factors might aid in the 
preservation of basic body orientation cues us d in deixis 
[36] and in pose estim tio  tasks, we conducted two 
experiments. The first focused on how well the system 
preserves gaze directi nal and hand pointing cues. The 
second experiment evaluated how well the system conveys 
3D body postural cues. For both tasks, the TeleHuman was 
tested in three different viewing conditions: conventional 
2D, 2D + motion parallax, and motion parallax + 
stereoscopy. Results show the presence of both motion 
parallax and stereoscopic cues significantly improved the 
accuracy with which participants were able to assess gaze 
and hand pointing cues, and instruct others on 3D body 
posture. These cues also led to significant increases in the 
sense of telepresence reported by participants. 
BACKGROUND 
We will first review work from early studies in virtual 
tel presence sys ems, after which we review work on gaze 
awareness in video conference systems. Finally, we will 
discuss the use of 3D in telepresence systems, and review 
work on motion parallax. 
Telepresence Systems 
Research initiatives in electronic transmission of human 
telepresence trace back to as early as the late 1940s with 
Rosenthal’s work on half-silvered mirrors to transmit eye 
contact during video broadcasts [30]. In the 1970s, 
Negroponte developed the Talking Heads project [23]. 
Driven by the US government’s emergency procedures 
prohibiting the co-location of its highest-ranking five 
members, Talking Heads proposed a five-site system where 
each site was composed of one real person and four plastic 
h ads mounted on gimbals that r plicated user head 
orientation. Properly registered video was projected inside 
a life-size translucent mask in the exact shape of the face, 
making the physical mask appear animated with live 
images. However, the system was a mockup that, in 
practice, would have required head mounted cameras for 
appropriate registration of faces.  
The BiReality system [12] consisted of a display cube at a 
user’s location and a surrogate in a remote location. Both 
the remote participant and the user appeared life size to 
each other. The display cube provided a complete 360º 
surround view of the remote location and the surrogate’s 
head displayed a live video of the user’s head from four 
sides. By providing a 360º surround environment for both 
locations, the user could perform all rotations locally by 
rotating his or her body. This pr served gaze and eye 
contact at the remote location. Although this system 
presented a life size tele-operated robotic surrogate, only 
the remote user’s head image was rendered realistically. As 
implemented, the BiReality display was not responsive to 
viewer position, and thus, did not support motion parallax. 
Gaze Direction 
A lightweight approach to preserving gaze directional cues 
was provided by Hydra [31]. Hydra used multiple cameras, 
monitors, and speakers to support multiparty 
videoconferencing. It simulated a four-way round-table 
meeting by placing a camera, monitor, and speaker at the 
position of each remote participant, preserving both head 
orientation and eye contact cues. Although initial 
prototypes suffered from vertical parallax due to the spatial 
separation of the camera below the monitor, subsequent 
designs reduced this considerably by placing the camera 
directly above the display. Another limitation of Hydra was 
the use of small screens, which limited the size of remote 
participants. Th  size f the rendered interlocutor may 
indeed affect the sense of the social presence [4]. The 
MAJIC [26] and Videowhiteboard systems [32] projected 
life size images on semi-transparent surfaces by placing 
cameras behind the screen. However, these systems did not 
support 3D stereoscopic cues or motion parallax. The 
GAZE [33,36] groupware system provided integral support 
for conveying eye gaze cues using still images. Instead of 
using ultiple vid o streams, GAZE measur d where each 
participant looke  by means of a desk-mounted eye-
 
Figure 1. The TeleHuman system: local user (left) interacting 
with remote interlocutor (right) in 3D.  
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(d) Tele-
Human [50]
Figure 2.12: Examples for situated tel conferen ing system.
There are different kinds of non-flat display surfaces [122], particularly, situated
displays, such s s herical displays and tubular displays. Th se ituated displ y are
small enough to situate almost anywhere in a room, and visible from larger range of
directions than flat displays.
T e BiReality system [47] uses a teleo er ted robotic surrogate to provide an i -
mersive telepresence system f r face-to-face interactio s. It consi t of a display cu e
at a user’s location and a surrogate in a remote location. Both the remote participant
and the user appeared life size to each other. The display cub pr v d d a comp ete
360◦ surround view of the remote location and the surrogate’s head displayed a live
video of the users head from four sides. By provid g a 360◦ surround nvironment for
both locations, the user could perform all rotations locally by rotating his or her body.
Horizontal gaze is best preserved for the user as seen by remote participants when the
user is looking into the cameras in the corner of the display cube, and is sloppier when
the user is looking at the center of a screen.
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SphereAvatar [78] represents a remote user as an avatar on a spherical display
which is able to accurately convey head gaze. In order to correct gaze distortion, flat
displays either use a half mirror which will reduce the video quality and increase the
display complexity, or embed the camera in the centre of the display which will block
the display image. Spherical displays project the image from the bottom of the display.
In this thesis, our spherical video telepresence system (see Section 3.1) extends the
work of SphereAvatar [78]. We use a surround camera array to reproduce the real time
video of the remote participant instead of an avatar in order to improve reproduction
fidelity and preserve eye gaze. Additionally, different from the SphereAvatar which
used the polygonal rendering approach to represent remote person, our spherical avatar
telepresence system (see Section 3.2) used a ray tracing engine which could provide
higher quality images with less distortion.
TeleHuman [50] provides 360◦ motion parallax with stereoscopic life-sized 3D
images of users, using a lightweight approach. Motion parallax is provided via per-
spective correction that adjusts views as users move around the display. Stereoscopy
is provided through shutter glasses worn by the user. The system uses ten Microsoft
Kinects for capturing 3D video models of the user in 360◦. Telehuman is a reconstruc-
tion system, whereas we focus on spatial video transmission.
2.2.2 Autostereoscopic display
Depth perception, or 3D perception, can add a lot to the feeling of immersiveness in
many applications, such as, 3D teleconferencing. For conventional stereo display, spe-
cial glasses, such as colour glasses, polarizer glasses and shutter glasses, are widely
used for stereoscopic 3D displays. These glasses-based technologies are not dependent
on the viewing angle and they are extremely flexible. However, these displays would
require the use of 3D glasses, which is cumbersome and difficult to support eye contact
perception in two way teleconferencing.
Autostereoscopic displays, presenting a 3D image to a viewer without the need for
glasses or other encumbering viewing aids, can be used to improve the teleconferencing
experience. These display types include holographic, volumetric, or parallax barrier.
Holographic displays [62] output a partial light-field, computing many different
views simultaneously. This type of display has the potential to allow many observers
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We could see the 3D image naturally in any viewing distance. The
images had strong depth cues of natural binocular disparity. When
we move around the display, we saw the corresponding images in
our viewing position. Therefore, we perceived the objects just as if
they were ﬂoating in the air.
6. The third prototype model
We also developed the third prototype which was capable of
diplaying color and moving images. This model is shown in
Fig. 15. Table 1 provides all of the speciﬁcations of this model.
Image size have been enlarged to 200-mm diameter and 256-
mm height. The pixel numbers are 1254 horizontally and 256
vertically with a 1 mm pitch, respectively. To display color
images, LED arrays of three colors are used. Each LED array has
frame memory to enable playback of stored video image. The to-
tal amount of the memory is 6.9 GB, which stores dynamic imag-
ery of approximately just under 10 s. The refresh rate is 30 Hz.
The block diagram is shown in Fig. 16. Fig. 17 shows photographs
of the images produced by the this model that were obtained
from various directions. This 3D image was synthesized from over
360 photographs of real person which angular inteval was less
than 1 degree.
7. Discussion
Our proposed system is functionally similar to Jones’s one. In
this section, we discuss and make a comparison between the two
display systems. In simply term, Jones’s one has advantages in its
simple structure and high resolution relatively, and ours has
advantages in color reproduction and suitability for larger size
display.
Fig. 14. Examples of images displayed by the second prototype model.
Fig. 15. Photograph of the third prototype model.
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Fig. 16. Block diagram of the third prototype model.
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An Autostereoscopic Projector Array Optimized for 3D Facial Display
Koki Nagano Andrew Jones Jing Liu Jay Busch Xueming Yu Mark Bolas Paul Debevec
USC Institute for Creative Technologies
Figure 1: Our projector array (left) generates autostereoscopic views of a virtual character (middle) and 4D facial performance capture (right)
Introduction Video projectors are rapidly shrinking in size,
power consumption, and cost. Such projectors provide unprece-
dented flexibility to stack, arrange, and aim pixels without the need
for moving parts. We present a dense projector display that is op-
timized in size and resolution to display an autostereoscopic life-
sized 3D human face with a wide 110 degree field of view. Appli-
cations include 3D teleconferencing and fully synthetic characters
for education and interactive entertainment.
Related Work The commercial company Holografika has
demonstrated various large-format screens up to 3m across with up
to 80 large-format projectors [Balogh et al. 2007] but does not pub-
lish their projector specifications, diffusion materials, calibration
process, or rendering algorithms, and has not specifically demon-
strated the concentrated spatial and angular resolution for convinc-
ing autostereoscopic display of an interactive face. Our display is
reproducible with off-the-shelf components, and a central goal of
our E-Tech exhibit will be to show how such a display can be con-
structed easily and run from a single computer to encourage re-
search in the field.
Projector Array Design Our display utilizes 72 Texas Instru-
ments DLP Pico Projector Development Kit v2.0 devices to illu-
minate a 30cm × 30cm anisotropic screen, and we removed the
cases and built custom mounts to place the projectors just 14mm
apart. We use the horizontal cylindrical ridges of a plastic 40 line-
per inch lenticular screen painted black on its back side to achieve
the anisotropic reflection with a high contrast ratio in ambient light.
The light from each projector lens reflects back as a vertical strip of
light, so to blend the lines together we use a 1◦ horizontal by 60◦
vertical light-shaping diffuser sheet from Luminit, which also in-
creases the vertical diffusion. We wrote a GPU simulator program
to show the effect of different projector array shapes, amounts of
diffusion, and projector densities, which led us to place the pro-
jectors in a 124cm curve with a radius of 60cm to maximize the
depth of field. We also prototyped the display using a single pico-
projector on a motion control arm and long-exposure photography
[Jurik et al. 2011] to simulate the 3D effect with real-world equip-
ment. Our setup provides a high angular resolution of 1.66◦ be-
tween views, achieving not only binocular stereo but also com-
pelling motion parallax.
GPU rendering Notably, we drive our projector array using a
single computer with twenty-four 1920 × 480 video outputs from
four AMD FirePro W600 Eyefinity graphics cards. We then split
each video signal using a Matrox TripleHeadToGo box into three
640x480 outputs, yielding the 72 projector signals. We adapted
the multiperspective vertex shader technique of [Jones et al. 2007]
to work with fixed projector arrays and different display surface
shapes. For a given mirror shape and diffusion profile, we approx-
imate the reflected projector positions and use them to warp ver-
tex positions to generate multiple-center of projection images. We
project a series of AR toolkit markers from each projector to cali-
brate the display geometrically and photometrically. As shown in
the accompanying video, we can produce a stable image with cor-
rect perspective for either flat or curved display surfaces. We can
also determine the ideal horizontal diffusion width by simulating
different anisotropic reflectance lobes.
Vertical Parallax Our display achieves autostereoscopic horizon-
tal parallax without lag. For faces which can make eye contact, ver-
tical parallax is also important. Unlike other systems, we render ac-
curate vertical parallax by detecting the viewer head positions using
a Microsoft Kinect. Given the height and distance of the multiple
viewers, we warp the multiperspective rendering according to who
will see each column of projected pixels. An example of tracked
vertical parallax rendering can be seen in the accompanying video.
Future Work Our projector array construction and calibration
approach admits alternate setups, including rear-projection, and
full-body projection using higher-resolution projectors placed with
greater density further away from a larger screen.
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ABSTRACT 
Researchers have explored a variety of technologies that 
enable a single display to simultaneously present different 
content when viewed from different angles or by different 
people. These displays provide new functionalities such as 
personalized views for multiple users, privacy protection, 
and stereoscopic 3D displays. However, current multi-view 
displays rely on special hardware, thus significantly limit-
ing their availability to consumers and adoption in everyday 
scenarios. In this paper, we present a pure software solution 
(i.e. with no hardware modification) that allows us to 
present two independent views concurrently on the most 
widely used and affordable type of LCD screen, namely 
Twisted Nematic (TN). We achieve this by exploiting a 
technical limitation of the technology which causes these 
LCDs to show varying brightness and color depending on 
the viewing angle. We describe our technical solution as 
well as demonstrate example applications in everyday sce-
narios.  
Author Keywords 
Dual-view display, LCD, twisted nematic. 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.m. [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]: 
Miscellaneous.  
General Terms 
Design, Human Factors. 
INTRODUCTION 
Display devices that are capable of presenting two or more 
different views concurrently for different viewing angles 
and/or different viewers, or multi-view displays, have at-
tracted increasing attention in recent years. Such displays 
provide interesting affordances beyond conventional single-
view displays. For example, they may support multiple 
people viewing personalized information, protect private 
information from bystanders, or enable natural stereo 3D 
viewing experiences. To support these applications, a varie-
ty of multi-view display technologies have been developed, 
some that have viewers wear special glasses as selective 
filters, and others that focus on special optical designs to 
manipulate light routes so as to present varying information 
in different directions.  
Despite the appeal of these technologies, their requirement 
for specialized (and often expensive as well as cumbersome) 
display hardware has limited their adoption by general con-
sumers for use in daily scenarios. To address this challenge, 
we present a simple and pure software solution that enables 
two independent views for differen  vi wing angles c ncur-
rently on the most comm n and affordable type of LCD 
(Liquid Crystal Display) screen, namely Twisted Nematic 
(TN), without any hardware modification or augmentation 
(Figure 1). Known for its cost effectiveness and power effi-
ciency, as well as good response speed, TN type LCDs are 
the current default for low-to-mid-end computer monitors, 
especially laptop screens. For example, in the first quarter 
of 2010, 92% of shipped laptops were using TN type LCD 
screens [17]. Our solution can be easily employed on such 
LCDs that are already ubiquitous with no additional cost, 
and potentially make multi-view display applications truly 
available every day and everywhere.  
  
Figure 1. A common laptop screen based on TN LCD showing 
two images concurrently r different viewing ngles. (a) Bot-
tom view. (b) Top view. 
Our solution is made possible by deliberately exploiting a 
limitation of the TN LCD technology, namely that the ob-
served brightness and color of these LCDs vary when 
viewed from different angles. This well-known effect re-
sults in their so-called “narrow view” and is generally 
deemed as a drawba k of the TN technolog . However, by 
carefully examining the characteristics of such changes, we 
can intentionally manipulate the pixel colors of an image so 
that its observed contrast is maximized or minimized, effec-
tively showing or hiding it, at different viewing angles. By 
spatially or temporally multiplexing two su h im ges opti-
mized for alternate angles, we are able to display two inde-
pendent views oncurr ntly, each for a different viewing 
angle. We have tested our solution to work robustly on a 
variety of TN LCDs. I  this paper, e describe our technic-
al solution for displaying dual views on off-the-shelf TN 
LCDs, as well as present demonstrations for potential daily 
applications.  
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5. System configuration
      The Varrier display is a 35 panel tiled system driven by a
Linux cluster. Two display panels are powered by one
computation node via a dual-head Nvidia Quadro FX3000
graphics card. One additional node serves as the master for the
entire system. The 35 panel system is composed of 19 nodes, each
containing dual Intel Xeon processors, connected by Gigabit
Ethernet. Applications are built around the CAVELibTM platform.
Inter-node communication is accomplished using the distributed
CAVELib architecture which provid s services for
communicating tracking and synchronization information across a
large number of screens, and TeraVision multicasting [Singh et al.
2004] is used to communicate application data.
     The display panels are mounted in a semicircular arrangement
to partially encompass the viewer, affording approximately 120° -
180° field of view. The number of panels is scalable so that
coverage up to 360° is theoretically possible. The total pixel count
of the system is 11200 x 6000, or approximately 67 Mpixels.
However, the linescreen duty cycle is 77% opaque in the
horizontal direction, so the net resolution is approximately
2500x6000, or 15 Mpixels. I ages and specifications of the
system are in Figs. 8, 9, and Table 1.
     An individual display panel is a stock NEC2080 LCD monitor
removed from its plastic housing and a parallax barrier is affixed
to the front. The parallax barrier is constructed by printing a
patt r  of black rectangul r strips on a transparent film and then
laminating the film to a thin piece of glass substrate to provide
strength. The modifications to the LCD panel are relatively
inexpensive and easy to perform, resulting in a panel assembly as
shown in Fig. 10.
     The physical linescreen is intentionally mounted so that the
lines are not v rtical and does not require pixel or sub-pixel
registration with t e LCD grid, as in most other lenticular and
barrier strip systems. Two advantages are gained by titlting the
linescreen. Moiré patterns caused by interference between the
linescreen and the pixel grid are converted from highly visible
vertical bars to a fine diamond pattern that is much less
noticeable, as in [van Berkel and Clarke, 1997] and [van Berkel,
1999]. Color shifts are also reduced because the linescreen
orientation is different from the arrangement of RGB sub-pixels.
The best angle of tilt is found empirically, by rating visibility of
Figure 8: The Varrier display has 35 panels mounted in a
semi-circular arrangement to provide wide angles of view
in an immersive VR environment.
Table 1: System specifications are listed.
Figure 9: The system footprint is shown. The ideal user
location, or sweet spot, is at the center of the 60 inch radius of
curvature of the panels, although the user is free to move within
an area approximately 32 inches wide by 48 inches deep.
Feature Value
panel configuration 35 panels ( 5 high x 7 wide)
radius of curvature of display 60 in. (1.52 m)
angular difference between 
columns 20 degrees
panel size 16 in. x 12 in. (20 in. diagonal)
panel resolution 1600 x 1200 pixels
total gross resolution 11200 x 6000, 67 Mpixel
total net resolution 2500 x 6000, 15 Mpixel
overall size 101 in.(2.54m)W x 90 in.(2.29m)H
LCD pixel pitch .010 in. (.254 mm)
linescreen pitch .0442 in. (1.123 mm) (22.6055 lines / in.)
linescreen duty cycle 77.78% opaque, 22.22% 
transparent
linescreen angle 7.82 degre s from verti al
glass thickness .126 in.  (3.20 mm)
air space .355 in. (9.02 mm)
glass refractive index 1.51
optical thickness .438 in. (11.125 mm)
minimum view distance 40 in. (1.02 m)
maximum view distance 88 in. (2.24 m)
optimal vie  distance 64 in. (1.64 m)
working width 32 in. (.8m)
interocular distance 2.5 in. (6.35 cm)
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(d) V rrier [101]
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Figure 3: A user interacts with Dynallax, wearing a tracking sensor
on a headband. Eventually, tracking will be camera-based and
tetherless, as in other systems at EVL.
3.3 Image Computation Al orithm
The same computational model is used to render the front barrier
as to modulate the rear screen channels, which is the process of
taking two or four pe spective views and nterleaving alternating
strips of each into a single image. In order to modulate the rear
screen scene, and to render the front visible barrier, a constantly
variable floating point step function is constructed of the desired
period and duty cycle. This function determines whether a sub-
pixel fragment is masked as white or black. In the case of the rear
scr en, this mask is multi l ed by the rear scene content, while in
the front screen, this mask is the front barrier intensity.
The method is conceptually equivalent to the Varrier Combiner
algorithm [3], [4]. The main differences between the algorithms is
that Dynallax always uses a constant quality level of 1.0 [4] and
twice as many eye channels are supported, permitting two viewers
to modulate a total of four eye channels.
There is a fundamental distinction between this approach and
other sub-pixel barriers such as [13] and [15]. Instead of utilizing
a discrete image-based barrier that is sub-pixel registered with the
underlying sub-structure of the display device, the barrier
computational model in Dynallax is continuous and floating-point
based. This is by design, and there are sev ral advantages to this
approach. For example, not only is the barrier period continuously
adjustable, but so is the line tilt angle, so barrier parameters are
infinitely vari ble to dynamically optimize viewing conditions.
Moreover, when the barrier is scaled by perspective projection
from the front to the rear screen, quantization errors do not result
from the multiple discretization that would occur if the barrier
originated as an image-based (discrete) model. Rather, a scaled
continuous barrier model is used to modulate the rear screen, and
is discretized only once at the end of the process when converted
to visible pixels by the graphics card.
3.4 Controller algorithm
A real-time controller sets the barrier period, duty cycle, and
barrier shift at each frame update. The controller contains three
modules, as shown in Figure 4. Each of these modules is
described in this section.
final barrier
period and
shift
Figure 4: Controller block diagram illustrates three main functions:
view distance, rapid steering, and 2-viewer control.
View distance control
At the optimal viewing distance from the screen in a static
barrier system, eye channel data and guard bands are spaced
equidistantly within the rear screen modulated image. This
optimal view distance is a function of the barrier period. In
Dynallax, the view distance control module sets the barrier period
uch that this condition is always satisfied according to equation
2:
p / t = (2e - p) / (d + t) (2)
where:
p = barrier period
t= optical thickness between front and rear screens
e = interocular distance
d = normal distance from eyes to front screen plane
By constantly maintaining an optimal barrier period for the
current viewer distance from the screen, the system not only
maintains the best possible image quality but also permits the
viewer to be closer to the screen than would otherwise be
permitted by the minim view distance for a fixed system [12].
Rapid steering control
In traditional fixed barrier AS, it is easy to produce head
movements fast enough to outrun the system response, resulting
in momentary incorrect steering of channels to the eyes. When
this occurs, the viewer sees black banding because the eyes pass
into the guard band regions before the scene can be updated. This
is a common occurrence in Varrier, for example. The purpose of
rapid steering is to weaken the dependence of stereo quality on
system latency, ideally affecting only perspective correctness as in
the case of passive stereo.
In Dynallax, the front screen has a constant computational
complexity and is relatively lightly loaded, maintaining a 50 Hz
frame rate. This is compared to the rear screen whose complexity
depends on the VR scene complexity and drops to 15 Hz or
slower for complex scenes on the order of IOOK vertices. The
reasons for this disparity between front and rear loading are not
technical limitations of Dynallax; rather, they are a reflection of
VR usage in general. Scene complexity grows as data set sizes
157
(e) Dynallax [86]
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3D TV: A Scalable System for Real-Time Acquisition, Transmission, and
Autostereoscopic Display of Dynamic Scenes
Wojciech Matusik Hanspeter Pster∗
Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories, Cambridge, MA.
Figure 1: 3D TV system. Left (top t bottom): Array of 16 cameras and projectors. Middle: Rear-projection 3D di play with double-lenticular
screen. Right: Front-projection 3D display with single-lenticular screen.
Abstr ct
Three-dimensional TV is expected to be the next revolution in the
history of television. We implemented a 3D TV prototype system
with real-time acquisition, transmission, and 3D display of dynamic
scenes. We developed a distributed, scalable architecture to manage
the high computation and bandwidth demands. Our system consists
of an array of cameras, clusters of network-connected PCs, and a
multi-projector 3D display. Multiple video streams are individually
encoded and sent over a broadband network to the display. The
3D display shows high-resolution (1024× 768) stereoscopic color
images for multiple viewpoints without special glasses. We imple-
mented systems with rear-projection and front-projection l nticular
screens. In this paper, we provide a detailed overview of our 3D
TV system, including an examination of design choices and trade-
offs. We present the calibration and image alignment procedures
that are necessary to achieve good image quality. We present qual-
itative results and some early user feedback. We believe this is the
first real-time end-to-end 3D TV system with enough views and
resolution to provide a truly immersive 3D experience.
CR Categories: B.4.2 [Input/Output and Data Communications]:
Input/Output Devices—Image Display
Keywords: Autostereoscopic displays, multiview displays, cam-
era arrays, projector arrays, lightfields, image-based rendering
∗[matusik,pfister]@merl.com
1 Introduction
Humans gain three-dimensional information from a variety of cues.
Two of the most important ones are binocular parallax, scientif-
ically stud ed by Wh atstone in 1838, and motion parallax, de-
scribed by Helmholtz in 1866. Binocular parallax refers to seeing
a different image of the same object with each eye, whereas mo-
tion parallax refers to seeing different images of an object when
moving the head. Wheatstone was able to scientifically prove the
link between parallax and depth perception using a steroscope – the
world’s first three-dimensional display device [Okoshi 1976]. Ever
since, researchers have proposed and developed devices to stereo-
scopically display images. These three-dimensional displays hold
tremendous potential for many applications in entertainment, infor-
mation presentation, reconnaissance, tele-presence, medicine, visu-
alization, remote m nipulation, and art.
In 1908, Gabriel Lippmann, who made major contributions to color
photography and three-dimensional displays, contemplated produc-
ing a display that provides a “window view upon reality” [Lipp-
mann 1908]. Stephen Benton, one of the pioneers of holographic
imaging, refined Lippmann’s vision in the 1970s. He set out to de-
sign a scalable spatial display system with television-like character-
istics, capable of delivering full color, 3D images with proper occlu-
sion relationships. The display should provide images with binocu-
lar parallax (i.e., stereoscopic images) that can be viewed from any
viewpoint without special glasses. Such displays are called mul-
tiview autostereoscopic since they naturally provide binocular and
motion parallax for multiple observers. 3D video usually refers to
stored animated sequences, whereas 3D TV includes real-time ac-
quisition, coding, and transmission of dynamic scenes. In this paper
we present the first end-to-end 3D TV system with 16 independent
high-resolution views and autostereoscopic display.
Research towards the goal of end-to-end 3D TV started in Japan af-
ter the Tokyo Olympic Games in 1964 [Javidi and Okano 2002].
Most of that research focused on the development of binocular
stereo cameras and stereo HDTV displays because the display of
814
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(f) 3D-T [64]. Left: Array of cameras and projectors. Middle: Rear-projection
3D display with doub e-lenticular scre n. Right: Front-projection 3D displa with
single-lenticular screen.
Figure 2.13: Examples for ulti-view teleconferencing system.
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Another potential application is in entertainment. Although 3D 
stereoscopic images are often used in recent attractions at theme 
parks, generally not everyone in the audience can observe 
adequate stereoscopic images without distortion and with motion 
parallax. Actually, only a few people located at the right position 
among hundreds of people can observe adequate stereoscopic 
images. This drawback can be solved by IllusionHole because it 
provides intelligible 3D stereoscopic images for multiple moving 
observers simultaneously. Figure 18(a) shows an example of an 
attraction using carts.  A person (or a group of people) riding in a 
cart can observe an adequate stereoscopic image at a fixed 
position while moving in some direction. The same idea can be 
applied to a Ferris wheel or a merry-go-round. Figure 18(b) shows 
another example of an attraction using a center stage, where 
multiple audience members can observe adequate stereoscopic 
images while moving around a display. 
The proposed method can lead to thousands of future applications 
in which several or more people work together to perform tasks 
effectively or enjoy entertainment with a multiplier effect. We 
imagine that possible applications include not only those listed 
above but also engineering design and evaluation, medical 
training, surgery planning, artistic work, entertainment, and so on. 
 
(a) The view from the fourth user’s viewpoint during an  
interaction with food. 
 
(b) Close-up of a user’s view. 
Figure 16: Application of IllusionHole shared by four users. 
 
  
(a)   (b) 
   
(c)   (d) 
Figure 17: Collaboration of three users over IllusionHole.  
 
 
(a) The view from the fourth user’s viewpoint.  
   
(b) User A’s view          (c) User B’s view         (d) User C’s view 
Figure 14: IllusionHole shared by four users. The human heart a 
spiral wave is computationally simulated and visualized [14]. 
 
 
(a) The view from the fourth user’s viewpoint. 
   
(b) User A’s view          (c) User B’s view         (d) User C’s view 
Figure 15: IllusionHole shared by four users. The human brain is 
displayed. 
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(a) IllusionHole [52] (a) (b)
Fig. 5. Photographs f simultaneous (a) left and (b) right eye
vi ws of a 3D model.
comparing masks for each view, the visibility of each display
pixel is determined. Some pixels are seen by only one view,
and so the corresponding imagery is displayed as usual. Other
pixels are not seen by any view and remain black. Pixels that
are seen by multiple views make up the view interference. A
pixel with similar colors in all of the masked imagery remains
active, but one with different contributing color values is set
to black.
5. RESULTS
The prototype Random Hole Display is able to present several
simultaneous views, each directed to arbitrary locations in the
viewing area. Figure 1 shows photographs from four viewing
positions, corresponding to the two stereo views of the users
in (e). The expected interference between views is noticeable,
but the unique view content is easily distinguished. In typical
usage, two stereo views are shown, but the RHD is capable
of presenting four monoscopic views to any location as well.
Stereo views have been calibrated at various distances from
the display, as close as 50cm and as far as 4m. Simultaneous
stereo views in many different viewing positions have been
tested, with views at the same distance from the display, and
varying separations, both laterally and from the display.
Limited user testing has shown that viewers are able to
judge the perceived depth of simple geometric primitives rel-
ative to the display surface, both in front and behind. They are
also able to fuse stereo imagery of more complex scenes, such
as the 3D model in Figure 5. Manufacturing artifacts in the
prototype barrier lead to some perceptibly darker bands, but
multiple simultaneous views from arbitrary positions remain
distinct.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The Random Hole Display allows for multiple stereo viewers
in arbitrary locations, without the restrictions of conventional
AS displays on viewing positions. By randomizing the bar-
rier hole pattern, the aliasing interference between views is
replaced with high frequency noise, which is less visually ob-
jectionable than large regions of conflict. This interference
is further mitigated by comparing the image pixels and op-
tionally displaying pixels seen by multiple views. The cur-
rent prototype system uses view masks from static calibration
positions. Future versions of the RHD will track users and
generate masks for every viewing position in each frame, us-
ing a real-time masking technique similar to the Varrier ap-
proach [5]. Higher pixel density displays, such as QuadHD
resolution monitors, and camera-based user eye tracking will
allow for encumbrance free AS viewing with high resolution
for multiple viewers. The RHD concept may also be com-
bined with an active barrier, allowing optimal hole density for
various numbers of viewers.
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A Practical Multi-viewer Tabletop Autostereoscopic Display
Gu Ye‡ Andrei State§ Henry Fuchs¶
Department of Computer Science
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a multi-user autostereoscopic tabletop dis-
play and its associated real-time rendering methods. Tabletop dis-
plays that support both multiple viewers and autostereoscopy have
been extremely difficult to construct. Our new system is inspired by
the “Random Hole Display” design [11] that modified the pattern of
openings in a barrier mounted in front of a flat panel display from
thin slits to a dense pattern of tiny, pseudo-randomly p aced holes.
This allows viewers anywhere in front of the display to see a dif-
ferent subset of the display’s native pixels through the random-hole
screen. However, a fraction of the visible pixels will be observable
by more than a single viewer. Thus the main challenge is handling
these “conflicting” pixels, which ideally must show different colors
to each viewer. We introduce several solutions to this problem and
describe in detail the current method of choice, a combination of
color blending and approximate error diffusion, performing in real
time in our GPU-based implementation. The easily reproducible
design uses a pattern film barrier affixed to the display by means
of a transparent polycarbonate layer spacer. We use a commercial
optical tracker for viewers’ locations and synthesize the appropriate
image (or a stereoscopic image pair) for each viewer. The system
supports graceful degradation with increasing number of simulta-
neous views, and graceful improvement as the number of views
decreases.
Keywords: autostereoscopic display, 3D display, tabletop dis-
play, mixed reality, multi-user display, collaborative display, ran-
dom hole barrier, parallax barrier.
Index Terms: I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware
Architecture—Three-dimensional displays;
1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Autostereoscopic displays provide stereo perception without users
having to wear special glasses. A wide variety of these displays
have been devised over the past several decades, but with the pos-
sible exception of advertising, where their novelty attracts the at-
tention of potential customers, they have not been even modestly
adopted. We believe that the major reason for this lack of success
is the high price/performance ratio of such devices: the capable au-
tostereo displays are prohibitively expensive, while the affordable
ones have very limited capabilities.
The work described here is based on the recently introduced
“Random Hole Display” concept [11], which it expands into a
practically usable multi-user autostereo system, as we shall demon-
strate. We hope that such displays will eventually be used in many
scenarios. In this work, we provide a glimpse into possibilities for
local multi-user collaboration on tabletop geometric data (e.g. as
‡e-mail:guye@cs.unc.edu
§e-mail:andrei@cs.unc.edu
¶e-mail:fuchs@cs.unc.edu
Figure 1 shows); beyond that, we expect future applicability to tele-
conferencing and telemedicine, where autostereoscopy could de-
liver imagery that contains a complete set of depth cues for multi-
ple users, giving each user the sense of being co-located with all the
o her part cipants.
Figure 1: Mixed reality scenario using tabletop autostereoscopic dis-
play: Virtual teapot and real cup. The two photos are taken at the
same time by two cameras at different positions. Two views are gen-
erated simultaneously by the tabletop RHD.
2 BACKGROUND AND CONTRIBUTION
At present, three broad classes of autostereo display technologies
exist (in the most inclusive sense of autostereo). They are holo-
graphic, volumetric, and parallax-based. Both dynamic holographic
displays [5] and volumetric displays [3] can generate stereo im-
agery for multiple users. However, traditional volumetric displays
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ABSTRACT 
We present MUSTARD, a multi-user dynamic random hole 
see-through display, capable of delivering viewer 
dependent information for objects behind a glass cabinet. 
Multiple viewers are allowed to observe both the physical 
object(s) being augmented and their location dependent 
annotations at the same time. The system consists of two 
liquid-crystal (LC) panels within which physical objects 
can be placed. The back LC panel serves as a dynamic 
mask while the front panel serves as the data. We first 
describe the principle of MUSTARD and then examine 
various functions that can be used to minimize crosstalk 
between multiple viewer positions. We compare different 
conflict management strategies using PSNR and the quality 
mean opinion score of HDR-VDP2. Finally, through a user-
study we show that users can clearly identify images and 
objects even when the images are shown with strong 
conflicting regions; demonstrating that our system works 
even in the most extreme of circumstances.
Author Keywords 
Display; Random hole display; see-through; multi-view; 
multi-user; Augmented Reality. 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H5.2 [Information interfaces and pres tation]: User 
Interfaces - Graphical user interfac s; 
General Terms 
Design, Human Factors 
INTRODUCTION 
There are many settings in which users ar  xpected to 
experience physical objects through a glass cabinet. Suc  
settings exist in museums, shops and vending machines. In 
a museum it is common for users to view delicate real 
objects placed behind a protective glass without direct 
access to handle them. In the case of shopping windows or 
vending machines where some transaction may be required 
to gain access to the physical object they also offer a means 
of finding out more about the item prior to purchase. 
Retailers have already trialed simple systems aiming at 
combining real objects and interactive information. For e.g., 
Polo Ralph Lauren unveiled an interactive shopping 
window (engadget, Aug. 10, 2006), in which shoppers 
could view clothing and make purchases via an interactive 
touch screen. 
However these and similar systems are limited to being 
tailored to work for one user at a time and information is 
not spatially situated. Thus the experience is closer to 
navigating a web catalog than properly augmenting the 
object behind the glass. The most beneficial aspect of an 
augmented reality see-through glass in a museum or retail 
setting would be its ability to support multiple users with 
distinct views. Shop windows are often explicitly designed 
to encourage multiple users to engage with their content. 
The two opposing challenges are: a) delivering unimpeded 
visibility of the physical object behind a semi-transparent 
layer and b) simultaneously providing viewer-dependent 
information for multiple viewers. 
Although Parallax barriers and lenticular arrays may be 
used to provide viewer-dependent information to multiple 
viewers they have not been shown to support the see-
through feature described above. Especially, lenticular 
arrays distort views of the objects placed behind them 
limiting their use as a multi-view see-through display. 
       
Figure 1.  MUSTARD Prototype (center) with one f the 
augmented views (left) and the physical objects (right). 
To make inroads into these challenges we present 
MUSTARD: a multi-user see-through augmented reality 
display as shown in Figure 1. MUSTARD allows users to 
inspect objects behind a glass panel while delivering view 
dependent information through the glass. The system 
consists of two liquid crystals (LC), as shown in Figure 3 
(b), which ar  separated by a short distance within which 
physical objects can be placed. We use the front LC as the 
data-panel where the augmenting information is displayed 
whereas the back LC serves as a dynamic mask-panel that 
deals with enabling the multiple viewers’ capability. We 
als  identify several ways in which view conflicts, resulting 
from two or more views being displayed at the same 
location on the data-panel, can be managed. To identify 
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(d) MUSTARD [48]
Figure 2.14: Examples for random hole display
to see the same object simultaneously, but of course it requires far greater computa-
tion than is required by a two-view stereo for a single obs rver. Generally only a 3D
lightfield is generated, reprodu ing only horizontal, not vertical parallax.
Traditional volumetric displays do not create a true lightfield, since volume ele-
ments do not block each other [17]. The effect is of a volumetric collection of glowi g
p ints of lig t, visible from any point of view as a glowing ghostlike image.
Parallax-b sed di plays based on barriers or lenticular lens sheets provide a rel-
atively simple and inexpensive solution for autostereoscopy. Parallax barrier displays
occlude certain parts of the screen from one eye while all ing he other eye to see
them. A lenticular screen is a sheet of cylindrical lenses while a parallax barrier is a
flat film composed of transparent and opaque regions.
Parallax barrier displays include Perlin et al.’s autostereoscopic display [85], Var-
rier [101], and Dynallax [86]. In particular, Seelinder(see Figure 2.13(a)) [135] is a
3D video display technique that allows multiple viewers to see 3D images from a 360◦
horizontal arc without wearing 3D glasses. This technique uses a cylindrical parallax
barrier and a one-dimensional light source array. This gives us an inspiration to design
and evaluate our cylindrical video telepresence display (see Section 3.3).
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Lenticular displays include the MERL display [64] and Kooima et al.’s work [56].
Additionally, Kim et al. proposed another approach enabling concurrent dual views
on twisted-nematic LCD screens, by exploiting a technical limitation of these LCD
screen [51]. In particular, 3D TV(see Figure 2.13(f)) [64] presents a system for real-
time acquisition, transmission, and high-resolution 3D display of dynamic multiview
TV content. This system consists of an array of cameras, clusters of network-connected
PCs, and a multi-projector 3D display. Multiple video streams are individually en-
coded and sent over a broadband network to the display. The 3D display shows high-
resolution stereoscopic color images for multiple viewpoints without special glasses. In
our spherical video telepresence system (see Section 3.1) and cylindrical video telep-
resence system (see Section 3.3), we used a similar video capture and display network,
but the displays are different.
However, neither autostereoscopic displays nor conventional stereo displays sup-
port both vertical motion parallax and multiple arbitrary views. Firstly, most conven-
tional AS displays do not offer multiuser motion parallax (multiple distinct views)
along the vertical direction. Integral imaging displays using a 2D array of lenslets
could generate fullparallax autostereo images, but these have a limited viewing angle
and low resolution. Therefore, it would be difficult to provide correct-perspective views
for observers with different heights. With regular multi-user autostereoscopic displays,
untracked viewers must remain in certain viewing areas or they will see incorrect im-
agery or the same imagery as other viewers. In autostereoscopic display systems with
user tracking, multiple viewers are usually not supported because individual display
pixels will be seen from multiple views. These can be difficult to use in group telecon-
ferencing.
Recently, an interesting approach to build multi-view displays is based on viewing
the data through a hole-mask that is placed at a certain distance from the data to serve as
a barrier that mediates the view for different users. Kitamura et al.’s Illusion Hole uses
a display mask which has a hole in its center. [52]. Naschel et al.’s random hole dis-
play prototype extends their approach by using a randomized hole distribution parallax
barrier [69]. The random hole display design eliminates the repeating zones found in
regular barrier and lenticular autostereoscopic displays, enabling multiple simultaneous
viewers in arbitrary locations [69]. Gu et al. demonstrate a full multi-user multi-view
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ABSTRACT
Gummi is an interaction technique and device concept based 
on physical deformation of a handheld device. The device 
consists of several layers of flexible electronic components, 
including sensors measuring deformation of the device. 
Users interact with this device by a combination of 
bending and 2D position control. Gummi explores physical 
interaction techniques and screen interfaces for such a 
device. Its graphical user interface facilitates a wide range of 
interaction tasks, focused on browsing of visual information. 
We implemented both hardware and software prototypes to 
explore and evaluate the proposed interaction techniques. 
Our evaluations have shown that users can grasp Gummi's key 
interaction principles within minutes. Gummi demonstrates 
promising possibilities for new interaction techniques and 
devices based on flexible electronic components.
Author Keywords
Handheld devices, mobile computing, interaction design, 
GUI, embodied interaction, flexible electronics, smartcards. 
ACM Classification Keywords
H5.2. [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]: 
User interfaces – Graphical user interfaces (GUI), Input 
devices and strategies, Interaction styles, Screen design; 
J.7 [Computers in other systems]: Consumer products.
INTRODUCTION
Gummi is a concept of a novel device and interaction style 
based on bending of a deformable handheld computing 
device (Figure 1). Ideally, the proposed device would 
consist of several layers of flexible electronic components: 
a flexible organic, light-emitting display (OLED) on top, 
flexible electronic circuits in the middle and a flexible, 
touch-sensitive panel on the bottom. Embedded sensors 
would measure physical deformation of the device. The 
resulting bendable computer would be extremely thin, 
flexible and have no mechanical parts. We envision a 
device, approximately the size of the credit card, that can be 
comfortably put into a pocket or slipped into a wallet.
The development of such a deformable computer may seem a 
very remote possibility. However, rapid advances in flexible 
electronics make such a device feasible in the near future. 
A range of flexible electronic devices and components has 
recently been demonstrated, such as flexible transistors and 
full color, high-resolution flexible OLEDs with a thickness 
of 0.2mm [5, 12]. Flexible electronics are predicted to 
become one of the core technologies that would facilitate 
the creation of small, thin, efficient and inexpensive mobile 
devices for future pervasive computing environments [19]. 
This technology was one of the main sources of inspiration 
for the Gummi project.
Interaction is a major challenge in designing a flexible, 
bendable computer. Even if we could develop a bendable 
computer the size and thickness of a credit card, how 
would users be able to interact with it? Previous ideas 
for applications of flexible electronics typically disregard 
interaction and instead focus on ergonomic and aesthetic 
aspects. Recurring themes are digital newspapers, electronic 
maps, roll-out and wearable displays, but not much thought 
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Figure 2. Metaphors for rollable displays 
Figure 3. The Xpaaand prototype 
ing the device in a comfortable ma ner, eithe  in la dscape 
or in portrait mode, with one or two hands. The device, and 
hence the display, can b  physically exp nded in on  di-
m nsio  by pulling both handles apart. It can be collapsed 
by pushing them together. Once the de ice is resized it 
maintains its new size.  
In this paper, we focus on the design space of dynamic 
resizing as a novel input t chnique. W  advocate thi inte-
raction concept not to replace, but to complement the exist-
ing techniques (e.g. touch nd pen input).  
By embedding accelerometers in both handles, the device 
can sense which side is actuated. W  distinguish three types 
of resizing: Pulling-out or pushing-in the eft side of the 
display, the right side, or both sides (symmetric). These 
three types can be mapped to different functionality.  
Inspired by the physical behavior of traditional paper scrolls 
and the work by Song et al. [7], we propose two metaphors 
for interacting with contents. These are depicted in Fig. 2. 
Considering a traditional scroll,  the side at which it is 
pulled out or pushed in matters: either content remains at a 
fix position in the user’s view (content locked in viewport) 
or it remains at a fix position with respect to the user’s hand 
(content locked in hand). Interfaces for rollable displays can 
overcome this physical inconsistency and use either of these 
metaphors consistently for interactions on both sides.  
We consider the content locked in viewport metaphor to be 
better suited in most cases, as it allows users to increase the 
display to the side on which they want to see more contents. 
In some specific cases which we will discuss below, content 
locked in hand is more adequate. For switching from the 
standard locked-in-viewport mode to locked-in-hand, the 
Xpaaand device offers a physical button on each handle. By 
pressing the button on either side, the user can lock the 
content, which is displayed at that side, in his hand. 
XPAAAND PROTOTYPE 
Despite the recent advances in flexible displays, the com-
ponents required for realizing such a device are not availa-
ble at the moment. Therefore, we followed a passive dis-
play approach and developed a prototype that emulates the 
most important properties of the envisioned device, i.e. the 
rollable display and physical resizing.   
Our system tracks the physical position of the Xpaaand 
prototype with a 6-camera OptiTrack system using IR retro-
reflective markers. A Full-HD overhead projector is used to 
display digital content on the device. This permits naturally 
moving the prototype in the high-resolution projection 
frustum of approximately 100 * 60 * 40 cm3.  
The Xpaaand prototype (Fig. 3) consists of a physical scroll 
made of white foil, where display content is projected. It 
can be resized to widths from 5 to 39 cm at a fix height of 
18 cm. It is 4 cm thick and weights about 900g. A box is 
attached at each of the two ends. These boxes act as physi-
cal handles for easily grasping the device; they contain the 
scroll and electronic components. A physical button is posi-
tioned at the center of each of the boxes. As our current 
prototype does not support touch input and to support navi-
gation on the display while it is held with two hands, a 
trackball is integrated into one box. It can be manipulated 
with the dominant hand (left-handers can rotate the device 
by 180 degrees). Wireless communication links the proto-
type to a nearby PC that hosts tracking software and appli-
cations. To keep the device stable, straight, and stiff at 
different display sizes, we fixed an expandable strut on the 
back of device.   
INTERACTION TECHNIQUES 
In this section, we introduce a set of interaction techniques 
that are based on resizing of the display. They enable users 
to accomplish common tasks for manipulating digital in-
formation. We explore expanding as a means for displaying 
more contents or more detailed contents. Moreover, we 
examine how additional screen real estate, created on-the-
fly, can be used for exposing additional or different func-
tionality. We developed and implemented the following 
interaction techniques. They are also demonstrated in the 
video figure accompanying this paper.  
Viewport resizing Expanding or collapsing the display 
increases or decreases the viewport. In contrast to GUI 
windows, additional content appears or disappears either on 
the left, the right, or both sides of the current viewport, 
depending on which side is actuated (Fig. 4 a). This interac-
tion facilitates common activities such as deeply focusing 
on a single item, comparing adjacent items, or getting a 
quick overview on many items. Moreover, scrolling can be 
performed by iteratively expanding the display on one side 
and collapsing it on the other side. For scrolling through 
longer lists, users can use the trackball. In order to examine 
this technique with different types of information we have 
(b) Xpaaand [49]
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Figure 1. Morphees are self-actuated flexible mobile devices that adapt their shapes to offer better affordances. (a) E.g a mobile 
device can shift into a console-like shape by curling two opposite edges and be easily grasped with two hands. Among the six 
s rategi s we built to actuate Morphee , h re are tw  high-fidelity prototypes using Shape Memory Alloys (SMA): (b) one using 
projection and tracking on wood tiles that re ctuated with thin SMA wires; and (c) one directly bending a flexible touchscreen 
(E-Ink and Unmousepad) by using (d) SMA wires that we educated (forged) to remember the shape we needed. 
ABSTRACT 
We introduce the term shape resolution, which adds to the 
existing definitions of screen and touch resolution. We 
propose a framework, based on a geometric model (Non-
Uniform Rational B-splines), which defines a metric for 
shape resolution in ten features. We illustr te it by 
comparing the current related work of shape changing 
devices. We then propos  the concept of Morphees that are 
self-actuated flexible mobile devices adapting their shapes 
on their wn to the context of use in order to offer better 
affordances. For instanc , when a game is launched, the 
mobile device morphs into a console-like shape by curling 
two opposite edges to be better grasped with two hands. We 
then create preliminary prototypes of Morphees i order to 
explor  six different building strategies using advanced 
shape changing materials (dielectric electro active polymers 
and shape memory alloys). By comparing the shape 
resolution of our proto ypes, we generate insights to help 
designers toward creating high shape resolution Morphees.  
Author Keywords 
Shape resolution, organic user interface, shape changing, 
flexible touchscreen, haptic feedback.  
ACM Classification Keywords 
H5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User 
Interfaces - Graphical user interfaces, Input devices and 
strategies, Haptic I/O. 
INTRODUCTION 
There are a growing number of shape-changing devices [20, 
39, 42, 51]. However, most research has focused on 
demonstrating point-designs, i.e. illuminating a spot, in the 
space of possible shape-changing devices. We have reached 
a point in the evolution of these devices where it is 
necessary to be able to articulate how the devices compare 
and contrast with each other. If we take the analogy of a 
display device, we can express (and thereby compare and 
contrast) new display devices in terms of the number of 
pixels available, the pixel density, the screen size, screen 
refresh rate and number of bits per pixel. This tuple 
provides a rich space within which we can situate the 
different display devices built and identify gaps in the 
innovation cycle.  
In contrast, we have no equivalent metric to describe shape-
changing devices. Hence it is not clear how one prototype 
differs from another or what opportunities exist for new 
devices in this landscape. To address this gap, we introduce 
shape resolution, a tuple with ten features that we derive 
from Non-Uniform Rational B-splines (NURBS), a 
geometrical model able to describe most shapes. These 
features such as Area, Closure and Zero-crossing describe 
the features of a shape and also explain why they are 
desirable in a shape-changing device.  
To explore a portion of the large design space that our 
framework offers, we propose and study the concept of 
Morphees, the next generation of flexible mobile devices 
that adapt their shapes on-demand to better fit the myriad of 
services they are likely to support. Morphees allows users 
to download applications that embed a dedicated form 
factor, for instance the “stress ball app” collapses the device 
on itself, or the “game app” makes it to adopt a console-like 
shape (Figure 1a). 
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(c) Morphees [97]
Figur 2.15: Examples for shape-changing displ ys.
system using this concept with their Tabletop Autostereoscopic Display [134]. In-
stead of using a static hol -mask, Karnik et al.’s MUSTARD uses a dynamic random
hole mask all wing coverage of th entire sc een by constantly changing the h le-mask
from frame to frame [48].
Whilst au stereos op c nd multiview capabilities of a random hole display are
novel, the effectiveness of using the random hole display for telepresence is not yet
clear. We run an experiment to demonstrate that the random hole display can convey
gaze relativ ly accurately, p rticularly for group conferencing (see Chapte 6).
2.2.3 Shape-changing display
Shape changing displays are also an interesting type of non-planar display. Recent
displays have been built with the aim of using some shape-changing inte face qu lities
to enhance our interaction with digital information.
Figure 2.15(a) shows Gummi [106], which introduced a set of interaction tech-
niques for bendable displays, which support scrolling and zooming. Evaluations of
the prototype demonstrated Gummi interaction techniques to be feasible, ffective and
enjoyable.
Xpaaand [49] in the Figure 2.15(b) provides for dynamically resizing the mobile
device and its display. The evaluation of this display showed that physical resizing
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concept with the philosophy of shared virtual working spaces. 
Although the National Tele-Immersion Initiative (NTII) has 
already demonstrated an integration of tele-collaboration tools 
into their experimental tele-cubicle set-up from Figure 2, the 
possibility of joint interactions is limited to two participants only, 
whereas shared workspaces with more than two partners are hard 
to achieve because of the physical separation of tele-cubicles 
windows. 
2.2 Virtual Team User Environment 
Due to these shortcomings, a new SVTE concept has be proposed 
for the first time by the IST project VIRTUE under the 
designation Virtual Team User Environments (VIRTUE) [8][9]. It 
offers all benefits of the tele-cubicle approach, but extends it 
towards an integration of the SVTE into shared virtual working 
spaces. The main idea is to combine the SVTE metaphor with the 
one of mixed realities in a twofold manner. At first, a seamless 
transition between the real working desk in front of the display 
and the virtual conference table at the screen gives the user the 
impression of being part of an extended perception space. 
Secondly, the remote participants are rendered seamlessly and 
under correct perspective view into the virtual conference scene. 
As an example for such a system, Figure 3 shows the VIRTUE 
set-up which has been demonstrated the first time to the public at 
the IST Event 2001 last December in Duesseldorf, Germany.  
 
Figure 3. Example of VIRTUE set-up. 
In the following chapters we will present a similar system design 
called Immersive 3D Videoconferencing (I3DVC) [10]. It is based 
on the VIRTUE approach (i.e. it uses the same prototype set-up 
depicted in Figure 3), but in contrast to VIRTUE it utilises the 
state-of-the-art multimedia standard MPEG-4. Hence, it is the first 
video-based SVTE implementation leaving the stage of 
experimental test platforms and entering the area of prototype 
developments. Due to usage of the MPEG-4 signalling protocol 
DMIF, a sophisticated 3D video processing and the MPEG-4 
scene description language BIFS, the system architecture supports 
an arbitrary terminal set-up, interoperability with other terminal 
configurations and scalability in terms of number of participants – 
and it makes it open for future extensions and developments 
towards immersive tele-collaboration, multi-user terminals and 
joint applications. 
3. THE SVTE CONCEPT 
The basic idea of the SVTE concept is to place 3D video 
reproductions of a given number of participants at predefined 
positions of a shared virtual environment. For this purpose the 
conferees are captured at each terminal by a multiple camera set-
up and the desired 3D video representation of the local conferee is 
extracted from this multi-view images (see Figure 4). 
 
Figure 4. 3D Capturing for a 3-party conference. 
Then the 3D video objects of all conferees are grouped virtually 
around the shared table. Ideally, this is done in an isotropic 
manner in order to obtain social and geometric symmetry. Hence, 
in the case of a three-party conference the participants form an 
equilateral triangle. In the case of four parties it would be a 
square, and so on. Following such generic composition rules and 
knowing the number of participants, the same SVTE can be built 
at each terminal from previously loaded scene descriptions and 
the received 3D video streams.  
Virtual Camera 
 
Figure 5. Rendering of virtual 3D conference scene. 
Based on this generic scene composition, individual views of the 
virtual conference environment can then be rendered by using a 
virtual camera (see Figure 5). Note that each conferee has a pre-
defined place at the virtual table. Thus, globally, the virtual 
camera has to be positioned to the same place to generate the 
desired individual view of the scene. Locally, the position of the 
virtual camera has to move coincidently with the current position 
of the conferee's head, which is permanently registered by a head 
tracker. Thus, supposing that the geometrical parameters of the 
multi-view capture device, the virtual scene and the virtual camera 
are well fitted to each other, it is ensured that all conferees see the 
scene under the correct perspective view, even while changing 
their own viewing position.  
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Abstract
We present blue-c, a new immersive projection and 3D video
acquisition environment for virtual de i n and collaboration. It
combines simultaneous acquisition of multipl  live vid o streams
with advanced 3D projection technology in a CAVE™-like envi-
ronment, creating the impression of total immersion. The blue-c
portal currently consists of three rectangular projection screens
that are built fr m glass panels containing liquid crystal layers.
These screens can be switched from a whitish opaque state (for
projection) to a tran parent state (for acquisition), which allows the
video cameras to “look through” the walls. Our projection technol-
ogy is based on active stereo using two LCD projectors per screen.
The projectors are synchronously shuttered along with the screens,
the stereo glasses, active illumination devices, and the acquisition
hardware. From multiple video streams, we compute a 3D video
representation of the user in real time. The resulting video inlays
are integrated into a networked virtual environment. Our design is
highly scalable, enabling blue-c to connect to portals with less
sophisticated hardware.
Keywords: Spatially Immersive Displays, Virtual Environments,
Graphics Hardware, 3D Video, Real-time Graphics.
1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Over the past decade, spatially immersive displays (SIDs) have
become increasingly significant. SIDs enable users to work and
interact with virtual spaces while being physically surrounded with
a panorama of imagery. Among the variety of available SIDs, the
most popular one is the Cave Automated Virtual Environment
(CAVE™) [Cruz-Neira et al. 1993]. More recently, these SIDs
have been extended by integrating multiple projection devices and
screens into conference rooms or office spaces. Some of these
SIDs have already been turned into products and have proved their
usefulness in a wide spectrum of applications, including architec-
ture, art, medicine, and the automotive industry. Although many
alternative display technologies are currently available, multi-pro-
jector SIDs are clearly superior with regard to display quality,
degree of immersion, resolution, field of view, and ergonomics.
Many applications, however, demand support for telecollabo-
ration. Hence, in recent years, much research has been devoted to
enhance SIDs by a variety of technical solutions to support tele-
presence in combined virtual and real environments. Such mixed
reality systems are essentially proposed to augment immersion and
realism. Central to all approaches is the seamless and realistic inte-
gration of remotely located users into the synthesized virtual
space. Early approaches build on 2D video conferencing and uti-
lize single cameras to acquire video streams of the collaborators.
By reprojecting the video onto geometry, such systems create vir-
tual meeting places for remotely located users. However, in addi-
tion to their inherently limited expressiveness, 2D video inlays
impose severe constraints on the natural interaction of the user
with the virtual world. The National Tele-Immersion Initiative
[Sadagic et al. 2001] constitutes the most comprehensive program
to address all these aspects.
The latest advances in real-time scene acquisition and 3D
video have been exploited to create much more realistic 3D scans
of actors or entire scenes. The seamless and robust combination of
multiple projection devices with 3D scene acquisition, however,
Figure 1: Panoramic picture of the blue-c portal showing the projection screens in transparent mode, the outer scaffold with attached cameras,
the LED arrays, and the LCD stereo projectors.
*now at University of California, Davis.
Project webpage: http://blue-c.ethz.ch/
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(b) Blue-C [40]
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Abstract
 
We introduce ideas, proposed technologies, and initial results for
an 
 
office of the future
 
 that is based on a unified application of
computer vision and computer graphics in a system that combines
and builds upon the notions of the CAVE™, tiled display systems,
and image-based modeling
 
. 
 
The basic idea is to use real-time
computer vision techniques to dynamically extract per-pixel depth
and reflectance information for the visible surfaces in the office
including walls, furniture, objects, and people, and then to either
project images
 
 on 
 
the surfaces, render images 
 
of
 
 the surfaces
 
, 
 
or
interpret
 
 
 
changes 
 
in
 
 the surfaces. In the first case, one could
designate every-day (potentially irregular) real surfaces in the
office to be used as 
 
spatially immersive display
 
 surfaces, and then
project high-resolution graphics and text onto those surfaces. In
the second case, one could transmit the dynamic image-bas d
models over a network for display at a remote site. Finally, one
could interpret dynamic changes in the surfaces for t e purposes of
tracking, interaction, or augmented reality applications. 
To accomplish the simultaneous capture and display we
envision an office of the future where the ceiling lights are repla ed
by computer controlled cameras and “smart” projectors that are
used to capture dynamic image-base  mod ls with 
 
imperceptible
structured light
 
 techniques, and to display high-resolution images
on designated display surfaces. By doing both simultaneously on
the designated display surfaces, one can dynamically adjust or
autocalibrate for geometric, intensity, and resolution variations
resulting from irregular or changing display surfaces, or
overlapped projector images.
Our current approach to dynamic image-based modeling is to
use an optimized structured light scheme that can capture per-pixel
depth  and reflectance a t  in teract ive  ra tes .  Our  sys tem
implementation is not yet imperceptible, but we can demonstrate
the approach in the laboratory. Our approach to rendering on the
designated (potentially irregular) display surfaces is to employ a
two-pass projective texture scheme to generate images that when
projected onto the surfaces appear correct to a moving head-
tracked observer. We present here an initial implementation of the
overall vision, in an office-like setting, and preliminary
demonstrations of our dynamic modeling and display techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
 
The impetus for this work is Henry Fuchs’s long-time desire to
build more compelling and useful systems for shared telepresence
and telecollaboration between distant individuals. It was Fuchs
who first inspired us with ideas for using a “sea of cameras” [39]
Figure 1: A conceptual sketch of the 
office of the future. By replacing the 
normal office lights with projectors, 
one could obtain precise control 
over all of the light in the office. With the help of synchronized 
cameras, the geometry and reflectance information can be captured 
for all of the visible surfaces in the office so that one can project 
images on the surfaces, render images of the surfaces, or interpret 
changes in the surfaces. The inset image is intended to help 
differentiate between the projected images and the real objects in 
the sketch.
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(c) Office of the future [90]
Figure 1: The six-user projection system. The lenses of the six projectors appear as bright color s ots o the right side. Each of the six
users is tracked and provided with a perspectively correct image. The Spheron, our group navigation device, is centrally placed in front of
the display. 12 different images are projected onto the screen, only one image is shown here.
2 Related Work
The most straightforward way to provide multiple users with in-
dividual views of a shared virtual world is the use of personal dis-
plays such as head-mounted displays (HMDs) or handheld displays.
The Studierstube system by [Schmalstieg et al. 2002] supported co-
located collaborative augmented reality using see-through HMDs.
[Aspin and Roberts 2005] performed a co-located architectural
design review by providing multiple users with HMDs. [Hua
et al. 2004] equipped multiple users with head-mounted projectors,
which projected onto retro-reflective walls.
Projection-based stereoscopic displays such as the CAVE [Cruz-
Neira et al. 1992] have a long tradition in the virtual reality do-
main, but there have only been a few approaches providing mul-
tiple tracked users with individual stereoscopic images. The two-
user Responsive Workbench [Agrawala et al. 1997] displays four
different images in sequence on a CRT projector at 144Hz, which
results in 36Hz per eye per user. They also developed custom shut-
ter glasses for cycling between four eyes. This system was the
first demonstration of a two-user system, but suffered from flicker,
low brightness and crosstalk. [Barco 1999] developed the ”Virtual
Surgery Table”, which provides two users with stereoscopic images
by differently polarizing the light output of two active stereo pro-
jectors. This approach was also used for a large projection wall in
[Riege et al. 2006]. All these systems are limited to two users and
cannot be easily extended to support more users. [Bolas et al. 2004]
presented a modified DLP projector, which is capable of running at
120Hz. They also briefly mention the integration of such single-
chip displays with the optics of a 3-chip DLP system to achieve
a three-user system running at 120 Hz per eye in a single projec-
tor. Unfortunately, no technical details were provided. Our ap-
proach is similar in that it also uses customized 120Hz projectors,
but we realized a complete fully synchronized six-projector system
and demonstrate its use for six users.
[Kunz and Spagno 2002] employed a pair of shuttered LCD pro-
jectors to generate an active stereo display for their blue-c system
[Gross et al. 2003]. [Fro¨hlich et al. 2005] extended this approach
to support four users by using eight shuttered LCD projectors. To
limit the shutter frequency, they used shuttering to cycle among the
users and polarization for separating the left and right eye images.
However, shuttering projectors is not a very light-efficient approach
considering that each projector is blocked for most of the time. For
example, in the four user setup, each projector is blocked for three-
quarters of the time and thus 75% of the light output is lost. This is
also the reason why it does not scale well to more users.
There are also a number of special purpose multi-viewer displays.
The PIT [Arthur et al. 1998], the Illusionhole [Kitamura et al. 2001]
and the Virtual Showcase [Bimber et al. 2001] use different ap-
proaches to assign a separate partition of a projection screen to
each user, where the stereoscopic images for each person are dis-
played. The PIT uses two orthogonal screens, in which each user
looks at only one of the screens. The Illusionhole uses a circu-
lar mask on top of a tabletop projection. By looking through the
mask the users positioned around the table see different areas of the
screen, where their individual images are presented. The Virtual
Showcase consists of a tabletop projection with a truncated half-
silver mirror pyramid (or cone) placed in the middle of the table.
By looking into the mirror, users positioned around the table see a
reflected image off the tabletop. The stereoscopic images are ren-
dered such that the virtual objects appear inside this Virtual Show-
case. The Joint Space Station [Mulder and Boschker 2004] uses
a similar approach based on separate Virtual Workbench displays
[Poston and Serra 1994] facing each other. These displays are lim-
ited to two to four users with a small overlap of the users’ viewing
frustra, which considerably limits the size of the objects that can
be displayed in the shared virtual space. [Maksakov et al. 2010]
simply used separate viewports on a larger screen for each user to
provide individual head-tracked monoscopic views of a 3D scene.
Such approaches effectively discard the notion of a locally shared
space and require similar interaction techniques and affordances as
do distributed multi-viewer systems.
[Dodgson 2005] and [Favalora 2005] provided an introduction and
overview of the many other types of multi-view displays, in par-
ticular autostereoscopic and holographic systems. While the use
of such technology for displaying large, interactive and full color
3D images for multiple non-stationary users is the ultimate goal,
all of these systems pose different limitations. However, various
recent developments are convincing solutions for particular appli-
cation domains. [Cossairt et al. 2007] and [Jones et al. 2007] devel-
oped similar approaches for occlusion-capable parallax multi-view
188:2        •        A. Kulik et al.
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Figure 2.16: Examples for virtual environm nt teleconferencing system.
of the screen real state creates a rich physical experienc nd can eff ctively improve
interaction with handheld devices.
Figure 2.15(c) shows Morphees [97], that are self-actuated flexible mobile devices
adapting their shapes on their own to the context of use in order to offer better affor-
dances.
2.2.4 Virtual reality syst ms
The art of immersive displays can be traced b ck t Backer’ panorama, which pre-
sented a wide vis a onto a completely circular surfac in c rrect pe s ective. It was
so convincing th w s able o tr k th spectators to believe this reproduced real
world is genuine [105]. Then, following the Cinerama, numerous film formats such
as IMAX, 3D IMAX, and Omnimax bring distant, exciting worlds within the partici-
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pants’ grasp [58].
Virtual environment systems, including the HMD, BOOM and CAVE provide the
users with a strong sense of presence, by their multisensory stimulation, immersive
characteristics and real-time interactivity [28]. Systems such as VIRTUE (virtual team
user environment) [104], im.point (immersive meeting point) [119], Blue-C [40] and
Office of the Future [90] are effective ways to simulate face to face conversations by
applying the concept of a shared environment [41]. TELEPORT system [36] and NTII
(National Tele-Immersion Initiative) [98] utilized the SVTE concept described above
to preserve gaze direction in three-way or N-way conversations. The commercial avail-
able Oculus Rift HMDs gives the user the impression of being inside of a complete
virtual world.
However, these systems need sophisticated equipment, such as complex display
mountings, special tracking devices, etc.
2.2.5 Augmented reality systems
Augmented reality (AR) techniques can be used to develop fundamentally different
interfaces for face-to-face and remote collaboration because AR provides seamless
interaction between real and virtual environments; the ability to enhance reality; the
presence of spatial cues for face-to-face and remote collaboration; support of a tangible
interface metaphor; and the ability to transition smoothly between reality and virtuality.
A variety of augmented reality systems have been built to develop effective face-to face
collaborative computing environments [15, 9].
Figure 2.17(a) shows the MirageTable [14] which is instrumented with a single
depth camera, a stereoscopic projector, and a curved screen. The authors illustrate these
unique capabilities through three application examples: virtual 3D model creation, in-
teractive gaming with real and virtual objects, and a 3D teleconferencing experience
(This not only presents a 3D view of a remote person, but also a seamless 3D shared
task space). They also evaluated the user’s perception of projected 3D objects in their
system, which confirmed that users can correctly perceive objects even when users are
projected over different background colours and geometries.
Figure 2.17(b) shows a real-time 3-D augmented reality videoconferencing sys-
tem [87]. With this technology, an observer sees the real world from his viewpoint, but
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ABSTRACT 
Instrumented with a single depth camera, a stereoscopic 
projector, and a curved screen, MirageTable is an 
interactive system designed to merge real and virtual worlds 
into a single spatially registered experience on top of a 
table. Our depth camera tracks the user’s eyes and performs 
a real-time capture of both the shape and the appearance of 
any object placed in front of the camera (including user’s 
body and hands). This real-time capture enables perspective 
stereoscopic 3D visualizations to a single user that account 
for deformations caused by physical objects on the table. In 
addition, the user can interact with virtual objects through 
physically-realistic freehand actions without any gloves, 
trackers, or instruments. We illustrate these unique 
capabilities through three application examples: virtual 3D 
model creation, interactive gaming with real and virtual 
objects, and a 3D teleconferencing experience that not only 
presents a 3D view of a remote person, but also a seamless 
3D shared task space. We also evaluated the user’s 
perception of projected 3D objects in our system, which 
confirmed that users can correctly perceive such objects 
even when they are projected over different background 
colors and geometries (e.g., gaps, drops).  
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3D interaction; spatial augmented reality; projector-camera 
system; projective textures; depth camera; 3D digitization; 
3D teleconferencing; shared task space;  
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INTRODUCTION 
Overlaying computer generated graphics on top of the real 
world to create a seamless spatially-registered environment 
is a core idea of Augmented Reality (AR) technology. AR 
solutions have thus far mostly focused on output 
technologies such as head-worn and handheld displays, or 
spatially projected visualizations [3, 4].  
While improving the output solutions is critical to wider 
adoption of AR, we believe that most AR solutions suffer 
from fundamentally impoverished input from the real 
world. For example, in order to interact with virtual content, 
users are often encumbered with on-body trackers, head-
worn displays, or required to interact “through the screen” 
in handheld AR scenarios. Second, such systems have a 
limited understanding of the real-time changes of the 
environment. Lastly, while interacting with the virtual 
content users often lack the ability to employ any of the 
fine-grained motor skills that humans rely on in our 
interactions with the physical world. In comparison with 
reality, interaction with the virtual world is greatly 
impoverished.  
Depth cameras capture the “range image” (i.e., the per-pixel 
distance from the camera to the nearest surface) and have 
Figure 1. MirageTable is a curved projection-based augmented reality system (A), which digitizes any object on the surface (B), 
presenting correct perspective views accounting for real objects (C) and supporting freehand physics-based interactions (D). 
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(a) MirageTable [14]
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ABSTRACT 
We describe a real-time 3-D augmented reality video- 
conferencing system.  With this technology, an observer sees 
the real world from his viewpoint, but modified so that the 
image of a remote collaborator is rendered into the scene.  
We register the image of the collaborator with the world by 
estimating the 3-D transformation between the camera and a 
fiducial marker.  We describe a novel shape- from-silhouette 
algorithm, which generates the appropriate view of the 
collaborator and the associated depth map at 30 fps.  When 
this view is superimposed upon the real world, it gives the 
strong impression that the collaborator is a real part of the 
scene.  We also demonstrate interaction in virtual 
environments with a “live” fully 3-D collaborator.  Finally, 
we consider interaction between users in the real world and 
collaborators in a virtual space, using a “tangible” AR 
interface.  
Keywords 
Video-Conferencing, Augmented Reality, Image Based 
Rendering, Shape from Silhouette, Interaction 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Science fiction has presaged many of the great advances in 
computing and communication.  In 2001: A Space Odyssey, 
Dr Floyd calls home using a videophone – an early on-screen 
appearance of 2-D video-conferencing.  This technology is 
now commonplace.  More recently, the Star Wars films 
depicted 3-D holographic communication.  In this paper we 
apply computer graphics to create what may be the first 
real-time “holo-phone”. 
Existing conferencing technologies have a number of 
limitations. Audio-only conferencing removes visual cues 
vital for conversational turn-taking.  This leads to increased 
interruptions and overlap [8], and difficulty in 
disambiguating between speakers and in determining 
willingness to interact [14].  Conventional 2-D video- 
conferencing improves matters, but large user movements 
and gestures cannot be captured [13], there are no spatial 
cues between participants [29] and participants cannot easily 
make eye contact [30]. Participants can only be viewed in 
front of a screen and the number of participants is limited by 
monitor resolution.  These limitations disrupt fidelity of 
communication [34] and turn taking [10], and increase 
interruptions and overlap [11]. Collaborative virtual 
environments restore spatial cues common in face-to-face 
conversation [4], but separate the user from the real world. 
Moreover, non-verb l communication is hard to convey 
using conventional avatars, resulting in reduced presence 
[29]. 
We define the “perfect video avatar” as one where the user 
cannot distinguish between a real human present in the scene 
and a remote collaborator.  Perhaps closest to this goal of 
perfect tele-presence is the Office of the Future work [27], 
the Virtual Video Avatar of Ogi et al.[25], and the work of 
Mulligan and Daniilidis [23][24]. All sytems use multiple 
cameras to construct a geometric model of the participant, 
and then use this model to generate the appropriate view for 
remote collaborators.  Although impressive, these systems 
currently do not generate the whole 3D model – one cannot 
move 360o around the virtual avatar.  Moreov r, since the 
output of these systems is mediated via projection screens 
the display is not portable.  
The goal of this paper is to present a solution to these 
problems, by introducing an augmented reality (AR) 
video-conferencing system.  Augmented reality refers to the 
real-time insertion of computer-generated three-dimensional 
content into a real scene (see [2], [3] for reviews). Typically, 
the observer views the world through a head mounted 
display (HMD) with a camera attached to the front. The 
video is captured, modified and relayed to the observer in 
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page.  To copy otherwise, or
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee. 
CSCW’02 November 16-20, 2002, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA.
Copyright 2002 ACM 1-58113-560-2/02/0011   $5.00 
Figure 1:  Observers view the world via a head-mou ted
display (HMD) with a front-mounted camera.  Our system
detects markers in the scene and superimposes live video
content rendered from the appropriate viewpoint in real time. 
Figure 1:  Observers view the world via a head-mounted display
(HMD) with a front-mounted camera.  Our system detects markers
in the scene and superimposes live video content rendered from
the appropriate viewpoint in real time. 
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(b) 3D Live [87]
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Presence as Non-mediation in Immersive AR
Presence is central to the study of immersive display technology.
It can be defined as a user’s psychological response to patterns of
sensory stimuli, resulting in the psych logical sensation of “being
there” in the computer-generated space [15]. Slater suggests that
that immersive virtual reality (VR) systems can be characterized by
the sensorimotor contingencies that they support, referring to the
actions that a user can carry out in order to pe ceive t e VE [14].
Moving one’s head and eyes to change gaze direction, or bending
down in order to see underneath a virtual object are sensorimotor
co tingencies typically supported by an immersive VR system.
AR grounds interaction within the local physic l environment,
so any suitable definitio of pr sence as lied to immersive AR
must emphasize the seamless integration of virtual content with the
real environment. In this context, Lombard and Ditton’s definition
that presence (in VEs) is “the perceptual illusion of non-medi tion”
[11] is salient to the concept in AR. In other words, the “machinery”
of the AR experience should not be evident to the user. MacIntyre
notes that two classes of factors can influence this sense of non-
mediation: consistency of the content, and technical factors [12].
Consistency of content refers o the importance of the behavior of
virtual objects remaining consistent with a user’s expectations. This
relates to Slater’s th ory of plausibility in VEs [14]. Technical fac-
tors refer to the immersive elements of the system and are connected
with both graphical fidelity and relighting and tracking latency. A
theory of presence as non-mediation as applied to immersive AR
should consider both consistency d conten . It wou d hypothesize
that higher degrees of presence may be fostered when virtual and
real content is integrated effectively to form a perceptually-unified
environment. Presence in immersive AR, then, relates to fostering in
users a perceptual stat of non-me iation, which arises from a high
level of technologically-facilitated immersion n environmental
consistency, and which in turn may give rise to realistic behavior
and response. These relate to t e degree of pres nce that is being
xperienced. Similar to the approach in the VE literature, presence
should be assessed through measurement of both quantitative data,
for instance tracked body m vement or physiological response, and
qualitative insights from questionnaires a d interviews.
Our second experimental task, described in Section 4.2 is inspired
by acrophobia experiments studied in VR [13], and later trialled
in immersive AR [6]. In those studies, articipants report feeling
frightened and some report vertigo when faced with the virtual pit.
Some participants will not walk out onto the ledge that surrounds
the pit and ask to stop the experiment. A few participants walk
out over the pit as if it were covered by glass, but this requires
conscious mustering of will [13]. Inferred from physical movement
behavior and other measures, these findings indicate that participants
behave towards the virtual pit as if it could be real. Our study
proposes a more subtle and physically-plausible scenario suitable for
investigating immersive AR by assessing walking behavior through
a cluttered environment.
2.2 Non-Photorealistic Rendering
NPR applies transformation filters to modify the appearance of an
image. Early examples were developed to create artistic effects
such as cartoon-style rendering [10] or to transform the world to
look more like a painting [8]. Fischer et al. demonstrated that NPR
can be used to reduce the discernability of virtual objects in AR
applications, thereby visually homogenizing a mixed reality scene
[5]. The detail of the image was reduced using a color filter and
edge detection to strongly highlight discontinuities. In a series of
perceptual studies, it was demonstrated that the use of NPR reduced
users’ ability to correctly identify virtual and real content.
We are not aware of previous studies assessing NPR in discrimina-
tion tasks or presence in operational immersive AR. Rather, studies
Figure 1: AR-Rift, consisting of an Oculus Rift DK1 and mounted
modified Logitech C310 webc ms.
have used non-interactive stimuli, suc as pre-rendered videos or
still images. Real-time performance has been cited as the reason
for this. Fischer et al. reported that a system was developed using
ARToolKit and is capable of real-time operation [5]. However, no
systematic user studies were eported. In this paper we present an
immersive system that performs to real-time requirements and use
it to investigate accuracy of discernability when judging real and
virtual objects and also on sense of presence and embodiment.
3 AR-RIFT
3.1 System Overview
The AR-Rift, shown in Figure 1, is an immersive head-mounted
video see-through AR display comprising of low-cost, commercially
vailable components. A comprehensive description of the method-
ology and process of designing, building and calibrating the display,
including limitations can be found in [17]. The display consists of
an Oculus Rift DK1 VR head-mounted display (HMD) ounted
with two modified Logitech C310 webcams forming a wide FOV
stereoscopic camera. The Rift DK1 features a 7" RGB LCD panel
with a resolution of 1280×800 and a refresh rate of 60Hz. Side-by-
side stereoscopy is achieved by rendering left and right eye images
to each half of the panel, resulting in 640(h)×800(v) pixels per eye.
The 2× aspheric lenses provide a FOV approximately 90◦ horizontal
and 110◦ vertical depending on eye relief and inter-pupillary is-
tance (IPD). Each lens focuses on one horizontal half of the panel
at a perceived distance of approximately 3.66m. The stereo p ir
features approximately a 95% horizontal overlap.
The optical and technical stereo camera specifications are ap-
proximately in parity with the those of the Rift DK1. The sensor
resolution is 1280×960, exceeding the Rift DK1’s per-eye resolu-
tion. The C310’s stock lenses were replaced with lenses providing a
120◦ FOV, slightly exceeding the Rift’s 110◦ on the vertical dimen-
sion. The C310 has a stated specification of 30 FPS, but it is able to
operate reliably up to 45 FPS. As we are aiming for a low-cost im-
plementation, we have not considered professional machine vision
cameras, so our system does not allow for camera synchronization
or other desirable features. We opted to use low-cost components to
enable wider reimplementation and experimental replicability.
Reflective markers positioned on the AR-Rift (Figure 1) are
tracked by a NaturalPoint OptiTrack optical motion capture sys-
tem with twelve Flex 3 cameras operating at 100 FPS. The working
tracking volume is approximately 80% of the 6×4×3m lab. The
Motive v1.5 software computes six degrees-of-freedom (6DoF) po-
sition and orientation of the HMD, which is transmitted via UDP to
our software framework developed using Unity 4. Versions of the
Oculus Rift beyond DK1 will include positional tracking capability,
thereby potentially eliminating the need for the external tracking
system used in our setup.
(c) AR-Rift
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ABSTRACT 
High-end mobile devices are becoming increasing popular in 
every day life. Augmented Reality (AR) builds on this trend by 
combining mobile computing with connectivity and locat on-
awareness. In doing so, AR can provide a very rich user 
experience. In this paper we discuss the approach and 
development of an AR-based personal assistant, combining the 
familiar interface of a human person with the functionality of a 
location-aware digital information system. The paper discusses 
the main components of the system, including the 
anthropomorphic user interface as well as the results of an initial 
prototype evaluation.  
   
CR Categories and Subjec  Descriptors: D.2.14.a [Software 
Engineering]: Human Factors in Software Design—User 
Interfaces, H.1.2.b [Models and Principles]: User/Machine 
Systems—Human-centered computing, H.2.8.o [Database 
Management]: Database Applications—Spatial databases and 
GIS, H.5.1.b [Information Int rfaces and Representation (HCI)]: 
Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented and 
virtual realities, H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Representation 
(HCI)]: User Interfaces—Design for wearability, 
Evaluation/methodology, Graphical User Interfaces, Voice I/O, 
J.9 [Mobile Applications]: Lo ation-dependent and se sitive, 
pervasive computing. 
Additional Keywords: Augmented Reality, Mobile 
Computing, Virtual Humans, Anthropomorphic User Interfaces, 
Digital Assistants, Environment Model, Location Based Systems 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Today people make increasing use of electronic equipment. 
While mobile phones are already widespread, PDAs and l ptop 
computers now replace more traditional media and tools. 
Smartphones combine PIM (Personal Information Management) 
functions of PDAs and the communication functionality of mobile 
phones. With providers having started cell based services on the 
one hand and more a d more devices supporting GPS on the other 
hand, we can further observe an increasing availability of 
location-based services. The popularity of such services is also 
increasing with new connectivity technologies such as WiFi, 
WiMax and UMTS. However, the available hardware, protocols 
and services often lack s me important features, such as: 
• Many tasks are umbersome and tim -consuming, due to 
the limited user interfaces provided by the devices, 
especially compared to having a real assistant or secretary. 
• The devices and displays used in them often place limits 
on what the users can undertake at any given time, 
resulting in a limited range of applications and services. 
• Existing systems are difficult to use if you need your hands 
free. Everyone knows the situation where one’s mobile 
phone signals some event while both hands are in use. 
• Existing electronic organizer functionality is not integrated 
with location information. The users mostly are not made 
aware of the link and hence do not benefit from the 
information, even when it is available. 
The wo k presented in this paper aims to overcome these 
difficulties by using an alternative user interface: a virtual human. 
In theory, interacting with such an anthropomorphic user interface 
should be similar to communicating with a real assistant. To 
strengthen this experience they have to be part of the real world. 
Mobile Augm nted Reality (AR) is a technology that enables us 
to use anthropomorphic virtual assistants as part of the user’s local 
environment almost anywhere and anytime (see figure 1). 
Figure 1. The virtual anthropomorphic assistant in                           
a mobile AR nvironment 
In thi  paper w  describ  the development of an intuitive multi-
modal user interface that combines mobile AR technology with a 
personal assistant. The s cond part provides a brief overview of 
related work. In section 3 we present our approach in detail. 
Section 4 discusses the results of our initial field trials and section 
5 provides conclusions and further directions. 
2 RELATED WORK 
Our system presents a first step to integrate an anthropomorphic 
assistant with an AR information and navigation system. Related 
wo k o far concentrates o  one of the e technol gies. 
 Mobile augment d reality syste s such as the Touri g 
Machine [6] and the applications developed within the OCAR 
project [11] provide information about the environment to a 
mobile user by superimposing text, pictures and other data onto 
the user’s view. The user interfaces are mostly based on two-
imensional GUIs operated by touchpads, which accordi g to our 
experience are often considered as somewhat awkward and rather 
*e-mail: andreas.schmeil@googlemail.com 
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(d) MARA [102]
Figur 2.17: Ex mples for augment d reality teleconferenci system.
m dified so that the image of mote collaborator is rendered into the scene. When
this view is superimposed upon the real world, it gives the strong impression that the
collaborator is a real part of the scen .
Figure 2.17(c) shows the AR-Rift, a low-cost video see-through AR system us-
ing an Oculus Rift and consumer webcams. This syst m could also be used in the
teleconferencing.
Figure 2.17(d) shows the MARA [102], which is a obile augmented reality-
based virtual assistant.This system presents a first step to integrate an anthropomorphic
assist nt with an AR information and navigation system.
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Abstract—Telepresence refers to a set of technologies that
allow users to feel present at a distant location; telerobotics is
a subfield of telepresence. This paper presents the design and
evaluation of a telepresence robot which allows for social ex-
pression. Our hypothesis is that a telerobot that communicates
more than simply audio or video but also expressive gestures,
body pose and proxemics, will allow for a more engaging and
enjoyable interaction. An iterative design process of the MeBot
platform is described in detail, as well as the design of sup-
porting systems and various control interfaces. We conducted
a human subject study where the effects of expressivity were
measured. Our results show that a socially expressive robot
was found to be more engaging and likable than a static
one. It was also found that expressiveness contributes to more
psychological involvement and better cooperation.
Keywords-Human robot interaction; telepresence; robot-
mediated communication; embodied videoconferencing;
I. INTRODUCTION
The fundamental aim of telepresence research is to allow
people to be in two places at the same time. There are
many reasons why we might want to occupy two spaces
at the same time, examples include wanting to provide
safer working environments, perform surveillance, attend
meetings or simply spend time with our loved ones. Different
situations pose different requirements of the communication
medium, and therefore many different telepresence systems
with different capabilities have been developed.
Face-to-face interaction is still the golden-standard in
communication, against which all platforms are compared.
This is partly due to the rich set of social behaviors and
cues that we as humans know and share. The reason why
face-to-face interaction is preferred might be that the non-
verbal cues that are exchanged, can contribute to feelings of
engagement, liking, trust, persuasion etc.
Embodiment and immersion are concepts that are fre-
quently used in the telepresence literature. Embodiment
refers to the level presence that people interacting with the
robot experience, immersion refers to the level of engage-
ment or involvement the operator experiences. Many systems
focus on providing deep levels of immersion and much
research has gone into haptic feedback systems towards
Figure 1. A picture of the MeBot V4.
that goal [1]. Embodiment has been the focus of many
systems for different purposes, some applications require
a high level of dexterity at the remote site and therefore
systems are developed that provide high resolution in motion
[2]. Telerobots meant for communication need to embody
the operator in a way that provides them with adequate
representation in the remote space so that they can take a
fully involved part in the interaction and be perceived by
their collaborators as being equally present. It is the belief of
the authors that a socially expressive embodiment is needed.
This paper presents the design of a telepresence robot
that allows the operator to express some of the non-verbal
behavior that people use in face-to-face interactions such
as hand and head gestures, postural mirroring, interpersonal
distance, and eye contact. This is a novel design that
integrates video and audio of the remote operator’s face
with mechanical embodiment of physical gestures of the
arms and head, and desk top mobility. The platform is also
easily portable which increases its range of applications by
allowing for “roaming” interactions.
Novel interfaces for intuitive control of the robot are
introduced as well as means to address the issue of eye-
978-1-4244-4893-7/10/$25.00 © 2010 IEEE 15
(a) Mebot V4 [2]
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Figure 4.4: PRoP
(b) PRoP [84]
Table 1: Key features of the Anybots’ QB (left) and the VGo (right) robots used in July and August 2010 studies.
QB VGo
Unit cost $15K $5K
Drive 2 wheels (dynamically balancing) 2 wheels and 2 casters
Top speed 3.5 mph 2.75 mph
Height 3’2” to 6’3” (manually adjusted) 4’
Weight 35 lbs 18 lbs
Battery life 4-6 hours 6 or 12 hour battery option
Microphones 3 on top of head (equally spaced) 4 around video screen (2 front, 2 back)
Speakers 1 on top of head 2 (woofer in base, tweeter in head)
Screen size 3.5” diagonal 6” diagonal
Number of cameras 1 front facing and 1 facing down 1 front facing
Camera tilt no (fixed) 180 degrees
Deictic reference yes (laser pointer) no
Operating systems MacOS with Firefox 3.6 Windows 7/Vista/XP
Navigation control keyboard (arrow keys or WASD) mouse “Click and Go” or arrows keys
2-way audio yes yes
2-way video no (planned feature) yes
WiFi AP switching no (planned feature) yes
2. STUDY 1: FORMAL MEETINGS
We first examined the conference room meeting. We selected 6
remote participants who had recurring meetings with teammates in
Mountain View. The participants, located across the United States
and Europe, used the robots to attend their meetings in place of their
normal video conferencing setup.
2.1 Experimental Design
Our goal was to examine the use of telepresence robots in meet-
ings with different team configurations and different types of teams
(i.e., engineering and non-engineering). We chose six teams based
on the frequency of their meetings and size of their team (i.e., under
5 people, 5 to 10 people, and over 10 people).
We collected informed consent from the participants who drove
the robots (hereafter referred to as “robot drivers”) and their team-
mates who attended the selected meeting. Pre-experiment surveys
regarding demographic information, prior robot use, and team dy-
namics were sent to the robot drivers and their teammates,1 which
took approximately 15 minutes to complete. As a baseline, we
attended a meeting prior to introducing the robot.
The type of robot assigned to each team (QB or VGo) was depen-
dent upon the type of computer from which the robot driver would
use the robot (MacOS or Windows respectively). Table 1 summa-
rizes the key features of the robots. (It should be noted that the QB
and the VGo robots were in beta and alpha testing respectively. Both
are to be sold starting in Fall 2010.) We trained the robot drivers on
the robot they would use to attend the meeting. The robot drivers
were asked to fill out a post-training questionnaire regarding their
first experience driving the robot and to describe what hardware and
software features they liked, disliked, and thought were missing.
We then brought the robots to each robot driver’s meeting. We
arrived 10 minutes prior to the start of the meeting to conduct a
sound check. In each meeting, we performed live-coding of the
interactions between the robot drivers and their teammates. The
robot drivers were able to continue using the robots up to 30 minutes
after the conclusion of the meeting. Prior to the next meeting,
we asked the robot drivers if they wished to continue using the
robot. We invited the robot drivers to document their use of their
robots through a digital diary. At the conclusion of the robot’s use,
post-experiment surveys regarding team dynamics and the overall
experience of the robots were sent to the robot drivers and their
teammates.1 Additionally, we interviewed the robot drivers.
1Survey completion was optional for the teammates.
2.2 Participants
Our six teams had a few different configurations for which we
use the terms “hub” and “spoke.” A “hub” indicates a group with
critical mass. A “spoke” indicates a small number of people (usually
1 or 2) as an offshoot from the hub.
Team 1 was an engineering group. They were a hub-hub configu-
ration with one spoke, meaning that the majority of the team worked
in one of two locations. The first hub was located in Mountain View
(n=9). The second was located in New York City (n=14). The robot
driver was located in Reston, Virginia, and used a QB robot. Team 1
met daily with one weekly 60 minute meeting and four “stand up”
meetings approximately 15 minutes in length.2
Team 2 was a non-engineering group. They were a hub-hub
configuration with one hub in Mountain View (n=4) and the other
hub in London (n=4). The robot driver was located in London and
used a VGo robot. Team 2 met weekly for 60 minutes.
Team 3 was an engineering team. They were a hub-spoke-spoke
configuration with the hub in Mountain View (n=18), one spoke in
Seattle (n=2), and the other spoke in Zurich (n=2). The robot driver
was located in Zurich and used a QB robot. Team 3 had weekly 60
minute design review meetings.
Team 4 was a non-engineering team. They were a spoke-spoke
configuration, and their entire team was remotely distributed. Team
4 had a weekly one-on-one 60 minute meeting between a manager
in Mountain View and his employee in Atlanta. The robot driver
used a QB robot.
Team 5 was an engineering team. They were a hub-hub config-
uration with one hub in Mountain View (n=13) and the other hub
in Pittsburgh (n=8). The robot driver was located in Pittsburgh and
used a QB robot. Team 5 had a 60 minute weekly meeting.
Team 6 was a non-engineering team. They were configured as a
hub-spoke configuration with the hub in Mountain View (n=7). The
robot driver, located in Santa Monica, California, used a VGo robot
to attend a meeting every two weeks. Due to the infrequency of the
meetings, we did not not have time to observe a baseline meeting.
2.3 Meeting Schedule
We had planned to use the telepresence robots in a total of thirty-
six meetings: twenty-one meetings for Team 1; four meetings for
Team 4; three meetings for Teams 2, 3, and 5; and two meetings for
Team 6. Due to schedule changes described below, the telepresence
robots were brought to sixteen meetings. We define a successful
2The team met in a scheduled conference room and provided quick
status updates while standing around the table.
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3. GEMINOID HI-1 AT ARS ELECT ONICA 
First, the general tele-operation setup of Geminoid HI-1 (see Figure 1) in the ARS Electronica building in 
Linz, Austri , is introduced. Then we describe how a selection of visitors has been asked about their 
impressions and feelings after they interacted with Geminoid HI-1. 
3.1 General Setup 
Figure 2 presents the general tele-operation setup that allowed a human operator (left) to control Geminoid 
HI-1’s head and lip movements in synchrony with the transmission of his voice. Under both arm rests of 
Geminoid HI-1’s chair microphones had been installed (cp. Figure 1) such that the operator could listen to 
the remote conversation in stereo.  
Two video monitors provided the operator with an overview of Geminoid HI-1’s surrounding; see Figure 
2, left. Between these two screens two webcams were installed both recording the operators upper body. The 
video stream of the operator acquired by one of them was continuously analyzed for the operator’s head 
orientation and mouth movements using the “faceAPI” software (Seeing Machines). The smaller screen in 
the bottom center showed the output of this analysis for control purposes. 
  
Figure 2. The tele-operation console (left) and the android Geminoid HI-1 (right) as it was installed during the ARS 
Electronica festival in Linz, Austria 
 
Figure 1. Geminoid HI-1 with its creator Hiroshi Ishiguro (left) and in a conversation with two visitors (right) 
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(d) Geminiod HI-1 [100]
Animatronic Shader Lamps Avatars
Peter Lincoln Greg Welch Andrew Nashel Adrian Ilie Andrei State Henry Fuchs
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Figure 1: The upper images conceptually illustrate one possible use of animatronic Shader Lamps Avatars (SLA): full-duplex telepresence
for medical consultation. The physician in (a) interacts with a remote patient and therapist in (b) by means of a camera-equipped SLA.
The SLA allows the physician to both see and be seen by the patient and therapist. The lower two figures show our current uni-directional
proof-of-concept prototype. The user in (c) wears a tracking system and is imaged by a video camera. In (d) we show the avatar of the user,
consisting of a styrofoam head mounted on a pan-tilt unit and illuminated by a projector.
ABSTRACT
Applications such as telepresence and training involve the display
of real or synthetic humans to multiple viewers. When attempting
to render the humans with conventional displays, non-verbal cues
such as head pose, gaze direction, body posture, and facial expres-
sion are difficult to convey correctly to all viewers. In addition, a
framed image of a human conveys only a limited physical sense of
presence—primarily through the display’s location. While progress
continues on articulated robots that mimic humans, the focus has
been on the motion and behavior of the robots.
∗e-mail: {plincoln, welch, nashel, adyilie, andrei, fuchs}@cs.unc.edu
We introduce a new approach for robotic avatars of real people:
the use of cameras and projectors to capture and map the dynamic
motion and appearance of a real person onto a humanoid anima-
tronic model. We call these devices animatronic Shader Lamps
Avatars (SLA). We present a proof-of-concept prototype comprised
of a camera, a tracking system, a digital projector, and a life-sized
styrofoam head mounted on a pan-tilt unit. The system captures
imagery of a moving, talking user and maps the appearance and
motion onto the animatronic SLA, delivering a dynamic, real-time
representation of the user to multiple viewers.
Index Terms: H.4.3 [Information Systems Applications]: Com-
munications Applications—Computer conferencing, teleconferenc-
ing, and videoconferencing H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Sys-
tems]: Animations—Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Virtual Reality; I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applica-
tions;
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(e) Animatronic Shader Lam s Avatars
(SLA) [61]
Figure 2.18: Examples for tele-presence robot.
2.2.6 Telepresence r bots
Mobile telepresence rob ts, such as, MeBot V4 [2], PRoP [84], Anybots’QB and the
VGo [125], allow a remote user to control the robot’s movement around a space while
the user converses with other users in that space. These devices tend to have a built-in
flat screen o display a video stream of the remote user. Using these telepresence robots,
remote co-workers can wander the hallways and engage in impromptu interactions,
increasing opportunities for connection in the workplace [59]. Since mobility is the
characteristic that differentiates mobile telepresence robots from video conferencing
technologies, we could potentially integrate a spherical display into a robotic platform.
Humanoid robotics focus more on better conveyance of a person’s remote physical
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presence. Geminiod HI-1 [100] was developed to closely resemble a specific human.
Animatronic Shader Lamps Avatars (SLA) [61] use the technique where an image of
an object is projected onto a screen whose shape physically matches the object. It uses
cameras and projectors to capture and map the dynamic motion and appearance of a real
person onto a humanoid animatronic model. Those humanoid robots can potentially be
used to represent specific visitors at a destination but they are limited in terms of their
flexibility in representing other users.
2.3 Capturing systems
The previous section discussed the displays in telepresence systems. This section con-
textualises the technical aspects of the corresponding capture systems.
Video conferencing is the most established and accessible forms of audio-visual
remote interaction for dyadic and small group communication. However, even minor
physical movement of a user may introduce parallax between camera position and video
display resulting in loss of gaze awareness [95]. The 2D nature of a standard video con-
strains the rich spatial cues common to collocated interaction such as depth, resolution,
and field of view [116]. In regard to spatiality, videoconferencing has proven to be more
similar to audio conferencing than to unmediated interaction [131]. In order to capture
perspective-correct videos, one can record the remote person by camera arrays [120].
Recently, avatar-mediated communication, where a remote person is represented
by a graphical humanoid, has increased in prevalence and popularity as an emerging
form of visual remote interaction [32]. The avatar represents the presence and activities
of a remote user and can be visualized using standard displays or projection surfaces
in the local room with perspective-correct graphical rendering via head tracking of the
local user [94]. Avatars are capable of eliciting appropriate responses from observers
(see e.g. [11], [116]).
The following sections detail capturing methods for video-mediated communi-
cation and avatar-mediated communication, which are the two mediums of visual
telecommunication with which the work in this thesis is concerned.
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Capturing 
camera  
Virtual 
camera  
Figure 2.19: Free view point image generated with different camera densities. Left: Shows the
case of very dense or continuous camera configuration, such as very dense ray
space. In this case, any viewpoint image can be easily be obtain by collecting
the rays that pass the viewpoint from difference camera. Middle: Shows the case
of dense camera configuration. In this case, undetected rays are generated by
interpolation. Right: Shows the case where camera configuration is so sparse that
the interpolation of undetected rays is difficult. This is model based case. A 3D
model of the object is made and texture is mapped on the surface of the object.
Table 2.1: Summary of video manipulation approaches
Method Explanation
Show video Simply presents the video stream.
Free view point
A scene is cap-
tured by a set of
cameras
The camera density is very high
The camera density is moderately high
The camera density is low
Reconstruction
of 3D model
The 3D context of each user’s physical environment is lost.
Segmented
video
Real-time separation of foreground from background [35].
2.3.1 Video
The arrangement of video cameras can be divided into three basic categories: fixed
camera, moving camera and camera arrays. The diverse video handling techniques
with appropriate examples are summarized in Table 2.1. The most straightforward one
is fixed camera (e.g. the original line-of sight system in Figure 2.1). This kind of sys-
tem is simple and inexpensive. However, since the camera cannot move, it limits the
user to a specific position. For a moving camera, the camera’s position changes accord-
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ing to the direction given by the user’s eye. One of the representative examples of a
moving camera system is a tele-presence robot. The last type of arrangement is using
camera arrays. Many cameras (10− 100+) that cannot move; the proper cameras are
picked and edited based on the position of the user’s head or eyes (see Figure 2.19).
For very dense camera configuration, view generation is simply by selecting a camera
image or by collecting pixels from camera image. These systems include NHK sys-
tem [7], 1D integral image 3D display system [43]. For dense camera configuration,
view generation needs some processing. These system include FTV(Free viewpoint
TV) [121], Birds eye view system [108], Light field camera system [130], Surface light
field camera system [24], EyeVision, 3D-TV [64], Free viewpoint play. For sparse
camera configuration, intermediate view can be generated by detecting model in the
scene. These system include 3D room [99], 3D Video [63], Multi-texturing [113].
2.3.2 Avatar
Conversation includes spoken language, including words and contextually appropriate
intonation marking topic and focus; facial movements, including lip shapes, emotions,
gaze direction, head motion; and hand gestures, including hand shapes, points, beats,
and motions representing the topic of accompanying speech. Video mediated com-
munication can provide a rich mode of visual interaction, in which the users can see
and hear each other in real time and communicate using both verbal and non-verbal
cues such as speech, gaze and facial expression. In avatar-mediated interaction, it is
important to capture high fidelity avatars. Without all of these verbal and nonverbal
behaviours, one cannot have realistic, or at least believable, avatars.
Facial animation approaches could be grouped into two groups, those based on
geometry manipulation and those based on image manipulation [88]. Geometry ma-
nipulation refers to manipulation of 3D models that consist of vertices in space forming
polygons and thus representing the surface of the model. The geometry manipulation
methods include key-framing, parameterization, pseudo-muscle methods, and physics-
based methods. Image manipulation refers to 2D images or photos that are morphed
from one to another in order to achieve a desired animation effect. The image manipu-
lation methods include morphing and blendshapes.
In this research, we are interested in the performance driven animation (also re-
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ferred to as expression mapping) which assumes a performer and makes appropriate
use of both geometry-based and image-based techniques to do the animation. How-
ever, most methods typically require complex acquisition systems and substantial man-
ual post-processing. As a result, creating high-quality character animation entails long
turn-around times and substantial production costs. A full review of these performance
driven animation systems is beyond the scope of this thesis and we refer to [132] for a
more detailed discussion.
In particular, with recent developments in gaming technology, such as the Nin-
tendo Wii and the Kinect system of Microsoft, Faceshift® demonstrated a high-fidelity
and real-time parametric reconstruction of facial expression method without the use
of face markers, intrusive lighting, or complex scanning hardware [129]. The user is
recorded in a natural environment using a non-intrusive, commercially available 3D
sensor. The simplicity of this acquisition device comes at the cost of high noise levels
in the acquired data. To effectively map low-quality 2D images and 3D depth maps to
realistic facial expressions, they introduced a novel face tracking algorithm that com-
bines geometry and texture registration with pre-recorded animation priors in a single
optimization. Formulated as a maximum a posteriori estimation in a reduced parameter
space, their method implicitly exploits temporal coherence to stabilize the tracking. We
used this capturing method in our spherical avatar telepresence system (see Section 3.2)
and random hole autostereoscopic multiview telepresence system (see Section 3.4), as
this method only requires a single depth camera.
More recently Li et al. [60] introduced a real-time markerless facial animation
framework. This method can be instantly used by any subject, without training (com-
paring to [129]), and ensures accurate tracking using an adaptive PCA model based on
correctives that adjusts to the users expressions on-the-fly. We plan to use this technol-
ogy in future research.
2.4 Evaluation methods
In an extensive review of studies of distributed and collocated work, Olson and Ol-
son [77] identified relevant factors that make a difference in these work contexts (see
Table 2.2). To further understand collaboration systems, three aspects need to be taken
into consideration: person space, task space and reference space. Person space is usu-
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Table 2.2: How well today’s and future technologies can support the key characteristics of
collocated synchronous interactions.
Characteristic Description Today Future
Rapid feed-
back
As interactions flow, feedback is as rapid as it
can be. Quick corrections possible when there
are noticeable misunderstandings or disagree-
ments.
well
sup-
ported
Multiple
channels
Information among participants flows in many
channels, including voice, facial expressions,
gesture, body posture, and so on. There are
many ways to convey a subtle or complex mes-
sage; also provides redundancy.
poorly
sup-
ported
well
sup-
ported
Personal in-
formation
The identity of contributors to conversation
is usually known. The characteristics of the
source can be taken into account.
poorly
sup-
ported
well
sup-
ported
Nuanced in-
formation
The kind of information that flows is often ana-
log or continuous, with many subtle dimensions
(e.g., gestures). Very small differences in mean-
ing can be conveyed; information can easily be
modulated.
poorly
sup-
ported
well
sup-
ported
Shared local
context
Participants have a similar situation (time of
day, local events). A shared frame on the activ-
ities; allows for easy socializing as well as mu-
tual understanding about what is on each others
minds.
Informal
“hall” time
Before and after Impromptu interactions take
place among subsets of participants on arrival
and departure. Opportunistic information ex-
changes take place, and important social bond-
ing occurs.
poorly
sup-
ported
poorly
sup-
ported
Coreference Ease of establishing joint reference to objects.
Gaze and gesture can easily identify the referent
of deictic terms.
poorly
sup-
ported
Individual
control
Each participant can freely choose what to at-
tend to and change the focus of attention easily
rich, flexible monitoring of how all of the par-
ticipants are reacting to whatever is going on
poorly
sup-
ported
Implicit cues A variety of cues as to what is going on is avail-
able in the periphery. Natural operations of hu-
man attention provide access to important con-
textual information.
poorly
sup-
ported
Spatiality of
reference
People and work objects are located in space
Both people and ideas can be referred to spa-
tially; “air boards”.
poorly
sup-
ported
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ally achieved with video and audio connections. The evaluations often consider how
well those systems could simulate users’ verbal and non-verbal cues to present expres-
sion, trust. The task space is where the work appears typically realized through a shared
workspace application. The reference space is where remote parties can use body lan-
guage to refer to the work, including gaze direction, pointing, gesturing etc. This is
often realized as mouse pointers, though also as video embodiments of arms [118].
In accordance with the aim of this research, we review related work in the af-
fordances of gaze direction and interpersonal trust of telepresence systems. We then
describe the development of the evaluation framework in detail and statistical analysis
method that are used in this thesis.
2.4.1 Gaze
Gaze, attention, and eye contact are important aspects of face to face conversation.
They help create social cues for turn taking, establish a sense of engagement, and indi-
cate the focus and meaning of conversation [25]. However, perceiving gaze direction is
difficult in most teleconferencing systems and hence limits their effectiveness [71]. In
this section, we first look into several human factors studies in the perception of head
and eye gaze direction, which inform the design and evaluation of telepresence sys-
tems. We then discuss previous evaluation frameworks used in evaluating telepresence
systems. The last part of this section motivates the research problem by discussing the
affordances of previous telepresence systems.
2.4.1.1 Perception of head and eye gaze direction
Early work indicates that gaze direction may be perceived by both the direction in
which the head is oriented and the eyes’ positions relative to the head [37]. Other
research has focused on studies in which the eyes and the head were counter-rotated
to varying degrees while maintaining fixation on the subject [37, 4]. These studies
consistently showed an interaction between eye and head position in the perception of
gaze direction. Gibson et al. [37] examined three head gaze conditions: head to front,
left and right. In each condition, an observer at a distance of 2m gazed at seven posi-
tions in a prearranged random order, each 0.1m apart on a wall behind the participants.
Participants made yes or no judgments of whether or not they felt that they were being
looked at. The frequency distributions of ‘yes’ judgments showed a head-turn effect
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such that when the target’s head was rotated in one direction, participants’ judgments
tended to perceive gaze to be rotated in the opposite direction. In addition to the three
head gaze conditions, Anstis et al. [4] investigated three orientations of a TV screen.
They found three effects. First was a similar effect to the head-turn effect. Second
was a TV-screen-turn effect where the apparent displacement of the perceived direction
was in the same direction as the turn of the screen. Third was an overestimation of the
deviation of the looker’s gaze from the straight ahead. They suggested that the convex
curvature of the screen probably caused the TV-screen-turn effect. Overestimation was
found to increase with the complexity of the viewing condition. Overall, these studies
suggest that observers may be constructing a mental line based on the head orientation
before judging the eye direction relative to the head [78].
Despite the importance of the head as an attentional cue, there has been relatively
little research on the perception of its orientation. Troje and Siebeck have provided
evidence for the use of a head asymmetry cue to gaze [124]. Wilson et al. reported that
head orientation discrimination is based upon both cues: deviation of head shape from
bilateral symmetry, and deviation of nose orientation from vertical [133].
Perception of an avatar’s gaze direction has also been studied in virtual environ-
ments [94, 115, 67]. Murray et al. [67] conducted three experiments to assess the
efficacy of eye gaze within immersive virtual environments. The first experiment was
conducted to assess the difference between users’ abilities to judge what objects an
avatar is looking at with only head gaze being viewed and also with eye- and head-gaze
data being displayed. The results from the experiment show that eye gaze is of vital
importance to the subjects, correctly identifying what a person is looking at in an im-
mersive virtual environment. The second experiment tested subjects’ ability to identify
where an avatar was looking from their eye direction alone, or by eye direction com-
bined with convergence. This experiment showed that convergence had a significant
impact on the subjects ability to identify where the avatar was looking. The final exper-
iment looked at the effects of stereo and mono-viewing of the scene, with the subjects
being asked to identify where the avatar was looking. This experiment showed that
there was no difference in the subjects ability to detect where the avatar was gazing.
The authors also suggested several reasons why this may be the case. Firstly, the use
of the chessboard for the avatar to look at creates an effective 3D effect due to other
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a) Mutual Eye-gaze Test, Two 
observers (a participant and a 
confederate) stood next to each 
other, while the gazer was 
situated in the other workspace, 
looked across directly into the 
face of one of the observers
b) Object-focused Gaze Test. A 
row of numbers was placed at 
chest height in front of the 
observer. The numbers were 
equally spaced, with centres 
one foot apart and visible from 
each side
Figure 1. The two tests where the observer is asked a) Are you 
being looked at? And b) Which object is being looked at?
a) Adjacent aligned 
working spaces with 
position markers. 
b) Dimensions of 
the working area 
at one site in the 
final VC 
configuration 
c) Dimensions of 
usable Working Area in 
the ICVE
Figure 2. The workspace and (a) its position markers; (b) impact of 
camera throw in vc; and (c) impact of distortion and resolution in 
ICVE.
The answers  were  recorded and  for  the  object-focused  test  the 
discrepancy  between  the  answer  and  the  actual  target  was 
determined to give a measure of accuracy for judging eye-gaze 
across the adjacent workspaces. As the targets were each a foot 
apart, discrepancy is reported in feet. 
4. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS AND LESSONS LEARNED
We undertook a set of preliminary experiments in order to find the 
optimal configurations for both VC and ICVEs, within the scope 
of the technology that was available to us. Lessons were learned in 
these experiments that were of great value to our understanding of 
a range of important factors and thus we reproduce the detail of 
these (for the first time) here. Tests subjects were taken from the 
team, their colleagues and friends. For a fair comparison of the 
two technologies,  one of  the  challenges  was  to  find  a  suitable 
combination of screens and tracking for the ICVE or cameras for 
the VC setting to align the remote workspaces so that scale and 
the straightness of lines that cross through each space is correct 
from the central perspective.
In video conferencing we tried a selection of display screens, 
cameras and lights, and experimented with their relative positions. 
We started by connecting an Access Grid (AG) node to a High 
Definition (HD) wide screen monitor in a separate office, placing 
one camera in front of the latter and one or two in front of the 
former, all at neck height. We then connected two HD wide screen 
monitors  and  finally  two  rear  projection  walls  of  similar 
dimensions  to  the  walls  of  our  CAVE-like  displays.  Cameras 
included  high  definition  (1280x720),  polymorphic  (754x530), 
standard  Access  Grid  zoom cameras  (752x585)  and  web  cams 
(640x480) and finally megapixel (1002x1002) GigE cameras with 
a selection of fixed focal and zoom lenses. We finally opted for a 
combination of projection walls mega pixel cameras as these gave 
the best view of the working area. The megapixel cameras GigE 
cameras gave far superior delay-to-update rate ratio than the HD 
cameras and Firewire cameras, 48fps as opposed to 3fps for under 
one second latency.  The wall  display was 250x200cm, and was 
rear  projected  with  a  resolution  of  1400x1050  and  brightness 
300cd/m2..
In the ICVE setting (see Figure 3) we connected two CAVETM –
like displays at two universities through a high-bandwidth Internet 
link. The displays had a front projected 3x3 metre floor and rear 
projected walls  with  a  height  of  2.5  metre  and a  resolution  of 
1024x768 pixels. The software platform was an eye-gaze enabled 
ICVE  platform  developed  at  one  of  the  universities  [30].  It 
displayed a square plane matching the size of the physical floor of 
the CAVE-like displays, which acted as reference for aligning the 
displays in the virtual environment. It also displayed the position 
markers  on  the  floor,  the  numbered  targets  and  the  avatars 
representing the participants.
 
Figure 3. Two participants interacting in the ICVE setting. Left: The 
gazing participant with eye tracker gear looking at a number in the 
workspace of the remote observing participant (represented as by 
an avatar); right: the gazer as seen from the observer (snapshot 
from a third-person viewpoint).
The avatar eyes were animated based on eye-tracker data. In order 
to couple head gaze with eye-gaze, we mounted an eye tracker and 
a head tracker directly on the stereo shutter glasses. We used an 
EyeFrame eye tracker by Arrington Research Inc. The eye tracker 
could track either the right or the left eye in the monocular mode, 
or  in  the  binocular  mode  both  eyes  together.  However,  the 
EyeCVE software supported only one tracked eye; the non-tracked 
eye was rotated with respect to a determined gaze target within the 
virtual  world  to  convey  convergence.  Calibration  of  the  eye 
tracker's eye gaze within the virtual environment was undertaken 
before each collaborative session. This was done in two phases: 
calibrating the eye tracker data based on scene camera and pupil 
delivering the "eye-in-the-head" gaze point;  secondly inside the 
cave, attaching a virtual calibration plane dead centre of view at a 
fixed distance in front of the eyes, covering most of the user's field 
of view. The raw x/y coordinates delivered by the eye tracker was 
related to angles of corresponding eye rotations when looking at 
an  array of  9-25  calibration  points  on  the  plane.  These  angles 
where  then  used  to  rotate  the  tracked  eye  of  the  avatar  and 
secondly to calculate the horizontal angle for the other non tracked 
eye  in  order  to  reproduce  the  convergence  of  both  eyes  when 
focussing on close objects. Because the scene camera, and head 
and eye tracker were all securely mounted on the shutter glasses 
and  the  virtual  collaboration  plane  was  attached  to  the  head 
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Figure 2.20: Example for evaluating gaze direction. [94]
depth cues, such as linear perspective and the chessboards texture gradient. Secondly,
the subjects were located directly i front of the avata .
Bo¨cker et al. compar d videoconferencing system that provide motion parallax
and stereoscopic displays and found this increased spatial presence and greater explo-
ration of the scene [19]. Bo¨cker et al. subs quently found the provision of motion
pa allax was shown to generate larger head movements in users of video conferencing
systems [18]. Kim et al. found the comb ned presence of motion parallax and stereo-
scopic cues significantly improved the accur cy wi h which participants were able to
asse s gaze [50]. In Chapter 6, we fur er investigated the eff cts of reproducing motion
parallax and stereoscopic cues in telepresence in b th horizo tal and vertical directions.
We rovided detail d reason for the improvem nt of our system in conveying gaze.
In the first and second experimen s (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), we investigated
the human gaze (both ye and h ad gaze) preservation capability of the spherical video
telepresence system and cylindrical video telepresence system. In the third experiment
(Chapter 6), which initially studies the use of random hole autostereoscopic multiview
telepresence system for representing a remote participant, we employ the static gaze
condition in evaluating random hole autostereoscopic multiview telepresence system,
although the underlying system supports full eye gaze as well as facial expressions.
2.4.1.2 Evaluation framework
Detecting the gaze direction of a person is important for human computer interac-
tion applications in video conferencing or shared collaborative workspaces. Evalua-
tion of gaze includes object-focused gaze awareness and mutual gaze. Object-focused
gaze awareness means that if the remote person is gazing at an object in the shared
workspace, observers can know which the object is. Mutual gaze is the observers
knowing whether remote person is looking at himself or herself. This is more com-
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Table 2.3: Affordances of different telepresence systems
Display Gaze Group
per site
Multi-
user
360
view
3D
MAJIC [75]
√ √
Hydra [110]
√ √
GAZE-2 [128]
√ √
MultiView
[71]
√ √ √
SphereAvatar
[78]
√ √
TeleHuman
[50]
√ √ √
Spherical
video system
√ √
Spherical
avatar system
√ √
Cylindrical
video system
√ √ √ √
Random
hole au-
tostereoscopic
multiview
system
√ √ √ √
monly known as eye contact.
Nguyen et al. [71] proposed a framework for evaluation with three variables: at-
tention source, attention target and observer. The attention source is a person who
provides attention to the attention target. The attention target is an object which could
be a person or anything else that receives attention from the source. The observer is the
person who is trying to understand the presented information about attention including
its source, its target, and any attached meaning.
In the object-focused gaze awareness situation, while a remote partner (attention
source) fixed their gaze, the local participant (observer) was asked: Which object (at-
tention target, such as numbered cards) is being looked at? In the mutual gaze situation,
the local participant was asked: Are you being looked at? [94](see Figure 2.20)
2.4.1.3 Gaze in teleconferencing
Over the years a number of solutions have been developed to convey gaze direction
during multiparty video conferencing, including MAJIC [75], Hydra [110], GAZE-2
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[128], MultiView [71], animatronic shader lamps avatars [61] and One-to-Many Sys-
tem [46]. Also, a variety of solutions have been devised to explore the preservation of
3D depth cues and motion parallax via a single user head position tracking and the use
of shutter glasses, such as, TeleHuman [50], SphereAvatar [78], 3-d live [87] and some
CAVE-like environments [94, 40]. However, these systems are currently developed for
a single observer. Table 2.3 summarised affordances of different telepresence systems.
The last four display prototypes in this table are introduced by this thesis (Chapter 3).
2.4.2 Trust
Trust plays an important role in interpersonal communication. Sometimes, it is even
an enabler for effective communication [65]. For example, in business settings, trust
is required in order for coworkers or partner organizations to work together effectively.
Without trust, partners will not share information openly, and transactions must be
carefully contracted and monitored to prevent exploitation. Previous research shows
that it can be more difficult to develop trust in teleconferencing than face-to-face [22,
72]. In this section, we first explore the relationship between trust and interpersonal
cues: if interactions are mediated, some interpersonal cues are lost, thus more difficult
to develop trust. We then look into the previous approach used in evaluating trust
in telepresence systems. Lastly, we discuss the affordance of previous telepresence
systems.
2.4.2.1 Trust and interpersonal cues
Trust can be defined as a ‘willingness to be vulnerable, based on positive expectations
about the actions of others’ [65]. This suggests that trust is required in the presence
of risk and uncertainty. Uncertainty arises from the fact that the user cannot directly
observe the trustees ability (e.g. provider’s skills, competencies, and expertise) and
motivation (e.g. desire to deceive), but needs to infer those from cues [10]. Interper-
sonal cues can play an important role in the perception of trustworthiness in face to
face situations, because they give information about an individuals background (e.g.
education, provenance), but also about intrinsic states such as sincerity and confidence.
Interpersonal cues include visual cues (e.g. appearance, facial expressions) and au-
dio cues (para-verbal: e.g. pitch). However, these interpersonal cues can be lost in
teleconferecing.
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Table 2.4: The summary of social dilemma games for trust measurement
Name Description
Prisoner’s
Dilemma [34]
Two men are arrested. They can choose either to defect
or cooperate but without knowing the choice of the other.
If one defects and the other cooperates, the betrayer goes
free and the one that cooperate receives the full one-year
sentence. If both cooperate, both are sentenced to only one
month in jail for a minor charge. If each defects the other,
each receives a three-month sentence.
Stag Hunt [55] Two men go out on a hunt. They can choose to hunt a stage
or a hare, but without knowing the choice of the other. If an
individual hunts a stag, he must have the cooperation of his
partner in order to succeed. An individual can get a hare by
himself, but a hare is worth less than a stag.
Free Rid-
ing [27]
Comparing to two-person Prisoner’s Dilemma task, this can
be used to a larger group of individuals interacting with each
other. Each person is better off using the bus without pay-
ing, but if everyone does this, the service will not be pro-
vided.
Daytrader [137] Pairs of participants played a multi-trial variant of a Pris-
oner’s Dilemma task, a task that has a long history of test-
ing group cooperation and trust. Each participant was to
imagine being a day-trader during a multi-day investment
period.
Daytrader
with Market
Fluctua-
tions [72]
These market fluctuations allow participants to withhold
part of their investment and then blame the fluctuations for
a lower than expected joint pay-off.
WindUp
World [29]
Rather than just deciding on defection or cooperation, play-
ers navigated wind-up toys through a virtual world. When
they met, the players had to decide whether they wanted to
wind each other up (cooperation), or short-circuit the other
player (defection).
Asynchronous
Trust
Game [10]
Unlike in the symmetric Prisoner’s Dilemma game, the
trustor first decides whether to trust the trustee or not.
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2.4.2.2 Evaluation framework
As a measure of trust, a popular experimental paradigm currently employed by re-
searchers has been social dilemma games, such as the Daytrader game [30]. Social
dilemma games vary in how difficult they are depending on the exact rules and pay-
off structure, but it generally takes some amount of time and some communication in
order to reach the required level of trust [22, 72, 89]. Those games are good models
for synchronous and symmetric trust situations, such us two-way conversations. How-
ever, in some everyday trust situations, we can identify a trustor who decides first and a
trustee who then decides to fulfil or defect, such as one-way conversation. Trust games
can be suitable models of such situations [91]. Several social dilemma games for trust
measurement are compared and summarised in Table 2.4.
Many researchers have investigated the relationship between trust and advice seek-
ing behavior [12, 117]. Riegelsberger et al. [92] investigated users’ trust in advisers
and effects of media bias in different representations by observing participants’ advice
seeking behavior. In their scenario, participants were asked to participate in a quiz.
Financial incentives were given for good performance. The questions included in the
quiz were extremely difficult, so that good performance required seeking advice. Par-
ticipants had two advisers but could only ask one for each question. Thus asking one
adviser rather than the other can be understood as an indicator of trusting behavior.
They found that users’ preference for receiving video advice led them to disregard bet-
ter text-only advice.
In chapter 7, we have followed the previous work [92] that has conceptualised
trust in terms of individuals choice behaviour in a user-adviser relationship. We inves-
tigate two predictions regarding the effect of display type and viewing angle on trust:
the spherical display may result in positive bias (i.e. more trust) because it increases
social presence; or it may result in better discrimination between trustworthy and less
trustworthy actors as it conveys more information.
2.4.2.3 The impact of eye gaze on trust in teleconferencing
Previous research indicates that it is hard to build trust in teleconferencing, because
some non-verbal cues were unavailable to be ‘read’ [123]. To determine the effect
of eye contact in video-mediated communication on trust, Bekkering and Shim [13]
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• Setting 
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• Time 
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Actions 
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Figure 2.21: The framework for designing collaboration experience.
created a scenario in which participants indicated the trustworthiness of a message de-
livered by people. Results revealed that videos that did not support eye contact resulted
in lower perceived trust scores, compared to videos that enabled eye contact. Voice-
mail enabled just as much trust as the video that created eye contact, perhaps because
lack of eye contact cannot be perceived in audio-only communication. Nguyen and
Canny [72] proposed a multiview video-conferencing system. They demonstrated that
a video-conferencing system that affords more eye contact than the traditional video-
conferencing system will create group trust levels similar to those seen in face-to-face
group meetings.
Most of this previous work is focused on 2D planar displays. Trust formation on
non-planar displays has not been evaluated yet. In chapter 7, we adapt previous studies
of trust to evaluate the advantage of a sphere display over a flat display.
2.4.3 Designing collaboration experiences
Many scholars have proposed evaluation frameworks for most of the major application
domains that telepresence systems could be used in [103, 93]. These application do-
mains include communication actions, navigation and object-related actions. For com-
munication actions, a sub-division differentiates between verbal (i.e., text and voice
chat) and non-verbal communication (i.e., gestures, gaze, facial expressions, body pos-
ture, avatar appearance). The second category, navigation, comprises walking, flying,
swimming, and teleporting. Object-related actions include the creation, selection, or
insertion of objects [96]. Figure 2.21 illustrates the framework for designing collabo-
ration experience.
We review two examples for designing collaboration experience. The first example
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display, and a speaker. These surrogates enabled spatially-
correct gaze awareness and spatialized audio.  
STUDY 1: CONFIGURATIONS FOR 3-PERSON  
COLLABORATION 
There are many different ways to structure a distributed, 
three-way collaboration using a tabletop display. Of the 
configurations explored by prior work, only one has 
addressed the case of more than two distributed 
collaborators [37]. Our first study considers the two 
configurations illustrated in Figure 3. The first, around-the-
table, mimics the real-life metaphor of people sitting 
around a table (from [37]), where each user has a unique 
position and perspective, and any hand and arm gestures are 
seen by others to emanate from that position. The second, 
same-side, has all three collaborators see the table contents 
from the same perspective. Since hand and arm gestures 
emanate from the viewing side, the perception in terms of 
the reference space was that all three participants sit in each 
others’ laps.  However, each participant saw the two remote 
people—by way of their video surrogates—sitting side-by-
side across the table. Thus, person and reference spaces of 
the two remote participants were spatially disjoint. 
Each configuration has potential strengths and weaknesses. 
The around-the-table configuration enables users to rely on 
their intuitions of space; however, each user’s unique 
perspective may be problematic for oriented tasks (e.g., 
reading text). Nevertheless, this configuration does provide 
a spatial connection between person space and reference 
space. On the other hand, the same-side configuration 
overcomes the problems of oriented tasks since all 
collaborators share the same view of the workspace; 
however, the configuration does not map to a physical 
analog—thus, micro-coordination activities such as 
territoriality may be impacted negatively. Furthermore, this 
disjoint configuration may also introduce problems, such as 
gaze awareness, and identifying which remote person is 
making a particular gesture (cf. [21]).  
Method 
Configurations. Users completed activities using each 
condition: 1) around-the-table and 2) same-side.  
Tasks. We used two different types of tasks: an orientation-
free task, and a single-orientation task. Both tasks involved 
moving and arranging a set of tiles, initially piled in the 
centre of a shared workspace. In the orientation-free task 
(“logo” task), participants were asked to recreate two of 
four possible logos (Figure 4, right) using a set of tiles 
containing various shapes (Figure 4, left). Participants were 
required to use at least eight tiles and the tiles could be 
rotated and translated. This task mimics the photograph 
sorting/organization of many tabletop studies (e.g., [15]), 
where the content of the tiles and logos are less strongly 
oriented than the text-based task.. 
In the single-orientation task (“text” task), tiles contained 
two sentences of text (17-37 words), and the tiles were all 
oriented in a single direction. Participants were asked to 
select and order a subset of these tiles according to a 
prescribed set of conditions. As an example, one version of 
this task was derived from Gottman’s Desert Island 
Survival Task [9]. Users had to discuss and negotiate to 
come to a consensus about which tiles to select, and decide 
on an ordering in terms of importance. This task mimics the 
core activities in shared document editing such as gross and 
fine references to paragraphs and text, editing (moving of 
tiles), and discussion. The tiles in this task could be 
translated, but not rotated. In the around-the-table 
condition, tiles were oriented toward the short side of the 
table, while in the same-side condition tiles were oriented 
toward the participants (long side of the table). 
Measures. We were primarily interested in qualitative 
measures of activity: examining users’ interactions in each 
configuration, tracking their problems, and identifying 
interesting patterns of use. Each session was videotaped and 
we logged participants’ interactions with the workspace. 
Finally, post-study questionnaires assessed preferences. 
Participants. Four groups of three (12 participants – one 
female) were recruited for this study. Groups knew each 
other beforehand, but were not from the same familial unit. 
Participants’ ages varied (18-42). Participants had little or 
no prior experience with touch-interfaces to computers, and 
were provided a gratuity for their participation. 
Design. We employed a counter-balanced 2×2 within-
subjects design, with two configurations (around-the-table, 
same-side) and two task types (text, logo). Each group 
completed both configurations with one task type before 
moving on to the second task type. 
Procedure. Participants were given a brief introduction to 
the study, the equipment being used, and were given an 
opportunity to interact with tiles on the Surface. They were 
then led to their individual workstations (in separate rooms) 
and provided with paper-based instructions. Participants 
were given 15 minutes to complete each task, then 
completed a paper-based survey. After each task, depending 
 
Figure 3. The two configurations investigated in Study 1. 
Around-the-table mimics real-life, while same-side allows 
users to share the same perspective on the task space. 
Figure 4. On the left, examples of tiles participants were given 
to construct approximations of the logos on the right.  
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Figure 2.22: Examples of tiles particip nts were giv n to construc approximations of the lo-
gos. [42]
 
For the flat large vertical display with divider setting, we 
mounted a curtain as a divider in the middle of the large flat 
vertical display (see Figure 2). This blind was used to 
prevent participants from being able to observe each other’s 
workspaces as well as each other’s b dies, in one condition 
of the experiment. 
Touch Detection on the Display 
Touch detection was accomplished using the open source 
project Community Core Vision. An unmodified version 
was used for the flat screen hardware condition while a 
multi-cam version was used for the sph re. Care was taken 
that the final resolution of touches was identical in all 
display conditions. 
Peeking Techniques  
Participants were instructed that they would converse and 
physically walk around the display t  s e their partner’s 
work but could also use peeking techniques as much as they 
pleased, in all display settings. We designed the following 
three peeking techniques to facilitate convenient access to a 
partner’s workspace (Figure 3):   
Peek Button.  
A large button, labeled “PEEK”, was placed to the right of 
the work area. When touched, this button opened a window 
showing the partner’s workspace. The window was of fixed 
size, and covered the entire workspace. The wi dow was 
removed by touching the “PEEK” button a second time. 
Windowing 
Here, participants used a bimanual pinch gesture to open a 
variable-size window into the partner’s work area. Touches 
were used to form the top left and the bottom right corner of 
this window, allowing the participants to peek onl  at a 
portion of the partner’s workspace.  
Scroll 
A scroll window was triggered when participants placed 
their hand flat onto the display surface. This scrolling 
window was of fixed vertical size, but brought more of the 
partner’s workspace into view as the participants moved 
their hand horizontally away from left to right or to the 
opposite direction. This potentially allowed participants to 
view the entire workspace of the partner.  
In all cases, changes were only visible to the participant 
performing the gesture, but the partn r was informed of the 
peeking act by increasing a “Peeked” counter to the side of 
his workspace (see Figures 1 and 2). We expected that there 
would be a different preference for the chosen peeking 
techniques on each display and the frequencies of usage for 
each peeking technique might vary depending on the 
display form factor.  
Task 
For our experimental task, we chose an electronic variant of 
the Tangram game, which is widely used to explore the 
creation and maintenance of common ground in CSCW and 
psycholinguistic literature [5, 16, 20]. The original Tangram 
game requires users to arrange a number of different 
geometric pieces into various shapes within a silhouette of 
the target shape provided. We modified this basic Tangram 
game by combining it with a phrase-guessing game in order 
to increase the need for peeking and communication 
between participants (Figure 4).  
The goal of our modified Tangram game was to find a 
hidden two-word phrase inside the solution silhouette. 
When a participant moved a piece to the correct position on 
the Tangram silhouette, this piece revealed a portion of a 
word. Each participant received a different word, which 
together formed a phrase. Our Tangram phrase guessing 
game required participants to work individually as well as 
collaboratively to achieve the task goal. Participants would 
not need to assemble all pieces of the Tangram puzzle if 
they collaborated and guessed the phrase based on a 
partially solved puzzle. Both participants started with the 
same puzzle, displayed in different hemispheres on the 
spherical display or in a separate working area on the flat 
display. Participants were co-located in all conditions. They 
were able to use both hands to move pieces around their 
workspace. To ensure that any geometric distortion of the 
2D graphical elements on a spherical screen would not 
negatively impact performance, all pieces were in the 
correct orientation, and did not require rotating the shape. 
When a piece was within 10 pixels of the correct location it 
would snap into place upon release of the piece.  
 
Figure 4. Tangram phrase guessing game  
(in cooperative condition). 
 
(a) Peek Button (b) Windowing (c) Scroll 
Figure 3. Peeking techniques used in the experiment. 
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For the flat large vertical display with divider setting, we 
mounted a curtain as a divider in the middle of the large flat 
vertical display (see Figure 2). This blind was used to 
prevent participants from being able to observe each other’s 
workspaces as well as each other’s bodies, in one condition 
of the experiment. 
Touch D tection on the Display 
Touch detection was accomplished using the open source 
project Community Core Vision. An unmodified version 
was used for the flat screen hardware c nditi n wh le a 
multi-cam version was used for the sphere. Care w s taken 
that the final resolution of touches was identical in ll 
display conditions. 
Peeking Techniques  
Participants were instructed that th y would converse and 
physically walk around the display to see their partner’s 
work but could also use peeking techniques as much as they 
pleased, in all display settings. We designed the following 
three p eking techniques to facilitat  conve ient access to a 
partner’s workspace (Figure 3):   
Peek Button.  
A large button, labeled “PEEK”, was placed to the right of 
the work area. When touched, this button opened a window 
showing the partner’s workspace. The window was of fixed 
size, and covered the entire workspace. The window was 
removed by touching the “PEEK” button a second time. 
Windowing 
Here, participants used a bimanual pinch gesture to open a 
variable-size window into the partner’s work area. Touches 
were used to form the top left and the bottom right corner of 
this window, allowing the pa ticip nts to peek only at a 
portion of the partner’s workspace. 
Scroll 
A scroll window was triggered when participants placed 
their hand flat onto the display surface. This scrolling 
window was of fixed vertical size, but brought more of the 
partner’s workspace into view as the participants mov d 
their hand horizontally away from left to right or to the 
opposite direction. This potentially allowed participants to 
view the entire workspace of the partner.  
In all cases, changes were only visible to the participant 
performing the gesture, but the partner was informed of the 
peeking act by increasing a “Peeked” counter to the side of 
his workspac  (se  F gures 1 and 2). We expected that there 
would be a different preference for the chosen peeking 
techniques on each display and the frequencies of usage for 
each peeking technique might vary depending on the 
display form factor.  
Task 
For our experimental task, we chose an electronic variant of 
the Tangram game, which is widely used to explore the 
creation and maintenance of common ground in CSCW and 
psycholinguistic literature [5, 16, 20]. The original Tangram 
game requires users to arrange a number of different 
geometric pieces into various shapes within a silhouette of 
the target shape provided. We modified this basic Tangram 
game by combining it with a phrase-guessing game in order 
to increase the need for peeking and communication 
between participants (Figure 4).  
The goal of our modified Tangram game was to find a 
hidden wo-word phrase inside the solution silhouette. 
Whe  a participant moved a piece to the correct position on 
the Tangram silhouette, this piece revealed a portion of a 
word. Each participant received a different word, which 
together formed a phrase. Our Tangram phrase guessing 
game required participants to work individually as well as 
collaboratively to achieve the task goal. Participants would 
not need to assemble all pieces of the Tangram puzzle if 
they collaborated and guessed the phrase based on a 
par ially solved puzzle. Both participants started with the 
same puzzle, displayed in different hemispheres on the 
spherical display or in a separate working area on the flat 
display. Participa ts were co-located in all conditions. They 
were able to use both hands to move pieces around their 
o kspace. To ensure hat any geometric distortion of the 
2D graphical elements on a spherical screen woul  ot 
negatively impact performance, all pieces were in the 
correct orientation, and did not require rotating the shape. 
When a piece was within 10 pixels of the correct location it 
would snap into place upon release of the piece.  
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(b) User A’s pro-
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For the flat large vertical display with divider setting, we 
mounted a curtain as a divider in the middle of the large flat 
vertical display (see Figure 2). his blind was used to 
pr vent participants from being able to observe each other’s 
workspaces as well as each other’s bodies, in one con ition 
of the xperiment. 
Touch Detection on the Display 
Touch detection was accomplished using the open source 
project Community Core Vision. An unmodified version 
was used for the flat screen hardware condition while a 
multi-cam version was used for the sphere. Care was taken 
t at the final res lution of touches was identical in all 
display cond t ons. 
Peeking Techniques  
Participants were instructed that they would converse and 
physically walk around the display to ee their partner’s 
work but could also use peeking techniques as much as they 
pleased, in all display settings. We designed the following 
three peeking techniques to facilitate convenient access to a 
partner’s workspace (Figure 3):   
Pe k Button.  
A large butto , lab led “PEEK”, was placed to the right of 
the work area. When touched, this button opened a window 
showing the partner’s workspace. The window was of fixed 
size, and covered the entire workspace. Th  window was 
removed by touching th “PEEK” button a second time. 
Windowing 
Here, participants used a bimanual pi ch gesture to open a 
variable-s ze window into the partner’s work area. Touches 
wer  used to form he top left and the bottom right corner f 
this window, allowing the participants to peek only at a 
portion of the partner’s workspace.  
Scroll 
A scroll window was triggered when participants placed 
their hand flat onto the display surface. This scrolling 
window was of fixed vertical size, but brought more of the 
partner’s workspace into view as the participants moved 
their hand horizontally away from left to right or to the 
opposite direc . This potentially allowed participants to 
view the entire workspace of the part er.  
In all cases, changes were only visible to the participa t 
performing the gesture, but the pa tner was informed of the 
peeking act by increasing a “Peeked” counter to the side of 
his workspace (see Figures 1 and 2). We expected that there 
would be a differ n  preference for the chose  peeking 
techniques on each display and the frequencies of usage for 
each peeking technique might vary d pending on the 
display form factor.  
Task 
For our experimental task, we chose an electronic variant of 
the Tangram game, which is widely used to explore the 
creation and maintenance of common ground in CSCW and 
psycholinguistic literature [5, 16, 20]. The original Tangram 
game requires users to arrange a numb r of different 
geometric pieces into various shapes within a silhouette of 
the target shape provided. We modified this basic Tangram 
game by combining it with a phrase-guessing game in order 
to increase the need for peeking and communication 
between participants (Figure 4).  
The goal of our modified Tangram game was to find a 
hidden two-word phrase inside the solution silhouette. 
When a participant moved a piece to the correct position on 
the Tangram silh uette, this piece revealed a p rtion of a 
word. Each partic pant recei  diff rent word, which 
together formed a phrase. Our Tangram phrase guessing 
game required participants to work individually as well as 
collaborat vely to achieve th  task g al. Participants would 
not need to assemble all pieces of the T ngram puzzle if 
they collaborated and guessed the phrase based on a 
partially solved puzzle. Both participants started with the 
same puzzle, displayed in different hemispheres on the 
spherical display or in a separate working area on the flat 
display. Participants were co-located in all conditions. They 
were able to use both hands to move pieces around their 
workspace. To ensure that any geometric distortion of the 
2D graphical elem nts on a spherical screen would not 
negatively impact performanc , all pieces were in the 
correct ient tio , and did not require rotating the hape. 
When a piec  was within 10 pixels of the corr ct loc tion it 
would snap into place upon r lease of the piece.  
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(c) User B’s pro-
gess
 
For the flat large vertical display with divider setting, we 
mounted a curtain as a divider in the middle of the larg  fla  
vertical display (see Figure 2). This blind was used to 
prevent participants from being able to observe each other’s 
workspaces as well as each other’s bodies, in one condition 
of the experiment. 
Touch Detecti n on the Display 
Touch detection was accomplished using the open source 
project Community Core Vision. An unmodified v rsion 
was used for the flat screen hard are condition while a 
multi-cam version was used for t  sphere. Care was taken 
that the final resolution of touches was identical in all 
display conditions. 
Peeki g Techn ques  
Participants were instructed that they would converse and 
physically walk around the display to see their partner’s 
work but could also use peeking techniques as much as they 
pleased, in all display settings. We designed the following 
three peeking techniques to facilitate convenient access to a 
partner’s workspace (Figure 3):   
Peek Button.  
A large button, labeled “PEEK”, was placed to the right  
the work area. When touched, this button op ned a window 
showing the partner’s workspace. The window was of fixed 
size, and covered the entire workspace. The window was 
removed by touching the “PEEK” button a second time. 
Windowing 
Here, participants used a bimanual pinch gesture to open a 
variable-size window into the partner’s work area. Touches 
were used to form the top left and the bottom right corner of 
this window, allowing the participants to peek nly at a 
portion of the partner’s workspac . 
Scroll 
A s roll window was triggered when participant  placed 
their hand flat onto the display surface. This scrolling 
window was of fixed vertical size, but br ught ore of the 
partner’s workspace into view as the participants moved 
their hand horizontally away from left to right or to the 
opposite direction. This potentially allo ed pa ti ipants to 
vi w th  entire workspace of the partner.  
In all cases, changes were only visible to the participant 
perf rming the gesture, but the partner was informed of the 
peeking act by increasing a “Peeked” c unter to the side of 
his workspace (see Figures 1 and 2). We expected that there 
would be a differen  preference for the chosen peeking 
techniques on each display and the frequencies of usage for 
each peeking technique might vary depending on the 
display form factor.  
Task 
For our exp rimental task, we chose an electronic variant of 
the Tangram game, which is widely used to explore the 
creation and maintenance of common ground in CSCW and 
psycholinguistic literature [5, 16, 20]. The original Tangram 
game requires users to arrange a number of different 
geometric pieces into various shapes within a silhouette of 
the targ t shape provided. We modified this basic Tangram 
gam by combini g it with a phrase-guessing game in order 
to increase the need for peeking and communication 
betwee particip nts (Figure 4). 
The goal of our modified Tangram game was to find a 
hidden two-word phrase inside the solution silhouette. 
When a participant moved a piece to the correct position on 
th  Tangram silhouette, this piece revealed a portion of a 
word. Each participant receive  a different word, which 
together formed a phrase. Our Tangram phrase guessing 
game required participants to work individually as well as 
collaboratively to achieve the task goal. Participants would 
not need to semble ll pieces of the Tangram puzzle if 
they collabora ed and guess d the phrase based on a 
partially solved puzzle. Both participants started with the 
same puzzle, displayed in different hemispheres on the 
spherical display or in a separate working area on the flat 
display. Participants were co-located in all conditions. They 
were able to us both h nds to move pieces around their 
workspace. To ensure that any geometric distortion of the 
2D grap ical elements on a spherical screen would not 
negatively impact pe formance, all pieces were in the 
correct orientation, and did not require rotating the shape. 
Wh n a p ece was within 10 pixels of the correct location it 
would snap into place upon release of the piece.  
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(d) Guess together: BLACK
BERRY
Figure 2.23: Tangram phase guessing am [21]
is to compare two methods of arranging multi parties distributed collaboration systems:
around the table and same-side arrangement. Around the table, is when each user has
a unique position and perspective, and any hand and arm gestures ar seen by others t
emanate from that position. However, for some tasks, such as reading a text, not all the
users are capable of reading the text in the proper direction. The same-side arrangement
where all collaborators see the table contents from the same p rspective could solve
this problem, t the participants are not able to see each other all the time. The tasks
involved moving and arranging a set of tiles, initially piled in the centre of a shared
orkspace. Users were ask d to re reate two of four possible logos (Figure 2.22, right)
using a set of tiles ontai ing various shapes (Figure 2.22, left). Users were required to
use at least eight til and the tiles could be rotated and translated. This t sk mimics the
photograph sorting or organization of many tabletop studies [42], where the content of
he tiles and logo ar l ss s rongly orie t d than the text-bas d task.
Another example is a comparison of competitive and coo erative task performance
using sph rical and flat displ ys [21]. An electronic variant of th Tangram game was
chosen in this experiment. The original Tangram game requires users to arrange a num-
ber of different geometri ieces into various shapes within a silhouette f the target
shape provided. This experiment m difies the basic Tangram game by combining it
with a phrase-guessing game in order to increase the need fo p eking and communi-
cation between participants, illustrated in Figure 2.23.
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Decision  
Accept  Accept  
H0 H1 
Reality H0 Correct 
decision  
Type 1 
error  
H1 Type 2 
error  
Correct 
decision  
Figure 2.24: Type of error in hypothesis testing according to the reality and the decision drawn
from the test.
2.4.4 Statistical analysis
2.4.4.1 Hypothesis test procedure
In statistical data analysis an important objective is the capacity of making decision
about population distributions and statistics based on samples. In order to make such
decision a hypothesis is formulated abs tested using a appropriate mythology.
When we do a hypothesis test, two types of errors are possible: type 1 and type 2
(see Figure 2.24). The risks of these two errors are inversely related and determined by
the level of significance and the power for the test. When the null hypothesis is true and
we reject it, we will make a type 1 error. The probability of making a type 1 error is α ,
which is the level of significance we set for the hypothesis test. An α of 0.05 indicates
that we are willing to accept a 5% chance that we are wrong when we reject the null
hypothesis. To lower this risk, we must use a lower value for α . However, using a
lower value for alpha means that we will be less likely to detect a true difference if one
really exists. When the null hypothesis is false and we fail to reject it, we will make
a type 2 error. The probability of making a type 2 error is β , which depends on the
power of the test. We can decrease your risk of committing a type 2 error by ensuring
our test has enough power. We can do this by ensuring our sample size is large enough
to detect a practical difference when one truly exists.
2.4.4.2 Comparing means
There are different kinds of experiments design, namely, between subjects design,
within subjects design and mixed design. Between group design is an experiment that
has two or more groups of subjects each being tested by a different testing factor simul-
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Table 2.5: The summary of ANOVA
Name Description
One-way
ANOVA
Provides a statistical test of whether or not the means of
several groups, particularly more than two groups, are all
equal.
Two-way
ANOVA
Used for more than one independent variable and mul-
tiple observations for each independent variable. It can
not only compare the main effect of contributions of each
independent variable but can find out whether there is
a significant interaction effect between the independent
variables as well.
Repeated mea-
sures ANOVA
Used in repeated measure design and the repeated-
measure factor is referred to as the within-subjects factor.
Mixed-design
ANOVA
Used for two or more independent groups while sub-
jecting participants to repeated measures. One factor
is a between-subjects variable and the other is a within-
subjects variable.
taneously. Within subjects design is an experiment in which the same group of subjects
serves in more than one treatment. The mixed design is a combination of these two,
which includes both between and within subjects variables.
Comparing to the between subject design, one of the greatest advantages of a
within-subjects design is that it does not require a large pool of participants. Also,
within-subjects design can help reduce errors associated with individual differences.
However, a major drawback of using a within-subjects design is that the sheer act of
having participants take part in one condition can impact performance or behaviour
on all other conditions, a problem known as carryover effects. Additionally, fatigue is
another potential drawback of using a within-subjects design. Participants may become
exhausted, bored or simply disinterested after taking part in multiple treatments or tests.
For statistical analysis, there are different methods to analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to find out variance in a particular variable partitioned into components at-
tributable to different sources of variation, which are summarised in the Table 2.5. Ac-
cording to different experiment design methods, the Figure 2.25 shows how to select
an appropriate analysing scheme.[45]
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Figure 2.25: Flow chart to represent different choices of analysis experiment design.
2.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has been divided into four main sections. The first section discuss the im-
portant of nonverbal cues, detailed reasons for the gaze distortion in teleconferencing,
and how gaze has been supported in different conversation scenarios, including two-
way conversation, three-way or N-way conversation, group to group conversation and
shoulder to shoulder conversation. In summary, for teleconferencing systems with a
non-moving single observer, the impression of accurate gaze direction can be achieved
through teleconferencing by aligning the camera through which a observer views a re-
mote environment. For teleconferencing systems with multiple observers or a single
observer at multiple viewpoints, the mona lisa effect occurs. For example, when a re-
mote person looks into the camera, every observer seeing the video stream sees the
remote person looking toward them. The reproduction of correct gaze direction is ac-
complished by providing unique and correct perspectives to each observer. Gaining
inspiration from the previous teleconferencing systems which employ flat displays, the
scope of this thesis concerned with situated telepresence systems and their affordances
for one-way teleconferencing.
The second section presented an overview of teleconferencing display systems,
covering situated display, multiview display, shape-changing display, virtual reality
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system, augmented reality system and telepresence robot. Situated displays and multi-
view display are covered in particular detail. The situated displays are visible from all
directions, whereas flat displays are only visible from the front. These systems achieved
maintaining accurate gaze by providing a perspective correct image via a single users
head position tracking. Eventually only a mono or stereo image is presented on the
display, thus they are currently developed for a single observer. The mutlview systems
could support multiple users simultaneously each with their own perspective-correct
view without the need for special eyewear. However, these are usually restricted to
specific optimal viewing zones. The random hole display design which has a dense
pattern of tiny, pseudo-randomly placed holes as an optical barrier mounted in front of
a flat panel display. This allows observers anywhere in front of the display to see a
different subset of the displays native pixels through the random-hole barrier. Building
on previous research, we have built four telepresence system with different features,
summarised in Table 2.3.
The third section introduced capture systems for both video and avatar mediated
communication. For capturing perspective-correct videos, a remote person can be cap-
tured by a set of cameras and the video streams can be interpolated to achieve free
viewpoint video. When the camera density is very high, view generation is simply by
selecting the closest camera image. When the camera density is moderately high, view
generation needs some processing. When the camera density is low, intermediate views
can be generated by detecting geometry in the scene. In our spherical video telepres-
ence system and cylindrical video telepresence system, the views are moderately dense,
but we are not currently doing view interpolation. For avatar-mediated communication,
where a remote person is represented by a graphical humanoid. Faceshift demonstrated
a high-fidelity and real-time parametric reconstruction of facial expression method us-
ing a single depth camera. In spherical avatar telepresence system and random hole
autostereoscopic multiview telepresence system, we have decided to represent a re-
mote user as an avatar instead of video in our experiment, as 3D models are simple to
render from any viewing angle.
The fourth section focused on the evaluation of teleconferencing systems. The af-
fordance of object-focused gaze awareness and interpersonal trust in teleconferencing
are discussed in detail. The particular framework of detecting the gaze direction of
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a remote person was introduced. In this thesis, for the first three experiments (Chap-
ter 4 to Chapter 6), we investigate the relationship between gaze and observer’s viewing
positions in different display configurations. Additionally, the particular scenario that
conceptualised trust in terms of individuals choice behaviour in a user-adviser relation-
ship was studied. For the last experiment (Chapter 7), we follow the previous work and
investigate the influence of display type and viewing angle on how people place their
trust during avatar-mediated interaction.
Chapter 3
System design
This chapter presents four novel telepresence systems that address research problems
discussed in Section 1.2. The chapter details technical implementation to capture and
display the remote person for the spherical video telepresence system, the spherical
avatar telepresence system, the cylindrical video telepresence system, and the random
hole autostereoscopic multiview telepresence system. Finally, the chapter presents a
reading guide to the forthcoming experimental work.
3.1 Spherical video telepresence system
The goal of the spherical video telepresence system is to allow local users to perceive
the eye gaze of a remote user accurately. Figure 3.1 depicts the system design. Table 3.1
presents the software and hardware components needed to implement our telepresence
systems. A remote user, the actor in the remote room is captured by eleven capturing
cameras controlled by two PCs. In the local room, a single PC renders video on a spher-
ical display which is seen by a local user, the observer. Depending on the observer’s
position, the most appropriate camera feed is streamed from one of the two camera
controller PCs to the renderer PC. Streaming is done using TCP. Table 3.2 shows the
comparison of different network protocol to stream video.
3.1.1 Semicircular camera arrays
In the remote room, eleven low-cost PlayStation® Eye USB digital cameras are
mounted on a half annular table with an inner radius of 405mm at every 15◦, as illus-
trated in Figure 3.2. The cameras are set to the 56◦ field of view setting. The cameras
capture at 30 Hz at 320×240 pixel resolution.
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Table 3.1: Supporting tools of sphere display to presenting 3D real time video
Tools Name Feature and function
Hardware
Magic Planet Digital
Globe
The digital display with a sphere-shaped
screen
16 Play station eye cam-
eras
Capturing participant’s head from differ-
ent position
Software
CL-eye multi camera Control multiple cameras, and select one
or two video to stream
Openframeworks Client talk to server about which video
should be selected via TCP protocol
Open Graphic Library
(OpenGL)
The environment for developing portable,
interactive 2D and 3D graphics applica-
tions
Table 3.2: Comparison of different network protocol to stream video
Network protocol Feature
Transmission
Control Protocol
(TCP)
Reliable services are able to ensure that packets are de-
livered to a host in the correct order. However, dropping
packets is preferable to waiting for delayed packets via
TCP, which may not be an option in a real-time system.
User Datagram
Protocol (UDP)
A simple transmission model without implicit handshak-
ing dialogues for providing reliability, ordering or data
integrity.
Real-time Trans-
port Protocol
(RTP)
It is normally sent via UDP. It does not ensure “real time”
but is a protocol that enhances the control and synchro-
nization of real time video stream.
Real-time
Streaming proto-
col (RTSP)
Control multiple data delivery sessions, provide a mean
for choosing delivery channels such as UDP, multicast
UDP and TCP, and provide a means for choosing deliv-
ery mechanisms based upon RTP.
Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol
(HTTP)
Streaming video can be sent via HTTP “tunneling”, since
virtually all firewalls allow the default http port (port 80)
to pass. There is a severe penalty, HTTP is sent via TCP
which increases the overhead by some 30% and magni-
fies the delay.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the directional spherical video conferencing system.
Figure 3.2: Camera calibration setup.
We manually adjust the cameras to look at the point above the centre of the half
annular table. We use Zhang’s camera calibration method which involves showing all
of the cameras a planar checkerboard target in at least two different orientations [136].
We then use Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab® to locate the cameras’ positions
and orientations accurately (in Figure 3.2). These positions and orientations are used
in the rendering process.
3.1.2 Directional spherical screen
In the local room, a spherical display is located at the centre of a half annular table
which is the same size as the one in the remote room. Eleven observer viewpoints set
around the half annular table with a radius of 1810mm at every 15◦ which exactly line
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Figure 3.3: Camera calibration result.
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(c) Schematic layout of local room (d) Photo taken behind observer 4
Figure 3.4: Example of system & experiment setup: The actor gazes at the target card 13 cap-
tured by semicircular camera arrays in remote room. Since the principal observer
is seating in viewpoint 4, the video captured by camera 4 is presented on the sphere
display, which lines up with the observer 4.
up with each camera in the remote room as depicted in Figure 3.4(c). The spherical
display is the commercially available Magic Planet display by Global Imagination®.
The Magic Planet is a projection display device with a 16” sphere-shaped surface and
an internal fisheye lens to project imagery on to the inside of the sphere.
The presentation of the remote participant onto the sphere is done in four main
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Stage 1: 
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Figure 3.5: Illustrating stages of the rendering pipeline. Note: In the cube map and the 2D
distorted image, the coloured background representing six different faces of a cube
is just for the sake of explanation. Actually, it is all black.
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glFrustum() 
gluLookAt() 
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Figure 3.6: Flow chart of projective texture
stages shown in Figure 3.5.
First, a sphere acted as a proxy geometry of a human head, on to which the video
images are displayed using projected texture mapping (PTM). PTM is a method of tex-
ture mapping described by Segal that allows the texture image to be projected onto the
scene as if by a “slide projector” [107]. Figure 3.6 shows the flow chart of implement-
ing the projective texture. According to the observer’s viewpoint, the video captured by
a corresponding capturing camera is selected. This video is projected onto the polyhe-
dron, which is approximately human head size. This ensures that the capturing camera,
the “slide projector” and the observer’s eye are in close alignment.
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Next, we rendered this proxy geometry in to an environment map. The idea of
storing environment maps as the cube maps is proposed by Greene where six subimages
representing the six different faces of a cube [39]. We rendered the scene in to an
environment map using six cameras positioned outside the cube at the position of the
observer’s eye. Each of the six facets of cube map is thus rendered using the non-
symmetric view volumes. The resulting cube map looks as if the head is outside looking
in, but once reflected in the environment mapping, it gives the illusion that the head is
situated within the spherical display.
Then, we draw a 3D sphere using an environment map. Environment mapping pro-
posed by Blinn and Newell simulates the reflectance of a surface, by using the reflected
eye vector as a lookup in to the texture rather than a simple texture coordinate [16].
We render a sphere with the environment map as its texture in order to generate a 2D
distorted image, that is suitable for projection through a fish eye lens [78].
Finally, the projected light travels through the bottom of the sphere, allowing the
sphere to be completely illuminated except for the area immediately around the lens
itself and achieving 360◦ horizontal visibility. The observer sees the head life-size.
3.2 Spherical avatar telepresence system
The spherical avatar telepresence system captured a remote person’s interpersonal cues
and represented them as an animated avatar head on a spherical display. In the remote
room, the facial expression of the remote person, the actor, is captured. In the local
room, a single PC renders an animated avatar on a spherical display which is seen by an
observer. Figure 3.7 depicts the system design. We integrated with Faceshift® to allow
an actor to control the facial expressions of the avatar. We developed a view-dependent
(depending on observers’ viewing positions) graphical representation to fully support
rendering spherical display surfaces.
3.2.1 Real time facial expression tracking with Faceshift
In the remote room, the actor is recorded in a natural environment using a non-intrusive,
commercially available Microsoft Kinect™. The actor was seated at the same height
as the sensor, about 600 mm horizontal distance from the sensor (see Figure 3.7). The
Microsoft Kinect™ supports simultaneous capture of a 640×400 2D color image and a
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 a Microsoft Kinect™ 
 
Tracking  
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Figure 3.7: Pipeline for representing an avatar with dynamic facial expressions controlled by
an actor on the spherical display.
3D depth map at 30 Hertz, based on invisible infrared projection. It provides a simple
and low cost way for acquisition, without the use of face markers, intrusive lighting, or
complex scanning hardware.
We used Faceshift® with Microsoft Kinect™ to obtain our actor’s facial perfor-
mances in realtime. Faceshift® ensures robust processing given the low resolution and
high noise levels of the input data. The output of the tracking optimization is a continu-
ous stream of blendshape weight vectors that drive the avatar. With the embedded plug-
in of Faceshift® in Maya®, we obtained 46 blendshapes of the Rocketbox® avatar by
Maya® then exported them as .obj format for the usage of ray tracing stage discussed
in next subsection. Finally, we represented facial expressions as a weighted sum of
blendshape meshes, enabling actor to control the facial expressions of the avatar.
3.2.2 View dependent rendering for spherical display
In the local room, we used the same commercially available spherical display as the
spherical video telepresence system discussed above (see Section 3.1.2).
We developed a view dependent rendering method to create 3D object presenting
onto spherical image surface, map from the spherical image surface into 2D image
plane, and re-project onto spherical display, as if the object is situated inside the sphere
display (See Figure 3.8).
We used the NVIDIA® OptiX ray tracing engine [83]. We traced the path of light
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Figure 3.8: The mapping relationship: each point P on the 3D spherical surface in the subfigure
(a) translates into corresponding point Q on the 2D image plane in the subfigure (c),
according to calibrated relationship in the subfigure (b). The subfigure (d) shows
the projected result of the 2D image plane.
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Figure 3.9: Flat image plane ray tracing.
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Figure 3.10: Spherical image surface ray tracing.
(a) 0◦ (b) 15◦ (c) 30◦ (d) 45◦ (e) 60◦ (f) 75◦ (g) 90◦
Figure 3.11: 2D mapping image generated for projection at different viewer positions.
(a) Neutral expression (b) Natural expression
(c) Mouth open (d) Left eye close
Figure 3.12: Photo taken at approximately 45◦ left side of sphere display. For both subfigure
(a) and (b), the viewers’ positions are the same as the photo taken position. The
avatar head is looking at the right of the viewer in the subfigure (a), but the avatar
head is looking at the right of the viewer in the subfigure (b). For subfigure (c)
and (d), each viewer’s position is at right and left side of the photo taken position,
respectively.
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from observer’s eye to the 3D object though pixels in a spherical image surface. Ray
tracing is a computer graphic technique to generate an image by tracing the path of
light through pixels in an image plane and simulating the effects of its encounters with
virtual objects [38][111]. Figure 3.9 represents the traditional ray tracing technique to
create 3D world to 2D image plane. We use a similar idea by tracing the path of light
though pixels in a spherical image surface. This is illustrated in the Figure 3.10. The
use of a ray tracing engine should provide higher quality images with less distortion
than the polygonal rendering approach that was developed for SphereAvatar [78].
To implement the ray tracer, we translate the 3D spherical surface into 2D image
plane, to represent the surface of the sphere on a flat paper map or on a computer screen.
The position of each point (Q) on the 2D image plane (see Figure 3.8(c)) can be defined
by a radius (r, 0≤ r ≤ 1) and a longitude angle (α, 0≤ α ≤ 2pi). The corresponding
position of that point (P) on the spherical surface (see Figure 3.8(a)) can be defined by
a latitude angle (θ , 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi) and longitude angle (φ , 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi). The 2D image
projector and the display surface are axially symmetric about the optical axis. Thus,
the polar angle (α) in 2D image plane is the same as the longitude angle (φ) in the 3D
spherical surface, shown the Equation 3.1. All the points at a given radius (r) in the
2D image plane are projected onto the sphere display surface at the same latitude angle
(θ). Because of lens distortion, there is a nonlinear relationship between latitude angle
(θ) of sphere display surface and the radius (r) of the 2D image plane. We sampled
latitude angle (θ) at every 15◦ to find out the corresponding radius (r) value, shown
in Figure 3.8(b). We used the Matlab® second order polyfit to simulate a continuous
function as a model to characterize the relationship between the latitude angle (θ ) and
the radius (r), presented in Equation 3.2. Therefore, if we want to project a certain
image onto sphere display surface, the corresponding source image can be determined
by applying the inverse function to that image.
α = φ (3.1)
r =−0.0806×θ 2−0.0704×θ +1.0022 (3.2)
Finally, the 2D image plane produced would be projected through the fisheye lens of
the sphere display. We could then see a corrected image presented on the spherical
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Figure 3.13: A stereoscopic representation on sphere display.
surface. In Figure 3.8(c), the red circle of the 2D image plane is corresponding to the
equator of the sphere; the center of the 2D image plane projects to a single point on
the top of the sphere; the very outer circle in the 2D image plane projects to a single
point on the bottom of the sphere. The projected result on sphere display is presented
in Figure 3.8(d).
We use this view dependent graphic representation method discussed above to ray
trace an avatar’s upper body and head purchased from Rocketbox®. Figure 3.11(a)
to Figure 3.11(g) present some sampled mapping results in 2D image plane generated
at different viewers positions while the avatar is looking at the front. Once projected
through the fisheye lens of the display, such images would appear as correctly shaped
head and upper body (see Figure 3.12).
This method successfully avoids any seams, overlaps or registration errors in the
resulting composite image in projecting image on sphere display. It also could extend
to other display systems that have a three dimensional display surface.
We could use a tracking device to obtain the viewer’s position and view direction.
Then, we could obtain the image with correct view present on sphere display at 360◦
free viewpoint positions.
We also could produce 3D effect on the sphere display if the viewer is in a fixed
position or wearing an eye tracking device. We could use the techniques described
above to create two different desired image for each eye. Then, the resulting flat source
images are output for sphere display by a the stereoscope projector. The viewer could
see the 3D effect by wearing the eye-gear appropriate for the projector, such as polar-
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Qty Item Cost/Unit Total cost
1 Retro-reflective Sheet £10 £10
1 Lenticular Sheet £20 £20
4 Camera £20 £80
4 Projector £350 £1400
Table 3.3: Cost for a set up for four observers.
ized glasses for a polarizing stereoscope projector (see Figure 3.13).
3.3 Cylindrical video telepresence system
The goal of the cylindrical video telepresence system is to allow multiple observers
to perceive the gaze of a remote person accurately. That is observers can each see
a unique and perspective-correct image from their viewing directions simultaneously.
The spherical video telepresence system (see section 3.1) and spherical avatar telepres-
ence system (see section 3.2) only supports a single observer.
In this system, each camera is linked to the corresponding projector to stream
real-time video using TCP. The cylindrical screen ensures that each projected image
will only be seen by an observer who is in the viewing zone for that projector. Also,
using available off-the-shelf components allows our system to be built at a low cost (see
Table 3.3).
3.3.1 Semicircular camera array construction
In the remote room, the capture system of this system was similar to the spherical
video telepresence system. Nine PlayStation® Eye USB digital cameras were verti-
cally mounted on an angled table at a radius of 600mm every 15◦, as illustrated in
Figure 3.15(a) and Figure 3.15(b). We manually adjusted the cameras to look at the
point above the center of the angled table. We then used Camera Calibration Toolbox
for Matlab® to locate the cameras’ positions and orientations accurately. The accurate
positions and orientations of the cameras are used in the arrangement of projectors, so
that accurate projecting of video can be done. The cameras were set to the 56◦ field
of view setting. The cameras capture at 30 Hz at 640×480 pixel resolution. We ar-
ranged cameras vertically in order to make full use of the pixel resolution to represent
the remote person’s head.
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Table 3.4: Summary of materials for multiple layers of the screen design.
Methods Material Function Product
The diffused retro re-
flector method, utilized
a retro reflector to re-
turn the light in the di-
rection of the projector
for horizontal retro re-
flection, and diffusion
layer for vertical diffu-
sion.
Retro
reflect layer
Provide a strong retro re-
flective specification. An
ideal retro reflective mate-
rial bounces all of the light
back to its source. (see
Figure 3.16)
Chromatte;
“white
number
plate reflec-
tive”
One-
dimensional
diffuser
layer
A lenticular sheet was
used as the diffuser. A
spacing of 1/4” or more
between retro reflect and
lenticular sheet is recom-
mended, otherwise the dif-
fusion effects of the lentic-
ular will be undone by the
retro reflect.
The lentic-
ular sheet
with 40
lenticules
per inch
Anti-glare
layer
The high gloss finish of
the lenticular sheets pro-
duced a very distracting
glare along the path of re-
flection.
Grafix
Matte
(Frosted)
Acetate
The lenticular method,
utilized lenticular im-
age for horizontal retro
reflection and vertical
diffusion.
Lenticular
lens
A lenticular sheet was
used for horizontal retro
reflection and vertical dif-
fusion. (see Figure 3.17)
MicroLens,
Lenticules
per Inch:
30
Diffusive
backing
The first sheet was affixed
to the lens using the adhe-
sive on the lenticular lens.
The second sheet was af-
fixed to the first sheet of
paper using a spray adhe-
sive.
Two sheets
of ink jet
plotter pa-
per.
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(a) Video 9 (b) Video 5 (c) Video 4 (d) Video 1
(e) View 9 (f) View 5 (g) View 4 (h) View 1
Figure 3.14: The top row is four videos simultaneously captured from four different cameras.
The bottom row is four photos of the same display from four different perspec-
tives. The remote person is gazing at target 5. See Figure 3.15 for camera, target
and viewpoint numbers.
3.3.2 Cylindrical multiview screen design
In the local room, the cylindrical screen is located at the center of an angled table which
is the same size as the one in the remote room. We designed a cylindrical screen 32 cm
in diameter and 70cm in height. The size is small enough to situate almost anywhere in
a room. This display is visible from all directions, whereas flat displays are only visible
from the front. The radius of curvature of the screen is similar to a real convex face
to avoid the TV-screen-turn effect [4]. Using a cylindrical screen surface significantly
simplifies the projection of correct vertical perspective to observers at different heights
and distances from the display.
The screen’s main function is to reflect the image produced by a projector only to
an observer in a very specific viewing zone. This could be achieved based on diffused
retro reflector method and lenticular methods. The material needed in both diffused
retro reflector method and lenticular methods are summarised in the Table 3.4. We
present the detailed design in the Figure 3.18. The “Front View” shows a small amount
of diffusion in the horizontal directions. The “Side View” shows a large amount of
diffusion in the vertical direction.
The screen consists of a retroreflective layer around the cylinder, with a one-
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Figure 3.15: Experiment setup: In the remote room, a camera array is used to capture unique
and correct perspectives of the remote person gazing at the target 5. In the local
room, a cylindrical multiview display is used to allow each observer to view their
respective perspectives simultaneously. One of observers seating in viewpoint 1,
only sees the video captured by camera 1.
dimensional diffuser layer 6mm above. Experimentation was conducted with differ-
ent retroreflective materials, leading to the decision to use “white number plate re-
flective” from ORALITE®, because it has a strong retroreflective characteristic, min-
imal reflective properties and good diffusive properties to reduce glare effects. A 1D
lenslets-based lenticular sheet was used as the one-dimensional diffuser. The lines of
the lenticular sheet were placed horizontally to provide vertical diffusion. A 6mm or
more physical spacing between retroreflective layer and lenticular sheet allowed the
light to mix vertically. The smooth side of the lenticular sheet was facing the observers
and projectors. The 40 lenticules per inch (LPI) sheet with 49◦ viewing angle from
Pacur® was chosen for two reasons: the thin thickness (0.838mm) of this sheet allowed
it easily to wrap around the cylinder; and we only require a modest amount of vertical
diffusion. More diffusion would lower the brightness of the image. The screen’s optics
carefully retro reflects the light in the direction of the projector but diffuses it vertically,
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Figure 3.16: A comparison of reflection and retro reflection
Figure 3.17: An example of using the lenticular method as a front-projection multiview screen.
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Figure 3.18: Multiple layers of the screen design.
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allowing viewers to see the image from any position above or below the projector.
3.3.3 Semicircular projector arrays construction
Nine projectors and observer viewpoints were set around the half annular table with a
radius of 1500mm at every 15◦ which exactly line up with each camera in the remote
room as depicted in Figure 3.15(c) and Figure 3.15(d). We vertically mounted each
projector at a height of 1800mm, allowing a observer to sit under a projector. We used
Projector-Camera Calibration Toolbox® to align the projectors’ positions and orienta-
tions accurately. Each projector projected a unique image on the part of the cylinder at
the same horizontal level, but there were some overlaps between images that are pro-
jected by different projectors. The cylindrical multiview screen controls diffusion and
produces relatively narrow viewing zones above, below, and slightly to the sides of a
light source. Therefore, an observer sitting under the bottom of a projector sees only
the image from that projector. We used NEC® NP110 projectors with resolutions of
800×600 pixels.
3.4 Random hole multiview telepresence system
The use of autostereoscopic display technologies could support multiple users simul-
taneously each with their own perspective-correct view without the need for special
eyewear. However, these are usually restricted to specific optimal viewing zones.
Our telepresence system uses the random hole display design [134, 69] which has
a dense pattern of tiny, pseudo-randomly placed holes as an optical barrier mounted
in front of a flat panel display. This allows observers anywhere in front of the display
to see a different subset of the display’s native pixels through the random-hole barrier.
Additionally, it is technically quite simple to build and can be constructed cheaply in
comparison to holographic and volumetric displays.
We developed a view-dependent ray traced rendering method to represent a remote
person as an avatar on the random hole display. The method allows multiple observers
in arbitrary locations to perceive stereo images simultaneously.
3.4.1 Hardware
Our hardware is based on the design of Gu et al.’s Tabletop Autostereoscopic Display
[134]. The display used three layers to create its viewing zones. A diagram of the
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Figure 3.19: A top down diagram of the random hole display showing two viewing positions.
layers is shown in Figure 3.19. The back-most layer is a single LCD display panel.
The HP ZR30w 30-inch S-IPS LCD Monitor was used for two reasons. Firstly, as
a parallax barrier reduces the effective resolution of the display, we selected a high-
resolution (2560×1600) and reasonably priced LCD. Secondly, we used the S-IPS type
display, because it has very large horizontal and vertical viewing angles. In contrast,
the twisted-nematic (TN) panels, which are widely used for low-cost consumer-grade
LCD displays, have a limited vertical viewing angle and exhibit colour inversion when
viewed from below. The next layer is a Lexan™ polycarbonate sheet, which forms the
separating layer. The thickness of the sheet is 6mm (approximately £30). The Lexan™
polycarbonate sheet’s refractive index is slightly above 1.5 and similar to the index of
the LCD panel’s built-in transparent cover. The last layer is the random hole mask that
was printed on a thin polyester film at 1200 dpi (approximately £15).
3.4.2 Software
We developed a view-dependent ray trace rendering method to represent a remote per-
son as an avatar on the display. We used the NVIDIA® OptiX ray tracing engine.
Instead of tracing a ray from a viewpoint through each pixel in a virtual screen, we
traced a ray from each eye through each hole in the mask (see Figure 3.19).
Each eye position, each random hole position and each pixel position can be
defined as e(u,v, t), h(a,b,c) and p(x,y,z) in cartesian coordinates. The angles of
incidence can be defined by a latitude angle (θ1, 0 ≤ θ1 ≤ pi) and longitude angle
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Data: The position of each eye and the position of each hole in the mask
Result: For each pixel in the screen, store the origin and the direction of its
corresponding ray
Initialize screen of size h×w to zero;
Set con f licting count of the corresponding pixel position to zero;
foreach eye in the eye position do
foreach hole in the hole position do
Assign ray origin = eye;
Calculate ray direction = eye−hole;
Calculate the corresponding pixel position hit by ray through hole
based on Snell’s law;
if con f licting count > 0 then
Choose one of the conflicting view randomly;
end
Store ray origin and ray direction in the corresponding pixel position
of screen;
Add 1 to con f licting count;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Store the corresponding ray for each pixel.
(φ1, 0≤ φ1≤ 2pi) in geographic coordinates. The corresponding angle of refraction can
be defined by a latitude angle (θ2, 0≤ θ2 ≤ pi) and longitude angle (φ2, 0≤ φ2 ≤ 2pi)
in geographic coordinates.
The angle of incidence could be computed based on the relationship between the
cartesian coordinates and geographic coordinates, presented in Equation 3.3c and Equa-
tion 3.4, where r1 is the distance between the eye position to the hole position.
u−a = r1 · sinθ1 · cosφ1 (3.3a)
v−b = r1 · sinθ1 · sinφ1 (3.3b)
t− c = r1 · cosθ1 (3.3c)
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r1 =
√
(u−a)2+(v−b)2+(t− c)2 (3.4a)
θ1 = arccos(
(t− c)
r1
) (3.4b)
φ1 = arctan(
v−b
u−a) (3.4c)
We consider the refractive effects when the light passes through the barrier film,
the Lexan™ polycarbonate sheet separating layer, and the LCD panel’s own protective
cover.
We compute the angle of refraction according to Snell’s law that the ratio of the
sines of the angles of incidence and refraction is equivalent to the reciprocal of the ratio
of the indices of refraction (see Equation 3.5).
θ2 = arcsin(
sinθ1
n
) (3.5a)
φ2 = φ1 (3.5b)
We then find the corresponding pixel position, based on the relationship between
the cartesian coordinates and geographic coordinates, presented in Equation 3.6, where
r2 is the distance between the pixel position to the hole position.
x = r2 · sinθ2 · cosφ2+a (3.6a)
y = r2 · sinθ2 · sinφ2+b (3.6b)
z = r2 · cosθ2+ c (3.6c)
Next, we calculated the color of the object visible on a certain area of the screen
through each hole for each eye. If multiple eyes see the same pixels behind the barrier,
then a conflict occurs. We chose the color from one of the conflict views randomly. By
using the pseudo-random Poisson distribution of the hole pattern [33], visual conflicts
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Figure 3.20: Source image of six simultaneous views
between views are distributed across the viewing area as high frequency noise. The
high frequency noise is typical of these displays; however, users can clearly identify
images and objects.
Figure 3.20 shows the source image (six views) actually displayed on the LCD
panel. It allows three observers in front of the display to see perspective-correct stereo
images on the subset of the display’s native pixels through the random-hole screen.
Figure 3.21 shows photographs from six viewing positions, corresponding to the three
stereo views of the three observers.
3.5 Chapter summary
This chapter presented the design and implementation of our four teleconferencing
systems which could be used in telepresence applications. The spherical video telep-
resence system and the spherical avatar telepresence system support perspective correct
view for a single observer at multiple viewpoints. The cylindrical video telepresence
system extended this capability to multiple observers at multiple viewpoints. The ran-
dom hole autostereoscopic multiview telepresence system further improved the affor-
dance of teleconferencing experiences, by adding stereoscopy cues.
Table 3.5 is designed as a reading guide to the upcoming experimental chapters.
The three evaluations on the affordance of object focused gaze in telepresence systems
are reported in chronological order, with increasing capability regarding the perfor-
mance of telepresence systems. This is followed by one evaluation on the affordance of
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(a) Left eye (b) Right eye
(c) Left eye (d) Right eye
(e) Left eye (f) Right eye
Figure 3.21: Photos of six simultaneous views of the random hole display at 170cm from the
display.
interpersonal trust in a telepresence system. The chapters in which each may be found
is shown in the rightmost column. The system column refers to the teleconferencing
systems used in the experiment. The media refer to the video or avatar content used in
representing the remote person. The column headed affordance indicated the capability
of the teleconferencing systems in terms of gaze-preserving or interpersonal trust.
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Table 3.5: Overview of experimental chapters. For each chapter we list: telepresence systems
used, the media used in communication, and evaluations on the affordance of the
telepresence systems.
Chapter System Media Evaluation
Chapter 4 Spherical video
telepresence
system
Video Gaze-preserving capability
for a single observer at
multiple viewpoints
Chapter 5 Cylindrical
video telepres-
ence system
Video Gaze-preserving capability
for multiple observers at
multiple viewpoints
Chapter 6 Random hole
autostereo-
scopic multi-
view telepres-
ence system
Avatar Gaze-preserving capability
for multiple observers at mul-
tiple viewpoints, augmented
by stereoscopy.
Chapter 7 Spherical avatar
telepresence
system
Avatar Trust for a single observer at
multiple viewpoints
Chapter 4
Experiment: Gaze in spherical video
telepresence system
The overarching goal of the three evaluations on the affordance of object focused gaze
in telepresence systems documented over the following three chapters is to investigate
whether our displays can more faithfully represent the gaze of the remote user, compar-
ing to previous telepresence systems (see chapter 2). The current chapter investigates a
single observer at multiple viewpoints, Chapter 5 examines multiple observers at mul-
tiple viewpoints, and Chapter 6 explores the effect of adding stereoscopy for multiple
observers at multiple viewpoints.
The two experiments presented in this chapter evaluated the spherical video telep-
resence system. We compared the effectiveness of both spherical and flat displays by
measuring the ability of observers to accurately judge which target a user is gazing
at. Experiment 1, a pilot study, demonstrated the spherical video telepresence system
can convey gaze relatively accurately. Experiment 2 compared observers’ performance
in different flat and spherical display conditions by modeling systematic biases and
investigating the influence of seat and target positions.
4.1 Experimental design
In order to evaluate teleconferencing systems, several independent variables, explained
in the Table 4.1, should be taken into consideration in experiment design. In particular,
we explore the influence of display modes, seat positions, target positions. The setup
of our experiments and independent variables are presented below.
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Table 4.1: Factors for evaluating teleconferencing systems
Technical quality
Latency during the video transmission
Sensitivity of eye tracking
Number of capturing cameras to present continu-
ous head rotation of remote user (view interpola-
tion)
Size of video Image
Cost of system
Lighting
Position of capturing camera
Independent variable
Viewers’ positions relative to sphere display,
namely, angle and distance
Number of viewers
Remote user’s position relative to capturing cam-
eras
Conversation quality
Mutual eye gaze
Gaze direction to indicate whom they are ad-
dressed or suggested
Gaze direction to indicate which object they are
pointed out
Social engagement, such as, telling truth/ lie
Learning effects
Actor 
Figure 4.1: Capture system: The actor gazes at the target card 13 captured by semicircular
camera arrays in remote room.
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10     9              8         
Principal  
observer 
Figure 4.2: Display system: Since the principal observer is seating in viewpoint N=9, the video
captured by camera N=9 is presented on the sphere display, which lines up with the
principal observer N=9. (Also see Figure 3.4)
4.1.1 Setup
We used a half annulus table with the larger semicircle of radius 1405mm and the
smaller one of radius 405mm (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). Horizontally, 23 gaze
target cards were placed in a semicircle of radius 905mm, every 7.5◦ on the table. When
capturing video, the target cards with even numbers lined up with the cameras and the
observer’s viewpoints.
4.1.2 Independent variable
(a) Face to face (b) Fixed single
video flat display
(c) Sphere display (d) Fixed multiple
video flat display
(e) Free multiple
video flat display
Figure 4.3: Five levels of categorical variable media representation. The observer (in red) is
seated at viewpoint 4, therefore camera 4 (in red) is enabled. Top row: capturing
actor in the remote room; middle row: captured video for transmission; bottom
row: view of screen showing actor’s gaze direction in the local room. The dashed
red line is the actual actor’s gaze direction
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4.1.2.1 Display modes
The display mode variable consists of five display types: Face to face (Face), sphere
display (Sphere), fixed single video flat display (Fixed single flat), fixed multiple video
flat display (Fixed multiple flat) and free multiple video flat display (Free multiple flat).
We ensured that the vertical alignment of the eye gaze of the actor, the eye level of
observers, eye level of the video of the actor on the spherical or fixed single video
flat display, capturing cameras, and attention target cards were the same. This ensured
equivalence in stimuli alignment and apparent size between the four display conditions
and the face to face condition.
Note that although the system as designed and built is a real-time collaborative
system that can connect a remote room to a local room, video was recorded to disk and
replayed for the purposes of control of the experimental stimuli in these four display
conditions, with exception of face to face condition.
• Face to face
Figure 4.3(a) shows the face to face condition, where the observer and actor
were in the same room. The actor sat at the center position of the table and the
observer sat on the outside. The actor was wearing small headphones listening to
the same audio instruction as was used when recording the videos for the display
conditions.
• Fixed single video flat display
The spatial arrangement of this condition was identical to the sphere display con-
dition except the conventional flat display and only the center camera (lined up
with position 6) was used, depicted in Figure 4.3(b). Image quality remained the
same. This condition mimicked the commonly found distorted video conferenc-
ing system where the actor is not always lined up with the capturing camera, and
the observer is not always lined up with the display screen.
• Sphere display
In Figure 4.3(c), the observer observed the pre-recorded video on our spherical
video telepresence system (see Section 3.1). Hence the actor and the observer
achieved line of sight effect.
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• Fixed multiple video flat display
This condition was similar to the fixed single video flat display condition except
all the capturing cameras were used, presented in Figure 4.3(d). According to
the observer’s position, the proper video is selected. The actor is always lined
up with the capturing camera, but the observer might be looking obliquely at the
screen.
• Free multiple video flat display
This condition was similar to the fixed multiple video flat display condition ex-
cept the flat display is rotated based on the observer’s position allowing observer
directly looking at the screen, shown in Figure 4.3(e). Hence the actor and the
observer achieved the line of sight effect.
4.1.2.2 Seating positions
We define the participants’ seating positions at 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦, 105◦, 120◦, 135◦
and 150◦ relative to the display. Therefore there were 9 levels of categorical variables
of seat position. The distance between participant and display remained constant.
4.1.2.3 Target numbers
Twenty three numbered target cards were placed on the semicircular table from 15◦ to
165◦ at every 7.5◦. Therefore there were 23 levels of categorical variable of target num-
bers. The distance from target position to participant and display remained constant.
4.2 Experiment 1
The purpose of the first experiment was to demonstrate that the combination of a spher-
ical display and a camera array can better represent the actor’s gaze than a fixed single
video flat display. We measured the effectiveness of the displays by measuring the
ability of observers to accurately judge which target the actor was gazing at for three
display modes, presented in Figure 4.3(a), 4.3(b) and 4.3(c). Also, we investigated the
situation that the observer was not seated in the same direction as the camera that was
observing the actor. We formed two hypotheses.
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4.2.1 Hypothesis
4.2.1.1 Hypothesis 1
It is hypothesized that both face to face and sphere display will demonstrate higher
levels of accuracy (the observer is accurate if they successfully identify the correct
target) than fixed single video flat display when the observers are in varied positions.
We further expect face to face to be better than sphere display.
4.2.1.2 Hypothesis 2
For both sphere display and fixed single video flat display, it is hypothesized that if the
observer is not seated in the same direction as the camera that is observing the actor,
the accuracy will be worse than if the camera chosen for the display is aligned with the
observer’s position.
4.2.2 Method
4.2.2.1 Participants
60 participants, students and staff at University College London, were recruited to take
part as observers in this user study. 20 groups of three were used for testing and each
group experienced one of three different conditions (sphere display, fixed single video
flat display, face to face). Eight further confederates were actors in these experiments:
four actors were recorded on video for the sphere and fixed single video flat condition
and four acted in the face to face condition.
4.2.2.2 Apparatus and materials
For the two display conditions, we video-recorded the actors’ head movements, pre-
sented in Figure 4.1. The actor sits at the center position of the half annulus table and
his or her head is captured by 11 video cameras. The actor listens to an audio record-
ing that instructs them to look at the gaze target cards. A new target is given every 10
seconds. The targets are randomly ordered, and each one is gazed at twice, amounting
to 46 targets in the audio instruction and thus in the recorded videos. Four participants
were actors, and thus four sets of 11 videos were generated.
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4.2.2.3 Procedure
Nine different positions for observers were investigated. Observers took part in groups
of three. In all conditions, the group performed three trials. On each trial, the group
would sit in positions 2,3 & 4 or 5,6 & 7 or 8, 9 & 10.
For each trial, each observer was given a sheet of paper with an empty grid of
46 squares. In all three conditions, the actor or the video of the actor reoriented to a
new target card every 10 seconds. At the same time an audio prompt to the observers
instructed them that this was a new target. They would then judge which target (1-23)
the actor was gazing at and then write this in the relevant grid square.
For the face to face condition, the three observers and actor were in the same room.
The actor sat at the center position of table and the three observers sat on the outside.
The actor was wearing small headphones listening to the same audio instruction as was
used when recording the videos for the display conditions. The actor performed the
sequence of gazes three times. On each repetition, the group of three observers moved
to another one of the group positions.
For the sphere display condition, the three observers observed the pre-recorded
video on the sphere display, presented in Figure 4.2. For each group position, one
of the observers was the principal observer. The video corresponding to the principal
observer’s position was shown on the display. Each group saw the actor’s video three
times. On each repetition, the group of three observers exchange positions, hence each
observer became a principal observer at least once.
For the fixed single video flat display condition, the three observers observed the
pre-recorded video on the fixed single video flat display. The video was always from
camera position six, simulating a simple web-cam set up where the observers might be
looking obliquely at the screen, and the actor looking obliquely at the camera.
The experiment took about 20 minutes.
4.2.3 Results
A summary of the results of the experiment are presented in Figure 4.4. In each figure,
the horizontal axis indicates the viewpoint position (p) from 2 to 10. The angle of
viewpoint position(α) in degrees is from 30◦ to 150◦ at every 15◦ relative to center of
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Figure 4.4: Result for analysing the actual targets and perceived targets in different treatment
conditions.
the conferencing table.
α = p×15◦. (4.1)
The primary measurement in our results is the accuracy rate in perceiving the
attention target. The accuracy rate is percentage of accurate prediction over total pre-
diction.
We then define systematic bias (βi) to be the difference between the actual target
number (tai) and the observer’s perceived attention target number (toi) converted to
degrees, based on attention targets being 7.5◦ apart from each other.
βi = (tai− toi)×7.5◦. (4.2)
Each observer indicates 46 target positions in each trial. Each observer does three
trials. There are 12 observers in the face to face condition (four groups of three) and
nine observer seat positions. Thus, there are 184 (46×3×12/9) rating events in each
seating position. Similarly, there are 184 rating events in each seating position for the
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fixed single video flat display. For the sphere display, there are 36 observers (twelve
groups of three) but only one of the group is in the principal position. Thus, there are
also 184(46× 3× (36/3)/9) rating events for principal observers in each of the nine
observer seating positions. However in the analysis below, we include some data from
the secondary observers. In particular, for seating positions 3, 6 and 9, we analyze
the 184 rating events for the observer seated on their left and 184 rating events for the
observer on their right. This gives us a view of how important it is to use the correct
video for the observer position.
4.2.3.1 Accuracy rate
The result of accuracy rate in different conditions is shown in Figure 4.4(a). For the
fixed single video flat display, with the observer at the central viewpoint, the accuracy
rate is 75%. However, the accuracy rate drops off symmetrically as the observer po-
sition diverges from the central position. This is expected as when the observer is not
seated in position 6, they still see the video taken from the camera at position 6.
The results for face to face and sphere display are not affected by viewpoint po-
sition and the average accuracy rates are 89% and 76%, respectively. The average
accuracy rate of sphere display is slightly lower than face to face, but similar to the ob-
server sitting at the central position in the fixed single video flat display condition. The
fact that the accuracy does not vary with observer position for the sphere display when
considering the principal observer supports the primary hypothesis. The performance
of the sphere display at the extreme positions (2 and 10) is significantly above that of
the fixed single video flat display.
When we consider the secondary positions in the sphere display, the three “three
point hat” graphs in Figure 4.4(a), we see that it is very important that the camera
selected be aligned with the observer position. Considering the principal observer at
position 3, we see that the observer in position 2, observing the video from position
3, has a performance of under 54% compared to the accuracy of almost 76% for the
principal observer seated immediately to their right. This pattern is repeated for all
secondary observers.
The difference between face to face performance and sphere display performance
may be due to video quality. We note that for observer position 6 on the fixed single
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video flat display, the ideal situation for this position, the accuracy is very similar to the
sphere display at this position. This indicates that the sphere display is no worse than
the fixed single video flat display, but it has the advantage that it has the same apparent
size in the different observer positions.
4.2.3.2 Mean of systematic biases and standard deviation
Next, we analyzed the mean and standard deviation of systematic biases for the actual
targets and observers’ perceived targets in different treatment conditions, shown in Fig-
ure 4.4(b) and Figure 4.4(c). For the face to face and sphere display conditions, the
observer position has no significant effect on the mean of systematic biases which is
around 0◦. The standard deviation of the systematic biases for the sphere display is
higher, but there are no systematic biases, indicating that the observers are generally
finding it harder to determine gaze.
In contrast, for the fixed single video flat display, the mean of systematic biases
varies linearly according to viewpoint position. We utilized the first-order Matlab®
Polyfit function to generate the coefficients of the polynomial to simulate a curve to fit
the data and found a relationship between the systematic biases of mean and angle of
viewpoint position:
σ(βi) =−0.6α+54.27◦ = 0.6× (90◦−α)+0.27◦. (4.3)
The linear model of systematic biases in the fixed single video flat display condi-
tion is interesting in that it suggests that the observer’s judgment of gaze angle from
front is only 60% of what it should be. Therefore, for the fixed single video flat display,
the observer perceives the actor to be looking more directly straight out of the display.
4.3 Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we introduced two more display modes, shown in Fig-
ure 4.3(d) and 4.3(e). We compare the sphere display with fixed multiple video flat
display and free multiple video flat display to demonstrate the improvement of repre-
senting the actor’s gaze by using the camera array and the spherical display simulta-
neously. In addition, we used the mixed design Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) as a
more reliable statistical analysis to further investigate factors influencing the observers
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in perceiving targets in different conditions. We specifically formed three hypotheses.
4.3.1 Hypothesis
4.3.1.1 Hypothesis 3
We explored the level of error with which observers can discriminate the actor’s gaze
orientation for all five display modes. Specifically we measured the ability of partic-
ipants to identify which set of targets the actor appears to be gazing towards. Given
the five display modes, we expected that the level of error of observers’ performance
would follow the trend below:
Face < Sphere < Free multiple f lat < Fixed multiple f lat < Fixed single f lat.
(4.4)
4.3.1.2 Hypothesis 4
We then explored the influence of seat position. We expected that face to face, sphere
display and free multiple video flat displays will show a similar level of error for all
seat positions. However, the level of error will increase symmetrically as the observer
position diverges from the central position for fixed multiple video flat display and fixed
single video flat display.
4.3.1.3 Hypothesis 5
We further explored the influence factor of target position. We expected that face to
face, sphere display and free multiple video flat displays will show similar level of error
while observing all numbered targets. However, there should be systematic biases for
fixed multiple video flat display and fixed single video flat display.
4.3.2 Method
4.3.2.1 Participants
40 participants, students and staff at University College London, were recruited to take
part as observers in our user study. Each participant judged only one of five display
modes, a between-subjects design. However, a within-subjects design was employed
for the two factors of 9 seating position (2-10) and the 23 target numbers (1-23). We
randomly mixed the seating positions and target numbers in order to reduce any con-
founding influence of the orderings such as learning effects or fatigue.
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Two further participants were actors in this experiment: one actor was recorded on
video for four video display conditions and the other acted in the face to face condition.
4.3.2.2 Apparatus and materials
For the four display conditions we recorded the actor’s performance. The actor sits
at the center position of the half annular table and his or her head is captured by 11
video cameras. The actor listens to an audio recording that instructs them to look at the
gaze target cards. A new target is given every 10 seconds. The targets are randomly
ordered, giving 23 targets in the audio instruction and thus in the recorded videos. A
set of eleven videos were generated.
4.3.2.3 Procedure
The experiment took about 30 minutes for each participant. Upon arrival, each partici-
pant was assigned to one of five treatment conditions. Eight observers are investigated
for each treatment condition.
Nine different positions for each observer were investigated. Observers were ini-
tially seated in one of the nine positions in a counterbalanced random order. For each
trial, each observer was given a sheet of paper with an empty grid with 23 squares.
Every 10 seconds, the actor reoriented to a new target card. At the same time, an audio
prompt to the observers instructed them that this was a new target. They would then
judge which target (1-23) the actor was gazing at and write this in the relevant grid
square. After each trial, the session was paused to allow the participants to change
seating position accordingly.
4.3.3 Results
4.3.3.1 Level of error
The primary measurement in our results is the level of error in perceiving the attention
target. We define error (εi) to be the absolute value of difference between the actual
target number (tai) and the observer’s perceived attention target number (toi) converted
to degrees, based on attention targets being 7.5 ◦ apart from each other.
εi = |tai− toi|×7.5◦. (4.5)
The dependent variable data (εi) were entered into a mixed design Analysis of
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Figure 4.5: Bars show estimated marginal means of error in different treatment conditions,
error bars show 95% CI of the means
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Figure 4.6: 2-way interaction: estimated marginal means of biases in degree
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(a) at seat=2
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(b) at seat=3
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(c) at seat=4
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(d) at seat=5
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(e) at seat=6
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(f) at seat=7
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(g) at seat=8
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(h) at seat=9
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(i) at seat=10
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Figure 4.7: 3-way interaction: estimated marginal means of biases in degree
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Variance (ANOVA) with the three factors of display condition, seating position, and
target position. We used Mauchly’s test of sphericity to validate our repeated measures
factor ANOVAs, thus ensuring that variances for each set of difference scores were
equal. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not been violated.
Results reveal that there was a significant main effect of display condition,
F(4,8279) = 684.842, p < 0.01 and Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed significant mean
differences between each of all those displays. The face to face (Mean, M = 5.104)
achieved the lowest level of error, followed by sphere display (M = 6.916), free multi-
ple video flat display (M = 8.262), fixed multiple video flat display (M = 10.375), and
then fixed single video flat display (M = 21.162). See Figure 4.5. This supports the
third hypothesis.
While this absolute level of error is a good basic measure, it effectively accumu-
lates the positive and negative systematic biases. In order to get a more detailed view of
effectiveness of different display in perceiving the attention target, whether there is left
or right systematic biases, how seat position varies and target position variable effect,
the result of different display condition must be taken into account.
4.3.3.2 Systematic biases
Similarly, we then looked into systematic bias (βi), which is defined in the first experi-
ment. Firstly, we look into 2-way interaction. Figure 4.6 shows the average systematic
bias of different seat positions under five different display conditions. For face to face,
sphere display and free multiple videos flat display, the average systematic bias curves
roughly around 0 degree and did not change over different seating positions. Moreover,
the face to face condition is the most stable and the closest approximate to 0 degree,
followed by sphere display and then the free multiple video flat display. By contrast,
the average systematic bias varies linearly according to seat position for fixed multiple
video display and fixed single display. The absolute value of systemic bias is the error
which is defined above. The lines of fixed multiple video flat display and fixed sin-
gle video flat display are symmetric about seat = 6. Therefore, the seat variable only
has an effect for fixed multiple video condition and fixed single video condition. This
supports the fourth hypothesis.
We conducted a 3-way interaction to investigate whether the seat × display in-
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teraction described above is the same for all targets. We used the estimated marginal
means to interpret the 3-way interaction (Figure 4.7). For face to face, sphere display
and free multiple videos flat display, the average systematic bias curves are basically
around 0 degree with slight fluctuations among different target positions.
However, for the fixed multiple videos flat display and the fixed single flat display,
the average systematic bias varies over different target positions. The fixed single video
display has more biases compared to the fixed multiple videos display. This supports
the fifth hypothesis.
Interestingly, Figure 4.7 shows that the curves can be modified into symmetrical
parts for each pair of seat positions 2 & 10, 3 & 9, 4 & 8 and 5 & 7, which are sym-
metrically arranged on both sides of the center seat position 6. For seat position 6, the
curve itself is symmetry relative to point (12,0).
4.3.3.3 Linear regression for systematic biases
As discussed in the previous section, the mean of systematic biases varied linearly
according to viewpoint position for the fixed single video flat display (red line in Fig-
ure 4.6) and multiple video flat display (purple line in Figure 4.6) conditions. However,
the mean of systematic biases are sloped in opposite directions in those two conditions.
A simple regression was carried out to ascertain if the angle of viewpoint position
(α) can predict the systematic biases of fixed single video flat display (β f ixed single f lat).
A strong correlation was found between the angle of viewpoint position and the sys-
tematic biases of fixed single video flat display, r = .831 and the regression model
predicted 69% of the variance. The model was a good fit for the data, F(1,1654) =
3685.526, p < .001. The linear regression model is presented in Equation 4.6, b =
−.57, t(1654) =−60.709, p < .001. This further confirmed the result in Equation 4.3
in the first experiment.
Similarly, standard simple regression analysis was conducted to evaluate how well
the angle of viewpoint position (α) predicted the systematic biases of fixed multiple
video flat display (β f ixed multiple f lat). The angle of viewpoint position was signifi-
cantly related to the systematic biases of fixed multiple video flat display, F(1,1654) =
814.257, p < .001. The correlation coefficient was r = .574, indicating that approxi-
mately 33% of the variance of the systematic biases of fixed multiple video flat dis-
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play can be accounted for by angle of viewpoint position. The regression equation
for predicting the systematic biases of fixed multiple video flat display was shown in
Equation 4.7 , b = .221, t(1654) = 28.535, p < .001.
β f ixed single f lat(α) =−0.57α+50.804◦ = 0.57× (90◦−α)−0.496◦. (4.6)
β f ixed multipl f lat(α) = 0.211α−18.13◦ =−0.211× (90◦−α)+0.86◦. (4.7)
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Camera arrays vs. single camera
The line of fixed single video flat display has a higher slope value compared to fixed
multiple video flat display (in Figure 4.6). This indicates a steeper incline and higher
systematic biases. In some extreme cases, such as, in seat positions 2 and 10, the
observer had more difficulty in perceiving targets in fixed single video flat display. The
fixed multiple video display improves the system’s ability to represent the actor’s gaze,
by lining up the capturing cameras using camera arrays.
4.4.2 Directional projection
The gradient of line indicates systematic biases in fixed multiple video flat display (Fig-
ure 4.6) however, the line is always stable around 0 degree for the free multiple video
flat display. The observer can perceive targets better in free multiple video flat dis-
play, particularly, when seat position is further apart from the center. The free multiple
video flat display improves the system’s ability to present the actor’s gaze, by providing
perspective correct projection.
4.4.3 Sphere vs. free multiple video flat display
Figure 4.5 shows that the level of error in the sphere display is only slightly lower
than the free multiple video flat display condition. However, in free multiple video flat
display, we have to manually rotate the flat display for each viewpoint position for each
observer, which is impossible for practical video conferencing.
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Previous findings [4, 81] suggested that biases occur differently while observing
convex, flat and concave surfaces. For this spherical display, we plan to further explore
this finding, with our next step being to collect data for more viewing angles.
4.4.4 Video quality
The higher level of error in Figure 4.5 and larger fluctuation around 0 degree in Fig-
ure 4.6 in sphere display compared to face to face shows that observer can better per-
ceive the actor’s attention target in face to face. This suggests that there is more work
to be done on the quality of representation of gaze with such displays.
4.4.5 Seat position
From the discussion above, the seat position has a linear effect on the fixed single
flat display and fixed multiple video display. Observers could interpret the direction
of actor gaze of the sphere display more accurately than the free multiple video flat
display and similarly to the face to face condition for all seat positions.
4.4.6 Linear model for predicting distortion
The study by Roberts et al [94] found that the correct viewing of the sides of the face
is important for the interpretation of gaze. Large errors in estimation coincided with
either the face being viewed from the wrong perspective or unevenly lit. This is inline
with our results, from which we modeled the systematic biases for two flat display
configurations. We found the negative linear correlation between the angle of viewpoint
position and the systematic biases of the fixed single video flat display in Equation 4.6,
and the positive linear correlation between the angle of viewpoint position and the
systematic biases of the fixed multiple video flat display in Equation 4.7, respectively.
This indicates that the fixed single video flat display is biased in the opposite direction
to the fixed multiple video flat display condition (see Figure 4.3). Whilst the biases may
have been caused by incorrect viewing angles in both conditions, the single capturing
angle of the fixed single video condition may have caused the bias to be in the opposite
direction. Also, this effect appears very reliable and this means that it may be possible
to model and thus predict the distortion.
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4.5 Chapter summary
The two experiments presented in this chapter evaluated a spherical video telepresence
system by measuring the ability of observers to accurately judge which targets the ac-
tor is gazing at. Results from the first experiment demonstrate the effectiveness of the
camera array and spherical display system, in that it allows observers at multiple ob-
serving positions to accurately tell which targets the remote user is looking at. The
second experiment further compared a spherical display with a planar display and pro-
vided detailed reasons for the improvement of our system in conveying gaze. We found
two linear models for predicting the distortion introduced by misalignment of capturing
cameras’ and observer’s viewing angles in video conferencing systems.
Chapter 5
Experiment: Gaze in cylindrical video
telepresence system
This chapter presents an experiment to test if the cylinder multiview system (see Sec-
tion 3.3) can better represent the remote person’s gaze for multiple observers. We mea-
sured the effectiveness of the displays by measuring the ability of multiple observers to
accurately judge which target the remote person was gazing at.
5.1 Experimental Design
5.1.1 Display conditions
We compared four display conditions. Cylinder multiview multi-video condition was
our system discussed in Section 3.3, which could support correct viewing for multiple
viewpoints around a conference table (see Figure 5.1(a)). Cylinder multiview single-
video condition was identical to the cylinder multiview multi-video condition, except
that only the center camera was used for capturing the remote person. All projectors
projected this video, instead of projecting unique perspective-correct videos. Thus,
observers would perceive the gaze direction as if they were standing straight in front
(see Figure 5.1(b)). Cylinder diffuse single-video condition used a curved diffuse white
projection screen. Only the center camera and projector were used (see Figure 5.1(c)).
Flat diffuse single-video condition used a conventional 2D flat screen, instead of 3D
cylinder surface. This condition mimicked the commonly found the Mona Lisa gaze
effect, which occurs when 3D objects are rendered in 2D, causing the gaze perception
of all in a room to be the same (see Figure 5.1(d)). Image quality remained the same in
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(a) Cylinder multiview multi-video condition (b) Cylinder multiview single-video condition
(c) Cylinder diffuse single-video condition (d) Flat diffuse single-video condition
Figure 5.1: Photos of display conditions taken from viewpoint 1: when the remote person gaz-
ing at the target 10, observers perceive different targets in four display conditions.
all conditions.
5.1.2 Viewpoints
We explored four observers’ viewpoints (1, 4, 5 & 9). We included viewpoint 5 where
the observer at the center position as a benchmark; viewpoint 1 and 9 where observers
sat at two extreme viewing angles; and viewpoint 4 where the observer sat right next to
observer 5.
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5.2 Experiment
5.2.1 Hypothesis
5.2.1.1 Hypothesis 1
We expected a similar level of error for observer perceiving targets at all viewpoints
in the cylinder multiview multi-video condition. we expected the level of error will
increase symmetrically as the viewpoint diverges horizontally from the central position
for the other three display conditions.
5.2.1.2 Hypothesis 2
We expected that observers in cylinder multiview single-video condition and flat diffuse
single-video condition will identify much more incorrect targets compared to those in
cylinder multiview multi-video condition. We further expected the cylinder diffuse
single condition to lie between these two in performance, as the 3D cylindrical surface
eliminates the Mona Lisa effect [4] but observers could only see part of head in some
extreme viewpoints.
5.2.2 Method
5.2.2.1 Participants
48 participants, students and staff at University College London, were recruited to take
part as observers in our user study. All participants had normal or corrected to normal
eye sight. One further participant was a remote person recorded on video.
The experiment had a 4 display conditions×4 viewpoints×15 target positions
mixed design, with a within-subjects design for target positions but a between-subject
design regarding display modes and viewpoints.
5.2.2.2 Apparatus and materials
We video-recorded the remote persons’ head movements (see Figure 3.15(a)). The
remote person sat at the center position of the table and his or her head is captured
by 4 cameras simultaneously. The remote person listened to an audio recording that
instructed to turn his or her head to look at the targets. A new target was given every
10 seconds. The targets were randomly ordered, each one was gazed at only once,
amounting to 15 targets in the audio instruction and thus in the recorded videos. One
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set of 4 videos were generated.
5.2.2.3 Procedure
12 groups of four were used for testing, and each group experienced one of four dif-
ferent display conditions with each observer sat at one of the four viewpoints (see Fig-
ure 3.15(c)). Each observer was given a sheet of paper with an empty grid of 15 squares.
The video of the remote person reoriented to a new target card every 10 seconds. At
the same time an audio prompt to the observers instructed them that this was a new
target. Then, observers would judge which target (1-15) the remote person was gazing
at and then write this in the relevant grid square. The experiment took about 5 minutes.
Participants received chocolates as compensation.
5.2.3 Result
The primary measurement in our results was the level of error in perceiving targets. We
defined target error (εi) to be the absolute value of difference between the observer’s
perceived target number (toi)and the actual target number (tai): εi = |toi− tai|. Fig-
ure 5.2(a) shows the target error at the four viewpoints in four display conditions. The
line of the cylinder multiview multi-video condition shows that it achieved the lowest
mean target error. The means were very similar across the four viewpoints, indicating
that the viewpoint had little impact in this display conditions. At the extreme view-
points (1 and 9), the means were significantly below that of the other three display
conditions. In addition, the graph shows that the central viewpoint had the lowest mean
target error, where four display conditions all had perspective-correct video; the mean
target error increased symmetrically as the viewpoint diverges from the central position
for cylinder multiview single-video condition, cylinder diffuse single-video condition
and flat diffuse single-video condition. This is expected as when the observer did not
sit in viewpoint 5, those display conditions still used the video from camera 5.
A 4 display conditions × 4 viewpoints × 15 target positions mixed design
ANOVA was conducted on the target error, with display condition and viewpoints as
two between-subjects factors and target positions as a within-subjects factor. Mean
of target error differed significantly across the four display conditions, F(3,32) =
32.167, p < .001. Tukey post-hoc tests revealed significant mean differences between
each of the display conditions. The cylinder multiview multi-video condition (M =
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Figure 5.2: The mean target error and mean target bias for each display conditions and view-
points.
.800,95% CI [.473,1.127]) gave significantly lower mean target error than the cylinder
diffuse single-video condition (M = 1.589,95% CI [1.262,1.916]), p= .008, the cylin-
der multiview single-video condition (M = 2.911,95% CI [2.584,3.238]), p < .001,
and the flat diffuse single-video condition (M = 2.294,95% CI [1.968,2.621]), p <
.001. This supports the primary hypothesis. Results also revealed a significant main
effect of viewpoints, F(3,32) = 39.448, p < .001. Tukey post-hoc comparisons in-
dicated the mean target error at viewpoint 5 (M = .856,95% CI [.529,1.182]) is
significantly lower than viewpoint 1 (M = 2.65,95% CI [2.323,2.977]), p < .001
and viewpoint 9 (M = 2.867,95% CI [2.54,3.194]), p < .001, which supports the
second hypothesis; however, it did not significantly differ from viewpoint 4 (M =
1.222,95% CI [.895,1.549]), p > .05, which is expected as the seat position only
slightly diverges from the front. The mean target error at viewpoint 1 did not signifi-
cantly differ from viewpoint 9, p > .05, which is also expected as the viewing angles of
viewpoint 1 and 9 are equal only opposite in direction. The display conditions × view-
points interaction was significant, F(9,32) = 7.277, p < .001, indicating that mean of
target error due to viewpoints were different in four display conditions.
We further investigated whether there was leftward bias or rightward bias in per-
ceiving targets in different display conditions. We defined target bias (βi) to be the
difference between the observer’s perceived target number (toi) and the actual target
number (tai): βi = toi− tai. Figure 5.2(b) shows the target error at four viewpoints in
four display conditions. Positive values indicated leftward biases; whereas negative
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values indicated rightward bias. For the cylinder multiview multi-video condition, the
mean target bias did not change substantially across different viewpoints. This further
supports the hypothesis. By contrast, for the other three display conditions, the biases
were dependent on observers’ viewpoints. For the flat diffuse single-video condition,
the biases of four viewpoint in this study nicely fit in the previous work [80] that is the
mean target bias varies linearly according to seat position. The graph also shows that
the bias of cylinder diffuse single-video condition is less than flat diffuse single-video
condition. This parallels the previous finding [4] that biases occur differently while
observing convex, flat and concave surfaces.
5.3 Chapter summary
The experiment reported in this chapter evaluated the effectiveness of our cylindrical
video telepresence system by measuring the ability of observers to accurately judge
which target the remote person is gazing at. We compared our system to three alter-
native display configurations. We ran an experiment to demonstrate that our system
can convey gaze relatively accurately, especially for observers viewing from off-center
angles. This demonstration and results thus motivate the further study of novel display
configurations and the supporting camera and networking infrastructure for them.
Chapter 6
Experiment: Head gaze in random
hole autostereoscopic multiview
telepresence system
In this chapter, we investigated using the random hole display to represent remote per-
son. The gaze direction can be influenced by many visual components, such as, head
orientation and orientation of the eyes relative to the head. This study explores the
effectiveness with which observers can discriminate an avatar’s head orientation when
the avatar’s eyes are centered in the head, because head gaze is a good indicator of focus
of attention in human computer interaction applications. We evaluated this system by
measuring the ability of observers with different horizontal and vertical viewing angles
to accurately judge which targets the avatar is gazing at. We compared 3 perspective
conditions: a conventional 2D view, a monoscopic view with motion parallax, and a
stereoscopic view with motion parallax. Although the random hole display does not
provide high quality view comparing to other display technologies, the unique view
content is easily distinguished. Results suggest that the combined presence of motion
parallax and stereoscopic cues significantly improved the effectiveness with which ob-
servers were able to assess the avatars gaze direction. This motivates the need for stereo
in future multiview displays.
6.1 Experimental Design
The purpose of the experiment was to demonstrate that the random hole telepresence
system can better represent the remote person’s gaze for multiple observers. We mea-
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sured the effectiveness of the display by measuring the ability of multiple observers to
accurately judge which target the avatar was gazing at.
We compared 3 perspective conditions. For the conventional 2D condition, the
conventional display was shown from the perspective of a front facing camera, centered
on the avatar’s head. This condition mimicked the commonly found Mona Lisa gaze
effect. For the motion parallax condition, the random hole display was displayed with
perspective correct monoscopic view based on the location of the observer relative to
the display. For the motion parallax & stereoscopy condition, the random hole display
was displayed with correct perspective for each of observers’ eyes, that provided them
with a fully stereoscopic image, giving the impression that the avatar’s head was inside
the display. The apparent size of avatar remained the same in all conditions.
We explored 9 observers’ viewing angles, including three horizontal viewing an-
gles (−30◦, 0◦ & +45◦) and three vertical viewing angles (−10◦, 0◦ & +20◦). The two
extreme vertical viewing positions are where the observer sat right on the floor (−10◦)
and the observer stood up straight (20◦).
6.2 Experiment
6.2.1 Hypotheses
6.2.1.1 Hypothesis 1a
Horizontally, we expected that the participants will introduce the lowest level of er-
ror when identifying correct targets in the motion parallax & stereoscopy condition,
followed by the motion parallax condition and then the conventional 2D condition.
6.2.1.2 Hypothesis 1b
Vertically, we expected that the participants will introduce the lowest level of error
when identifying correct targets in the motion parallax & stereoscopy condition, fol-
lowed by the motion parallax condition and then the conventional 2D condition.
6.2.1.3 Hypothesis 2a
Horizontally, we expected the level of error for observer perceiving targets at all hori-
zontal viewing angles remain stable in both the motion parallax & stereoscopy condi-
tion and the motion parallax condition. However, the level of error will increase as the
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Figure 6.1: Schematic layout of experiment setup. Note that the gray area covered actual target
positions.
−45◦ −30◦ −15◦ 0◦ +15◦ +30◦ +45◦
+20◦ 18 21 13 22 19 32 33
+10◦ 1 16 14 25 6 17 20
0◦ 15 3 7 4 35 23 27
−10◦ 9 26 34 29 31 10 12
−20◦ 2 11 28 30 24 5 8
Table 6.1: Target Order
viewing angle diverges horizontally from the central viewing angle for the conventional
2D condition.
6.2.1.4 Hypothesis 2b
Vertically, we expected the level of error for observer perceiving targets at all vertical
viewing angles remain stable in both the motion parallax & stereoscopy condition and
the motion parallax condition. However, the level of error will increase as the view-
ing angle diverges vertically from the central viewing angle for the conventional 2D
condition.
6.2.2 Method
6.2.2.1 Participants
27 participants, students and staff at University College London, were recruited to take
part as observers in our user study. All participants had normal or corrected to normal
eye sight.
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(a) Motion parallax & stereoscopy with vertical
viewing angle −10◦
(b) Conventional 2D with vertical viewing angle 20◦
Figure 6.2: Pictures of the experiment room were taken from different display conditions and
vertical viewing angles.
6.2.2.2 Design
The experiment had a 3 perspective conditions × 3 horizontal viewing angles × 3 ver-
tical viewing angles × 35 target positions mixed design, with a within-subjects design
for target positions but a between-subject design regarding perspective conditions, hor-
izontal viewing angles and vertical viewing angles.
6.2.2.3 Apparatus and materials
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show the layout of the experiment room. We arranged small
rings as potential target positions. The rings were 1.5cm in diameter, and were placed
in a 13 × 8 grid. Horizontally, top and bottom rows were 13 numbered cards (0 -
12) in a semicircle of radius 100cm at every 15◦. Vertically, each column consists
of two cards and 6 rings hung from the ceiling with thin thread 10◦ apart from one
another. To improve discriminability, the rings were colour-coded in the following
order: black, yellow, green, white, red, and blue. We further arranged 9 large rings to
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control participants’ eye position for 9 viewing angles by asking them to view the avatar
though one of large rings. The viewing distance from participant to avatar position was
approximately 170cm.
In the experiment, we created 35 visual stimulii by rotating the avatar’s head to
look at 7 × 5 target positions out of 13 × 8 potential target positions in a prearranged
random order (Table 6.1). It is worth noting that the grid of potential target positions
was larger than the area of actual target positions, enabling the quantitative investigation
of bias in observer perceived target positions. A new target position was given every 10
seconds. Each target position was gazed at only once, amounting to 35 visual stimulii.
The most extreme visual stimulii to the outer-most target positions horizontally and
vertically were 45◦ and 20◦, respectively. We ensured the avatar’s visual stimulus lined
up exactly with the centre of corresponding rings.
6.2.2.4 Procedure
Nine groups of participants were used for testing, and each group had three participants.
Each group experienced one of three different perspective conditions with one of three
vertical viewing angles. Each observer sat at one of the three horizontal viewing angles
(see Figure 6.2). Each observer was given a sheet of paper with an empty grid of 35
squares. The avatar reoriented to a new target every 10 seconds. At the same time
an audio prompt to the observers instructed them that this was a new target position.
Then, observers would judge which target the avatar was gazing at and then write this
in the relevant grid square. The experiment took about 6 minutes. Participants received
chocolates as compensation.
6.2.3 Result
6.2.3.1 Horizontal error
The primary measurement in our results was the horizontal error in perceiving targets.
Any given stimulus i can be defined by a horizontal position (ih) and a vertical posi-
tion (iv). We defined horizontal error of each target (εih) to be the absolute value of
a difference between the horizontal position of observer perceived target (toih) and the
horizontal position of the actual target (taih), converted to degrees, based on horizontal
targets being 15 ◦ apart from each other:
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Figure 6.3: The mean horizontal error for each display conditions and horizontal viewing an-
gles.
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Figure 6.4: The mean vertical error for each display conditions and vertical viewing angles.
εih = |toih− taih |×15◦ (6.1)
Figure 6.3 shows the mean horizontal error over all target positions at the three
horizontal viewing angles for each of the three display conditions. Overall, the means
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Figure 6.5: Heat maps showing the mean horizontal error for each display condition and target
position.
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Figure 6.6: Heat maps showing the mean vertical error for each display condition and target
position.
of the motion parallax & stereosc y con ition show that it achieved the lowest mean
horizontal error. For both the motion parallax & stereoscopy condition and the motion
parallax condition, the errors were similar across the three viewing angles, indicating
that the viewing angle had little impact. However, for the conventional 2D condition,
the errors incre sed symmetrically as the viewing angle diverged from the central. Fig-
ure 6.5 shows the mean horizontal error over all observer’s viewing angles for each
target positions and display conditions. For t e target p s tions in the motion par -
lax & stereoscopy condition and the motion parallax condition, the mean horizontal
errors are less than 15◦ (one target error). Interestingly, the errors in the motion par-
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allax & stereoscopy condition were more evenly distributed than the motion parallax
condition. The motion parallax condition resulted in higher errors when viewing the
horizontal edges of the target position grid than the more central locations.
A 3 display conditions × 3 horizontal viewing angles × 3 vertical viewing angles
× 7 horizontal target positions mixed design ANOVA was conducted on the horizon-
tal error, with display condition, horizontal viewing angles and vertical viewing angles
as between-subjects factors and horizontal target positions as a within-subjects factor.
Firstly, the main effect of display conditions was significant, F(2,108) = 341.029, p <
.001. Bonferroni post-hoc tests revealed significant mean horizontal error differences
between each of the display conditions. The motion parallax & stereoscopy condi-
tion (M = 5.095,95% CI [4.219,5.971]) gave significantly lower mean horizontal er-
ror than the motion parallax condition (M = 9.857,95% CI [8.981,10.733]), p < .001,
and the conventional 2D condition (M = 21,95% CI [20.124,21.876]), p < .001. This
supports the hypothesis 1a. Secondly, results revealed a significant main effect of hor-
izontal viewing angles, F(2,108) = 108.166, p < .001. Bonferroni post-hoc tests re-
vealed significant mean differences between each of the horizontal viewing angles. The
mean at viewing angle 0◦(M = 7.048,95% CI [6.171,7.924]) is significantly lower than
viewing angle −30◦(M = 12.762,95% CI [11.886,13.638]), p < .001 and viewing an-
gle 45◦(M = 16.143,95% CI [15.267,17.019]), p < .001. The display conditions ×
horizontal viewing angle interaction was significant, F(4,108) = 146.865, p < .001,
indicating that the error due to viewing angles were different in three display con-
ditions. This supports the hypothesis 2a. Thirdly, we employed Mauchly’s test of
sphericity to validate our repeated measures factor ANOVAs, thus ensuring that vari-
ances for each set of difference scores are equal. Mauchly’s test indicated that the
assumption of sphericity had been violated (χ2(20) = 70.799, p < .001), therefore the
degrees of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity
(ε = .804). The mean horizontal error differed significantly across horizontal target
positions, F(4.826,521.216) = 5.148, p < .001. The display conditions × horizontal
target positions interaction was also significant, F(9.652,521.216) = 6.198, p < .001,
indicating that the error due to horizontal target positions was different in three display
conditions.
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6.2.3.2 Vertical error
We then defined vertical error of each target (εiv) to be the absolute value of difference
between the vertical position of observer perceived target (toiv) and the vertical position
of actual target (taiv) converted to degrees, based on attention targets being 10
◦ apart
from each other:
εiv = |toiv− taiv |×10◦ (6.2)
Figure 6.4 shows the mean vertical error over all target positions at the three ver-
tical viewing angles in three display conditions. The interpretations of the results in
Figure 6.4 were similar to those in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.6 shows the mean vertical er-
ror over all observers’ viewing angles for each target positions and display conditions.
The heat maps show that the motion parallax & stereoscopy condition has lower mean
horizontal error than the motion parallax condition, particularly when viewing the top
edge of the target position grid.
A 3 display conditions × 3 horizontal viewing angles × 3 vertical viewing an-
gles × 5 vertical target positions mixed design ANOVA was conducted on the ver-
tical error, with display condition, horizontal viewing angles and vertical viewing
angles as between-subjects factors and vertical target positions as a within-subjects
factor. Firstly, the main effect of display conditions was significant, F(2,162) =
45.483, p < .001. Bonferroni post-hoc tests revealed significant mean vertical error
differences between each of the display conditions. The motion parallax & stereoscopy
condition (M = 3.016,95% CI [2.417,3.614]) gave significantly lower mean verti-
cal error than the motion parallax condition (M = 5.429,95% CI [4.83,6.027]), p <
.001, and the conventional 2D condition (M = 7.079,95% CI [6.481,7.678]), p <
.001. This supports the hypothesis 1b. Secondly, results revealed a significant
main effect of vertical viewing angles, F(2,162) = 26.967, p < .001. Bonferroni
post-hoc comparisons indicated the mean vertical error at vertical viewing angle
20◦(M = 6.984,95% CI [6.386,7.583]) is significantly higher than vertical viewing
angle −10◦(M = 4.413,95% CI [3.814,5.011]), p < .001 and vertical viewing an-
gle 0◦(M = 4.127,95% CI [3.529,4.725]), p < .001. However, the mean vertical
error at vertical viewing angle 0◦ did not significantly differ from vertical viewing
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Figure 6.7: The mean horizontal bias for each display conditions and horizontal viewing an-
gles.
angle −10◦(p > .05). The display conditions × vertical viewing angle interaction
was significant, F(4,162) = 29.25, p < .001, indicating that the error due to view-
ing angles were different in three display conditions. This supports the hypothesis
2b. Thirdly, Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not been
violated (χ2(9) = 8.97, p > .05). The mean vertical error differed significantly across
vertical target positions, F(4,648) = 7.189, p< .001. The display conditions× vertical
target positions interaction was also significant, F(8,648) = 2.801, p= .005, indicating
that the error due to vertical target positions was different in three display conditions.
6.2.3.3 Horizontal bias
We further investigated whether there was leftward bias or rightward bias in perceiving
targets in different display conditions. We defined the horizontal bias of each target
(βih) to be the difference between the horizontal position of observer’s perceived target
(toih) and the horizontal position of the actual target (taih) converted to degrees:
βih = (toih− taih)×15◦ (6.3)
Figure 6.7 shows the horizontal bias at three viewing angles in three display con-
ditions. Positive values indicated leftward biases whereas negative values indicated
rightward bias. For both the motion parallax & stereoscopy and the motion parallax
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Figure 6.8: The mean vertical bias for each display conditions and vertical viewing angles.
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(a) Horizontal viewing angle −30◦
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(b) Horizontal viewing angle 0◦
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(c) Horizontal viewing angle 45◦
Figure 6.9: The mean horizontal bias for each display conditions, horizontal viewing angles
and horizontal target position.
conditions, the mean target bias did not change substantially across different view-
points. By contrast, for the conventional 2D condition, the biases depended on the
observers’ horizontal viewing angles. When we consider the target positions in the
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(a) Vertical viewing angle −10◦
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(b) Vertical viewing angle 0◦
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(c) Vertical viewing angle 20◦
Figure 6.10: The mean vertical bias for each display conditions, vertical viewing angles and
horizontal target position.
Figure 6.9, we see the bias doesn’t vary with target positions for the motion parallax
& stereoscopy condition, however, it increases as the target position gets further away
from the observer for motion parallax condition. Considering the horizontal observer
at viewing angle −30◦, we see that for the target position −30◦, both the motion paral-
lax & stereoscopy condition and the motion parallax condition has similar bias around
0◦; however, for the target position 45◦ the bias increases to 20◦ in motion parallax
condition. This overestimation pattern is repeated for all horizontal viewing angles.
A 3 display conditions × 3 horizontal viewing angles × 3 vertical viewing angles
× 7 horizontal target positions mixed design ANOVA was conducted on the horizon-
tal bias, with display condition, horizontal viewing angles and vertical viewing an-
gles as between-subjects factors and horizontal target positions as a within-subjects
factor. Firstly, the main effect of display conditions was significant, F(2,108) =
15.068, p < .001. However, Bonferroni post-hoc tests revealed that the mean hori-
zontal bias in the motion parallax & stereoscopy did not significantly differ from the
motion parallax condition, p > .05. Secondly, results revealed a significant main ef-
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fect of horizontal viewing angles, F(2,108) = 388.936, p < .001. Bonferroni post-hoc
tests revealed significant mean differences between each of the horizontal viewing an-
gles. Thirdly, Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been vi-
olated (χ2(20) = 68.76, p < .001), therefore degrees of freedom were corrected using
Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε = .819). The mean horizontal bias dif-
fered significantly across horizontal target positions, F(4.914,530.689)= 125.396, p<
.001. The display conditions × horizontal target positions interaction was significant,
F(9.828,530.689) = 11.389, p < .001. The horizontal viewing angle × horizontal tar-
get positions interaction was significant, F(9.828,530.689) = 1.832, p < .001. The
display conditions × horizontal viewing angle × horizontal target positions interaction
was also significant, F(19.655,530.689) = 6.515, p< .001, indicating that the bias due
to horizontal target positions was present differently in three horizontal viewing angles
and three display conditions.
6.2.3.4 Vertical bias
Next, we defined the vertical bias of each target(βiv) to be the difference between the
vertical position of observer’s perceived target (toiv) and the vertical position of actual
target(taiv) converted to degrees:
βiv = (toiv− taiv)×10◦ (6.4)
Figure 6.8 shows the vertical bias at three viewing angles in three display condi-
tions. Figure 6.10 shows the vertical bias for each display conditions, vertical viewing
angles and horizontal target position. Positive values indicated upward biases whereas
negative values indicated downward bias. The interpretation of the vertical bias were
similar to those of horizontal bias, but with less effect.
A 3 display conditions × 3 horizontal viewing angles × 3 vertical viewing an-
gles × 5 vertical target positions mixed design ANOVA was conducted on the vertical
bias, with display condition, horizontal viewing angles and vertical viewing angles
as between-subjects factors and horizontal target positions as a within-subjects factor.
Firstly, the main effect of display conditions was significant, F(2,162) = 13.141, p <
.001. However, Bonferroni post-hoc tests revealed that the mean vertical bias in the
motion parallax & stereoscopy did not significantly differ from the motion parallax
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condition, p > .05. Secondly, results revealed a significant main effect of vertical
viewing angles, F(2,162) = 79.521, p < .001. Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons in-
dicated the mean vertical bias at vertical viewing angle 20◦ significantly differs from
vertical viewing angle −10◦, p < .001 and vertical viewing angle 0◦, p < .001. How-
ever, the mean vertical error at vertical viewing angle 0◦ did not significantly differ
from vertical viewing angle −10◦, p > .05. Thirdly, Mauchly’s test indicated that
the assumption of sphericity had not been violated (χ2(9) = 13.571, p > .05). The
mean vertical bias differed significantly across vertical target positions, F(4,648) =
37.908, p < .001. The display conditions × vertical target positions interaction was
significant, F(8,648) = 9.108, p < .001. The vertical viewing angle × vertical target
positions interaction was significant, F(8,648) = 3.826, p > .05. However, the dis-
play conditions × vertical viewing angle × vertical target positions interaction was not
significant, F(16,648) = 1.562, p > .05.
6.3 Discussion
Results from this experiment confirmed our hypotheses. We found that participants
performed with the lowest error when interpreting the avatar’s gaze direction in the
motion parallax & stereoscopy condition, followed by the motion parallax condition,
and then the traditional 2D condition. This is consistent with Kim et al.’s previous
findings in 3D video communication [50].
The poor performance of the traditional 2D condition was expected because the
head is always rendered from a front perspective. The only position with the correct
perspective would be the observer at centre where the front perspective correlates to
that observer’s perspective. From the rest of viewing positions, the observers would be
experiencing from the Mona Lisa gaze effect. They would perceive the gaze direction
as if they were standing straight in front of the display. Thus, they would see the gaze
in a relative rather than an absolute manner. As expected, Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10
show that the curves of the traditional 2D condition maintain a similar shape, but are
shifted depending on observer’s perspective. This parallels the previous findings [3, 71]
in 2D video condition.
For the comparison the motion parallax condition and the motion parallax & stere-
oscopy condition, we found the differences in vertical and horizontal errors were sta-
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tistically significant. However, the differences in vertical and horizontal bias were not
statistically significant. This suggested that motion parallax alone could reduce the
shifting bias discussed above.
Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show that the overestimation pattern in the motion
parallax condition is interesting. They indicated the addition of stereoscopy could re-
duce an overestimation of the deviation of avatar’s gaze, thus further improving the
observers’ ability to identify more correct targets. This was also backed up by results
from the vertical and horizontal errors. An analysis of the heat maps in Figure 6.5 and
Figure 6.6 show that observers performed with higher level of error when viewing the
edges of the target grid than the more central locations in the motion parallax condition.
This effect appears very reliable and this means that it may be possible to model and
thus predict the distortion.
We also investigated judgments of vertical direction of gaze. Figure 6.9 and Fig-
ure 6.10 show that the magnitude of the shifting bias in 2D condition and the over-
estimation pattern in the motion parallax condition are smaller in vertical direction
comparing to horizontal direction. This discrepancy in results between judgments of
horizontal and of vertical gaze reflects the asymmetric sensitivity of users when per-
ceiving avatar’s head outline. This is supported by the previous findings [133] that
the perceived direction of gaze can be influenced by deviation of the head profile from
bilateral symmetry, and deviation of nose orientation from vertical.
6.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we ran an experiment to demonstrate that the random hole display
can convey gaze relatively accurately, particularly for group conferencing. We further
investigated the effects of reproducing motion parallax and stereoscopic cues in telep-
resence in both horizontal and vertical directions. We provided detailed reasons for
the improvement of our system in conveying gaze. We compared three different con-
ditions: conventional 2D, motion parallax, and motion parallax & stereoscopy across
nine varying viewing angles. Results show that the presence of both motion paral-
lax and stereoscopic cues significantly improved the accuracy with which participants
were able to assess the avatar’s gaze in both horizontal and vertical directions. This
demonstration motivates the further study of novel display configurations and suggests
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parameters for the design of teleconferencing systems.
Chapter 7
Experiment: Trust in spherical avatar
telepresence system
“We’re never so vulnerable than when we trust someone but paradoxically, if we cannot
trust, neither can we find love or joy” Walter Anderson. When people need to establish
trust at a distance, it is advantageous for them to use rich media to communicate.
Trust is an important factor in many facets of our lives. In business settings, trust
is required in order for people to work together effectively. Without trust, they will not
share information openly, and transactions must be carefully contracted and monitored
to prevent exploitation. They may also change the nature of collaborations to avoid the
need for close coordination or may simply avoid collaborating with others altogether,
thus limiting their productive capacity. But if higher degrees of trust can be established,
people can work more efficiently, and adapt more quickly to changing situations.
As reviewed in section 2.4.2, there is a growing body of literature on how
computer-mediated communication systems affect trust formation. In this chapter, we
investigated the influence of display type and viewing angle on how people place their
trust during avatar mediated interaction. In our experiments, participants were required
to attempt to answer thirty difficult general-knowledge questions. For each question,
participants could ask for advice from one of two advisers. Unknown to the partici-
pants, one was an expert who responded with mainly correct information, and the other
was a non-expert who provided mainly incorrect information. We measured partici-
pants’ advice seeking behavior as an indicator of their trust in the adviser. The first
experiment explores how interpersonal cues of expertise presented on two identical flat
displays with different viewing angle affect trust. The results demonstrate that partic-
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ipants were able to discriminate correct advice, but their sensitivity to correct advice
decreased at off-center viewing angles. The second experiment compares two display
types by investigating how people place their trust. Balanced over participants, the ex-
pert appeared either on the sphere or on the flat display. We found most participants
preferred seeking advice from the expert, but we also found a tendency for seeking ad-
vice from the adviser on the spherical display instead of flat display, in particular when
viewed from off-center directions.
7.1 Evaluation design: advice seeking behavior
Through two experiments, we investigated how display type affects trust. Our first
experiment (E1) explored the effect of viewing angle on trust in traditional flat displays,
and provided a benchmark by which to measure the spherical display. Our second
experiment (E2) investigated the impact of the spherical display given that it could
faithfully reproduce the actor’s gaze at all viewing directions.
We modeled our experiments on a user-adviser relationship [92], a widely used re-
search paradigm in social psychology. Participants were asked to answer thirty difficult
general-knowledge questions and they received chocolates depending on their perfor-
mance. We gave participants two advisers presented on two teleconferencing displays.
Unknown to participants, the two advisers are with different levels of expertise. Addi-
tionally, the spatial arrangement of participant-to-displays was varied over the course
of the experiment, thereby manipulating participants’ viewing angle of the advisers.
Advice was free, but only one adviser could be asked per question.
We measured participants’ advice seeking behavior under risk as an indicator of
trust in the adviser. People generally decide to trust others when facing situations in-
volving risk and uncertainty [31, 65]. Uncertainty arises from the fact that the partici-
pants cannot directly observe the two advisers’ ability (e.g. expertise) and motivation
(e.g. desire to deceive). They need to infer those from interpersonal cues, as the ques-
tions were extremely difficult. When recording the non-expert clips, the actor exhibited
less direct eye contact and less confident facial expression. When recording the expert
clips, the actor exhibited confidence through more positive facial expression, such as
smiles and eye contact. In our experiments, viewing angles and display types influence
those interpersonal cues. Seeking advice from one adviser in preference over the other
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Figure 7.1: Schematic layout of experiment setup. L1, R1 & C1; L2, R2 & C2 and L3, R3
& C3 are three participant-to-displays spatial arrangements. C1, C2 and C3 are
participants’ seating positions which are 75◦, 45◦ and 15◦ relative to display, re-
spectively. Also see Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3.
could be an indication of trust in that adviser, because receiving poor advice carried the
risk of missing out better advice and therefore the participant was less likely to get the
correct answer.
(a) Photo taken at left side of
participant seated at C1
(b) Photo taken behind the par-
ticipant seated at C2
(c) Photo taken slightly right
behind the participant seated at
C3
Figure 7.2: Picture of E1 room taken from different perspective relative to the participant seated
at different seat positions. see Figure 7.1 for seat positions.
7.1.1 Apparatus and materials
7.1.1.1 Questions
For E1 & E2, we used 30 questions and answers and a transcript of advice from pre-
vious research on trust in a human adviser [92]. Those questions are difficult general
knowledge questions, to minimize effects of participants’ prior knowledge. Examples
of questions that were included are ‘Which New York Building featured a mural de-
picting Lenin?’ and ‘Which one of these is a coastal city in North Korea?’. Based on
the pre-test results, the mean probability for pre-testers giving a correct answer was .31
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(a) Photo taken slightly right behind the
participant seated at C1
(b) Photo taken behind the participant
seated at C2
(c) Photo taken at right side of participant
seated at C2
(d) Photo taken at left side of participant
seated at C2
Figure 7.3: Picture of E2 room taken from different perspective relative to the participant seated
at different seat positions. see Figure 7.1 for seat positions.
(SD = .11). This value was only marginally above chance (.25), indicating that very
difficult questions had been picked.
7.1.1.2 Expertise
The non-expert and expert advisers were created by recording advice from the same
individual before and after training, respectively. The same animations are used in both
experiments. We used Faceshift to simultaneously record the actor’s performance in-
cluding voice and blendshape weight vectors that drive the avatar’s facial expression.
Then, we synchronously replayed both audio and facial expression on the display. The
expert and non-expert advisers only differed in the ratio of correct to incorrect advice
and in their cues to confidence about the answers. As each time the observer only had
access to one of the advisers, they were unaware that both advisers were in fact the
same individual recorded at different levels of expertise. For the non-expert adviser,
the proportion of correct (i.e. confident) advice was 0.36. For the expert adviser, the
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No. Statement
1 Adviser was very friendly
2 I am pleased with adviser
3 I trusted adviser’s advice
4 I enjoying playing with adviser
5 I would like to meet adviser face to face
6 Adviser gave good advice
7 Adviser was certain about the answer
8 I liked adviser
9 I relied mostly on adviser’s advice
Table 7.1: Statements for post-experimental assessments of the adviser.
proportion of correct (i.e. confident) advice was 0.80. Two incorrect (and less confi-
dent) pieces of advice from the untrained recording were added to the expert, in order
to avoid artificial perfection.
Note that the system as designed and built is a realtime collaborative system that
can connect a remote room to a local room. For the purposes of our controlled experi-
ment we used pre-recorded clips.
7.1.1.3 Display Type
The participant observes the pre-recorded avatar video clips on two displays. We used
two flat displays in E1, whereas one flat display and one sphere display in E2. For the
flat display, a conventional PC screen was used with a resolution of 1024×768 pixels.
For the sphere display, with perspective-correct ray traced imagery, the participant per-
ceives the avatar to be situated inside the display and looking at him or her. We ensured
the avatars’ apparent sizes on sphere and flat display were the same (20 cm in height).
7.1.1.4 Seat Position & viewing angle
For both experiments, we arranged the two displays and participants’ seat positions
at vertices of three isosceles triangles with base angle of 75◦, 45◦ and 15◦ for three
different seat positions (see Figure 7.1). The legs for all those three isosceles triangles,
which is the distance between participant and display, were maintained the same at 140
cm. We ensured that the vertical alignment of the eye level of viewers and the eye level
of the avatar of the actor on the two displays were the same.
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7.1.1.5 Incentives & risk
For both experiments, the number of chocolates that participants received was linked to
the number of correctly answered questions. The number of chocolates varied between
one and six.
7.1.2 Measurement Instruments
7.1.2.1 Task Performance Measure
The measure of advice seeking was defined as the proportion of one adviser being asked
out of the total number of times advice was sought by a participant. As each participant
had two advisers, but could only choose one of them for advice on each question, the
following relationships hold: expert advice seeking = 1 − non-expert advice seeking,
and one display advice seeking = 1 − the other display advice seeking.
7.1.2.2 Post-Questionnaire
Participants were presented with the post-experimental questionnaire with 9 statements
(see Table 7.1) eliciting their subjective assessment of the two advisers, with 4 items
measuring trustworthiness (Statement 3, 6, 7 & 9) and 5 items measuring enjoyment
(Statement 1, 2, 4, 5 & 8). Agreement with the statements was elicited on 7-point Likert
scales with the anchor 1 (Strongly disagree) - 7 (Strongly agree).
7.1.2.3 Open question
We asked each participant to write down his or her comments with a final open question:
“For each round of games, please describe how you decided which adviser to rely on”.
The purpose of this open question was to help explain some observed events during the
game and to guide future research.
7.2 Experiment 1
7.2.1 Hypotheses
We expect participants to seek more advice from the expert adviser than the non-expert
adviser. We further expect that the more the seat position diverges from the central
viewing position, the worse the observer will be able to discriminate between trustwor-
thy and less trustworthy advisers. This is because the observer cannot look straight into
the display and the slight visual spatial degradation will reduce observer’s ability to
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(a) E1: Advice seeking across seat positions.
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(b) E2: Advice seeking across seat positions.
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(c) E2: Advice seeking over time.
Figure 7.4: Results of E1 & E2: task performance measure. see Figure 7.1 for seat positions.
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Figure 7.5: Post-experimental assessments of the advisers.
discriminate [44].
7.2.2 Method
Twelve participants (6 male), students and staff at University College London, were
recruited to take part as observers in E1. The median age was 21.75 (SD = 3.20).
E1 had a one-way within-subjects design (see Figure 7.2(a) to Figure 7.2(c)). Ev-
ery participant took part in the experiment at 3 different seat positions (C1, C2 and
C3). The order of the answer options (A-D) of questions was randomized. The exper-
tise and the participant’s 3 different seat positions order were counterbalanced, in order
to reduce any confounding influence of the experiment environment such as lighting
conditions and the orderings such as learning effects or fatigue.
Prior to starting the assessed part of the experiment, each participant completed a
training round that consisted of easy questions where both advisers gave identical and
correct advice. Then, participants answered 10 assessed questions in each round. The
participant could ask for advice before answering each question. For each question,
participants could ask for advice from one of two advisers without knowing of the
adviser’s expertise. After each participant played one round at one seat position, the
participant moved to another seat position. This process repeated for three different seat
positions. Each participant had the same two advisers (Emma and Katy) for the whole
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study. After completing all rounds they were presented with the post-experimental
questionnaire and an open question. Finally, the participants were compensated with
chocolates based on their performance. The experiment took about 30 minutes.
7.2.3 Results
In E1, participants sought advice on 29.33 out of 30 questions (97.78%) over 3 rounds.
7 participants (58.33%) sought advice in every question. There was no cost associated
with seeking advice. Figure 7.4(a) shows that the experts (red bar) were chosen more
often than non-experts (blue bar) for all three seat positions. However, from seat po-
sition C1 to C3, the expert advice seeking rate dropped off whereas non-expert advice
seeking rate increased. We interpret this to indicate the decrement of sensitivity for
cues of expertise.
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of
the expert advice seeking rate in 3 seat positions (C1, C2 or C3) conditions. There was
a significant effect of seat positions, F(2,22) = 6.356, p < .01. Three paired samples
t-tests were used to make post hoc comparisons between conditions. When we did
three paired samples t-tests, we increased our chances of finding a significant result
when one did not exist. Instead of using the value .05 to decide if we had reached
statistical significance, we would instead use the value .017 (= .05/3) as the cut off.
A first paired samples t-test indicated that there was no significant difference between
C1 (M = 63.06%,SD = .063) and C2 (M = 60.69%,SD = .091) conditions; t(11) =
.945, p = .365. A second paired samples t-test indicated that there was a significant
difference for C1 and C3 (M = 53.24%,SD = .088) conditions; t(11) = 3.457, p =
.005. A third paired samples t-test indicated that there was no significant difference
between C2 and C3 conditions; t(11) = 2.304, p = .042. The expert advice seeking
rate at C3 is significantly less than C1. This suggests that further the seat position aside
from the central position, the more difficulty the observer had in identifying the expert.
This supports our first hypothesis.
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7.3 Experiment 2
7.3.1 Hypotheses
7.3.1.1 Hypothesis 1
We expected participants to seek more advice from the expert adviser than the non-
expert adviser. By introducing the spherical display, we expected that the observer’s
sensitivity to cues of trustworthiness to remain stable for all seat positions, as it conveys
the same amount of information for all directions.
7.3.1.2 Hypothesis 2
We expected that the flat display will result in less trust compared to the sphere dis-
play. In other words, bias will occur when advice is preferred due to its display mode,
irrespective of expertise. We further expected a negative bias towards the flat display
representation will be found at off-center viewing angles, due to the loss of eye contact.
7.3.2 Method
Twenty-four participants (12 male) took part in E2. The median age was 21 (SD =
2.30). Participants had not previously interacted with advisers.
E2 is similar to E1, except that instead of presenting two advisers on two identical
flat displays, we presented one on sphere display, and the other on flat display. E2 had
a 2 display modes (Expert is sphere display vs. expert is flat display) × 3 seat posi-
tions mixed design, resulting in 2 between-subject conditions with 12 participants each
(see Figure 7.3(a) to Figure 7.3(d)). In each between-subject condition, two advisers
were available. Depending on the display mode, either the sphere display or the flat
display adviser gave expert advice, while the other gave non-expert advice. The two
display positions (left-right) were counterbalanced by switching around the sphere and
flat displays. To moderate the effect introduced by evaluating a novel type of display,
we asked each participant to complete a practice round prior to starting the assessed
part of the experiment.
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7.3.3 Results
7.3.3.1 Display type & viewing angle
In E2, participants sought advice on 29.21 out of 30 questions (97.36%) on average.
15 participants (62.5%) sought advice in every question. Figure 7.4(b) shows that the
experts (red bar) were chosen more often than non-experts (blue bar) for all three seat
positions. The overall expert advice seeking rate (expert on sphere display + expert
on flat display) were 60.79%, 60.65% and 60.31% at the seat position C1, C2 and C3,
respectively. This indicated that the overall expert advice seeking rate remained the
same among three seat positions, which were approximately 20% higher than overall
non-expert advice seeking rate. Figure 7.4(b) also shows that a preference for choosing
sphere display increased from seat position C1 to C3, while decreased in the flat dis-
play condition. The overall sphere display seeking rate (expert on sphere + non-expert
on sphere) were 50.78%, 54.72% and 66.35% at the seat position C1, C2 and C3, re-
spectively. Sphere display advice seeking rate was higher in seat position C3. We note
that for seat position C1, the flat display and sphere display were chosen equally often.
This is expected as the seat position only slightly diverges from the front and the faces
of two advisers can be seeing similarly on both display types.
A 2 (display: flat vs. sphere)× 3 (seat positions: C1, C2 or C3) repeated measures
ANOVA was conducted on the expert advice seeking rate, with display as a between-
subjects factor and seat positions as a within-subjects factor. This revealed a significant
main effect of display, F(1,22) = 13.757, p< .01, indicating that expert advice seeking
rate was significantly higher for sphere display. There was no significant main effect of
seat positions, F(2,44) = .011, p > .05, indicating overall expert advice seeking rate at
different seat positions were not statistically significant different from one another, thus
further supporting our first hypothesis. However, the display× seat position interaction
was significant, F(2,44) = 11.745, p < .001, indicating that expert advice seeking rate
due to seat position was presented differently in sphere and flat display conditions. This
supports the second hypothesis.
We further investigated sphere display non-expert advice seeking rate at three dif-
ferent seat positions (unshaded blue bar in Figure 7.4(b)). The non-expert advice seek-
ing rate < .5 would provide evidence for users’ ability to discriminate between expert
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and non-expert advisers, whereas the value > .5 would be a sign of bias outweigh-
ing discrimination. Based on a one-sample t-test, the sphere display non-expert advice
seeking rate at seat position C1 is significantly below .5, t(11) = −2.582, p < .05.
There is also some indication at seat position C2, t(11) = −2.111, p = .058. How-
ever, no such effect is presented at seat position C3, t(11) = 1.781, p > .05, indicating
that a bias towards sphere display is interfering with users’ ability to discriminate, thus
supporting the second hypothesis.
We then analyzed how participants’ advice seeking behavior changes over time.
Figure 7.4(c) presents the mean advice seeking rate of every five questions in chrono-
logical order. The choice to seek advice from a specific adviser could be expected
to depend upon the information accumulated from previous pieces of advice. It was
thus assumed to be relatively arbitrary in initial interactions. Participants increasingly
sought advice from the expert as they gained experience with the advisers, but there
is a bias towards the sphere display. This gives us further evidence for the second
hypothesis.
7.3.3.2 Post-Questionnaire
Figure 7.5 shows the result of the participants’ self-reports. In the expert on sphere
display condition, the statements measuring ability (Statement 3, 6, 7,& 9) were higher
for the sphere display; and in the expert on flat display condition, those statements
were higher for the flat display. This indicated that participants were able to identify
the trustworthy adviser. However, statements measuring enjoyment (Statement 1, 2, 4,
5,& 8) showed similar or higher level of score for sphere display, even in the expert on
flat display condition. This indicated that using the sphere display could increase social
presence.
The responses to each statement item given by all the participants were averaged
to create an aggregate response. We calculated Cronbach’s alpha as the reliability test.
The questionnaire measured four subscales: trustworthiness of the sphere display ad-
viser (4 items, α = .893), trustworthiness of the flat display adviser (4 items, α = .96),
enjoyment of the sphere display adviser (5 items, α = .807), and enjoyment of the
flat display adviser (5 items, α = .932). We then analyzed the post-experimental as-
sessments of the advisers by comparing each participant’s rating of the sphere display
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adviser to that of the flat display adviser, irrespective of the expertise of each adviser.
Significant differences in the post-experimental assessment (see Table 7.1) between
sphere display and flat display adviser are thus indicators of bias on one subscale for
one specific display type. Two paired-samples t-test were conducted to compare the
ratings of the trustworthiness and enjoyment in sphere display and flat display condi-
tions. Notable bias was found for enjoyment, sphere display rated as being friendlier
than flat display, irrespective of expertise, t(23) =−2.228, p < .05.
7.4 Discussion
We compared the advice-seeking rate at three seat positions between E1 and E2. E1
utilized two flat displays, with results demonstrating that participants’ sensitivity to
correct advice decreased at the far off-center viewing positions (C3). By introducing
the spherical display in E2 that was able to preserve correct gaze direction and a simple
pseudo-3D experience by providing perspective-correct rendering at all viewing angles
using non-planar surface, we found participants’ ability to discriminate remained stable
at all viewing positions.
From participants’ behavioral measures, we found that participants mostly chose
expert advice in both flat and sphere display representations. This indicates that par-
ticipants were able to discriminate between experts and non-experts, and accordingly,
distributed more trust to the expert. However, there was also evidence that display
representation can interfere with participants’ ability to discriminate effectively. The
sphere display produced a higher rate of advice seeking compared with the flat dis-
play. This behavioral manipulation emerged at off-center viewing positions and in-
creased as the viewing position became more extreme. At the most extreme viewing
position (C3), the rate of advice-seeking from the avatar displayed on the sphere was
significantly greater than that sought from the avatar shown on the flat display. The
preference for seeking advice from the avatar on the sphere display almost matched
the preference for choosing expert advice, despite participants generally knowing on
which display the expert was positioned. This negative bias towards the flat screen at
off-center viewing angles in avatar-mediated communication parallels a similar finding
by Nguyen et al. [72] in video-mediated communication. In that study, they examined
the effects of spatial faithfulness on trust formation in a cooperative investment task.
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They found the spatial distortions of traditional flat display negatively affect trust for-
mation patterns. The finding that trust can be easily and significantly manipulated in
mediated interaction by adjusting display viewing angle has significant implications
for telecommunication in general. We plan further investigation on this topic, with our
next step being to quantitatively evaluate gaze of participants using eye tracking and
introduce another between-subject condition (sphere display expert vs. sphere display
non-expert) to further explore this finding.
Our post-experimental open question further supports our findings. It should be
noted that Katy was the adviser on flat display and Emma was the adviser on sphere
display. In the expert is sphere condition, one participant stated “It is difficult to see
Katy speak and look at her expressions while she answered, I could not feel good
to communicate with Katy. Thus, I chose Emma more times.” Regarding viewing
angle, another participant stated “I was sitting facing them directly rather than an angle
with Emma, the more I felt they were reliable.” In the expert is flat condition, one
participant expressed “Emma’s eye gives a supporting feeling, but Katy’s voice is more
confident. Katy seems always certain about the answer, but Emma seems to tell what
she knows.” Participants’ answers also show that there were other factors influencing
their decision making, with one stating “I got a fully confident answer by myself and
Katy also told me the matched answer, so I tended to ask her more.”, and another stating
“The longer time I spend with Katy and Emma, I figure out who knows more answers.
But sometimes I still need to double check.”
7.5 Chapter summary
The two experiments reported in this chapter aimed to investigate the influence of dis-
play type and viewing angle on how people place their trust during avatar-mediated
interaction. By monitoring advice seeking behavior, our first experiment demonstrates
that if participants observe an avatar at an oblique viewing angle on a flat display, they
are less able to discriminate between expert and non-expert advice than if they observe
the avatar face-on. We then introduce a novel spherical display and a ray-traced ren-
dering technique that can display an avatar that can be seen correctly from any viewing
direction. We expect that a spherical display has advantages over a flat display be-
cause it better supports non-verbal cues, particularly gaze direction, since it presents a
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clear and undistorted viewing aspect at all angles. Our second experiment compares
the spherical display to a flat display. Whilst participants can discriminate expert ad-
vice regardless of display, a negative bias towards the flat screen emerges at oblique
viewing angles. This result emphasizes the ability of the spherical display to be viewed
qualitatively similarly from all angles. Together the experiments demonstrate how trust
can be altered depending on how one views the avatar.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
With collaborative efforts increasingly spanning large distances and the economic and
environmental impact of travel becoming increasingly burdensome, telepresence tech-
niques are becoming increasingly widespread. The goal of any computer-mediated
communication system is to allow geographically separated parties to meet effectively.
With the understanding that nonverbal cues can play a significant role in commu-
nication, this thesis analyzed the mechanisms required for effective use of nonverbal
cues, particularly gaze, with respect to how current teleconferencing systems fail to
support these mechanisms. We introduced four novel telepresence displays (Chapter 3).
The follow up with studies demonstrated the affordances of our systems (Chapter 4 to
Chapter 7).
This closing chapter summarises the work presented in this thesis. Firstly, the af-
fordance, limitations, & applications of each telepresence system, and the findings of
each related experiment are recounted. This is followed by the holistic conclusion, re-
lating back to the research problems and contributions established in Chapter 1. Finally,
potential direction for future work are established.
8.1 Spherical video telepresence system
For the first system, we developed a novel spherical video telepresence system in order
to give an observer some of the advantages of meeting face-to-face without the dis-
advantages of traveling. This display offers a 360◦ view whereas a flat display is only
visible from the front. By using a surrounding camera array, we allow a single principal
observer to accurately tell where the actor is looking from multiple observing positions
at all angles. The captured video is projected from the bottom of spherical display,
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which successfully maintains the gaze fidelity without reducing the quality of the video
and complexity of the display system (e.g., using a two-way mirror). This motivates
further development of video conferencing systems that exploit multiple cameras and
non-planar displays.
The spherical video telepresence system could be used in a teaching scenario or
a tele-surgery application where a remote person instructs a local user. The local user
could perceive precise spatial information from any viewpoint in the room whereas
flat displays are only visible from the front. Our current system is used for asymmetric
conversations, however, systems using similar principles could be configured to support
symmetric conversations, by arranging camera arrays that are denser but further from
the users.
An interesting question is the potential support for multiple viewers. The eval-
uation of the secondary positions in the first experiment, the three “three point hat”
graphs demonstrated that the gaze cues are only preserved for the principal observer.
This is because the position of the observer is needed in order to render the head cor-
rectly for that perspective. The spherical display could be made for multiple viewers.
The inflated display mode of SphereAvatar [78] supported multiple viewers in avatar-
mediated teleconferencing. For video mediated teleconferencing, we could project a
whole head by using the similar idea proposed by [46] in the one-to-many 3D video
teleconferencing system.
In the spherical video telepresence system, the video texture is projected on a
sphere. An alternative approach would have been to project onto an ellipsoid or a
more “head-shaped” object than a sphere, however, this would have worked for head
rotations around the vertical axis while the projection would be severely distorted for
rotations around other axes.
In addition, it would be interesting to investigate novel rendering methods to avoid
the steep drop in accuracy when the observer is not aligned with the cameras by inter-
polating between videos. Furthermore, it would also be interesting to investigate less
constrained positioning of the cameras and different eye-lines. As noted, although the
experiment used recorded data, the system can run in a live, automatic camera switch-
ing mode and thus it would be interesting to investigate how users utilize movement to
control the video.
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We are the first to compare situated display and flat display in preserving gaze
direction. We have demonstrated that the sphere display preserves the accuracy of ob-
serving actor’s gaze direction, even at extreme seat positions. This may be due to the
ability of sphere displays to produce a correct view. Furthermore, we proposed two
linear models for predicting the spatial distortion introduced by misalignment of cap-
turing cameras and observer’s viewing angles. Therefore, we might be able to correct
for this distortion in future display configurations.
8.2 Cylindrical video multiview telepresence system
For the second system, we have presented a novel cylindrical video telepresence system
for video conferencing. The highlights of this system are as follows. Firstly, the cylin-
drical display offers a wide field of view whereas flat displays are only visible from the
front. Secondly by using a surrounding camera array, a projector array and a multiview
screen, we are able to transmit the remote person to multiple observers gathered around
the cylindrical display, maintaining accurate cues of gaze direction.
A similar cylindrical multiview display could also use a very dense projector array
covering 360◦, thus supporting a large number of viewpoints from any directions with-
out introducing crosstalk and reducing resolution. As cameras and projectors are now
becoming very cheap, the low cost and ease of setup make this an interesting platform
for next generation video conferencing.
8.3 Random hole autostereoscopic multiview telepres-
ence system
For the third system, we have presented a ray-traced view-dependent rendering method
to represent the remote person as a virtual avatar on the random hole display. It offers
a number of capabilities that are not found in most existing autostereoscopic displays,
including display for multiple users in arbitrary viewing positions. The observers max-
imum viewing angle depends on the LCD panels viewing angle. The low cost and ease
of setup make this system an interesting platform to simulating scenarios that require
multiple simultaneous stereo views from arbitrary positions.
We used the SIPS type display and the maximum viewing angle is at least 70 de-
grees in each direction. Although the random hole type displays have a limited spatial
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resolution (see section 3.4 ), on our display the different views are easily distinguished.
Figure 3.21 is a set of stereo pair images, showing the autostereoscopic image quality
provided to three users. Additionally, all participants in our experiment confirmed that
they are able to clearly tell where the avatars eyeball is actually looking. In the fu-
ture, we expect to use brighter and higher-density LCD/LED panels or high-resolution
multiple projector systems as display surfaces to further improve image quality.
With our current demonstration we are using a ray-traced avatar head. Although
the animation we have used in the experiment is simple, the software system supports
a fully animated head with eye movement and facial expression, using Faceshift® with
Microsoft Kinect™ to obtain the remote person’s eye movement and facial expression
in realtime.
There are several routes for development to support different conversation scenar-
ios. Firstly, our current system can be used for asymmetric conversations. This setup
could be mirrored to support symmetric conversations. Secondly, our current display
allows observers to see perspective-correct stereo images from multiple viewpoints. It
could also support free viewpoints by tracking observers’ positions. Thirdly, we hope
to leverage our system for 3-way or N-way teleconferencing scenarios. Support of a
teleconference with N users requires N × (N-1) data streams. Since avatar mediated
interaction does not require significant bandwidth for transmission, our design would
easily allow for such scaling. Lastly, an interesting question is the potential support
for live multiple video streaming. We plan to further investigate on this topic, perhaps
using a light field camera to capture the remote person or 360° array of cameras around
the remote person.
We empirically evaluated the effect of perspective on the user’s accuracy in judg-
ing gaze direction. The results revealed that parallax provides a dominant effect in
improving the effectiveness with which users were able to estimate the gaze direction,
with additional effect for motion parallax augmented by stereoscopy. The results also
showed magnitude of the bias due to the lack of motion parallax and stereoscopic cues
is less sensitive to vertical direction than horizontal direction.
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8.4 Spherical avatar telepresence system
For the last system, we have presented a spherical display featuring a view-dependent
rendering method to represent virtual avatars. We detailed a method for enabling the
displayed avatar to reproduce the facial expression captured from a person in real-time
and with high-fidelity. The system provided observers with perspective-correct ren-
dering and the nature of the display offers surrounding visibility whereas flat displays
are only viewable from the front. This borderless spherical display can be statically
situated as an interesting display for virtual avatars or other content. It could also be
mounted on a robot as a mobile display for telepresence.
We investigated the display in the context of a trust scenario. We investigated
the effects of display type (sphere and flat) and viewing angle for trust assessments
in avatar-mediated interaction. While participants were able to discriminate trustwor-
thy and less trustworthy advisers irrespective of display type, a negative bias for flat
display can interfere with users’ ability to discriminate effectively. The interference
became significant at off-center viewing angles, where the flat display no longer allows
an undistorted and clear view. This demonstrates that a participant’s level of trust can
be manipulated during avatar-mediated communication by the appearance of a remote
interactant.
The surrounding characteristics of spherical displays allow perspective-correct im-
agery to be seen from all viewing directions, and hence avoid the problems that we have
observed with traditional flat displays. By preserving a virtual avatar’s correct appear-
ance and gaze direction, the spherical display is able to maintain a consistently high
level of trust regardless of viewing position.
8.5 Relationship among four different systems
In this thesis, we presented four telepresence systems, each of them has made a further
contribution to improve teleconferencing experience. As presented in Figure 8.1(a),
both the spherical video telepresence system and spherical avatar telepresence system
provide 360 degree perspective-correct imagery for a single user. The cylindrical video
telepresence system extend this function to multiple users. Furthermore, the random
hole multiview telepresence system not only provide perspective-correct imagery for
multiple users, but also support stereo views from arbitrary locations. Note that our
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Figure 8.1: Relationship among four different telepresence systems.
current prototype of the random hole multiview telepresence system is based on a tra-
ditional flat display surface. Systems using similar principles could be configured to
support a 360 degree view, by using a cylindrical display surface.
Figure 8.1(b) shows the relationship between the spherical video telepresence sys-
tem and the spherical avatar telepresence system. Both of them used the same hardware,
but the rending methods are different. For the spherical video telepresence system, we
used the OpenGL polygonal rendering approach. However, we used a ray tracing en-
gine that should provide higher quality images with less distortion. Additionally, we
evaluated object focused gaze direction of the spherical display in the first experiment,
but we investigated the surrounding features of spherical displays by using more com-
plicated scenario: interpersonal trust.
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8.6 Contribution
Video conferencing attempts to convey subtle cues of face-to-face interaction, but it is
generally believed to be less effective than face to face. We argue that careful design
based on an understanding of non-verbal communication can mitigate these differences.
The overarching goal of the research was to improve teleconferencing experience to
enable people to effectively accomplish the task at hand. Chapter 1 introduced five
research motivations that are components of this goal.
For the first research motivation, many teleconferencing systems have been devel-
oped to support gaze awareness. However, the majority use a 2D planar display which
is visible from the front only. In this research, we continue to push the boundaries
on teleconferencing design. We introduced three novel situated displays, including
the spherical video telepresence system (Section 3.1), the spherical avatar telepresence
system (Section 3.2) and the cylindrical video telepresence system (Section 3.3), which
offers a 360 view.
For the second and third research motivations, current immersive systems and
situated displays can replicate a correct gaze direction. In most of these systems, the
motion parallax is achieved by providing a perspective correct image via a single user’s
head position tracking. Eventually only one image is presented on the display. Thus
they are currently developed for a single observer; other users can view the display but
will see highly a distorted view. However, our cylindrical video telepresence system
(Section 3.3) and random hole autostereoscopic multiview telepresence system (see
Section 3.4) display present multiple images simultaneously and thus multiple users
can see the correct view.
For the fourth research motivation, the use of autostereoscopic display technolo-
gies could support multiple users simultaneously each with their own perspective-
correct view without the need for special eyewear. However, these are usually restricted
to specific optimal viewing zones. In this thesis, our random hole autostereoscopic mul-
tiview telepresence system (see Section 3.4) provides perspective-correct stereoscopic
imagery for multiple users in arbitrary positions.
For the fifth research motivation, gaze and trust formation on these situated dis-
plays has not been evaluated yet. In this thesis, three evaluations on the affordance
of object focused gaze of telepresence displays together with one evaluation on the
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affordance of interpersonal trust of telepresence display are documented throughout
Chapter 4 to Chapter 7.
As the amount of our time spent in mediated interaction increases, these systems
and findings of user studies discussed above have significant implications for telecon-
ferencing in general.
For the contributions to telepresence displays, we have presented four new design
of teleconferencing system that helps harness the power of nonverbal communication.
In particular, our systems avoid the distortion of the gaze cues we have observed with
traditional displays.
For the contributions to human factors, we introduced several empirical methods
and performed studies based on these methods to improve our understanding of the
technological and the social implications of our telepresence displays design. We be-
gan by evaluating the affordance of object focused gaze of telepresence displays and
demonstrated the gaze-preserving capability of our displays. We then modelled an ex-
perimental study on a user-advisor relationship. Using this method, we investigated
the influence of display type and viewing angle on how people place their trust during
avatar-mediated interaction. The results showed how trust can be altered depending
on how one views the avatar. This would contribute to a theoretical understanding of
human, nonverbal communication and inform future design of communication technol-
ogy.
For the contributions to graphical rendering, we developed view-dependent ray
traced rendering methods for the spherical display and the random hole display. This
could be extended to other display surfaces.
8.7 Directions for future work
For future work, besides the future directions of designs and evaluations of our four
displays, discussed above (see Section 8.1 to Section 8.4), there are several routes for
future research.
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8.7.1 Future display technologies
8.7.1.1 Full-body telepresence display
This thesis has aimed to focus on the display of a head because when we interact with
others we pay the most attention to the face. Faces are interesting because they convey
eye gaze, expressions and gestures and are used as a central channel of communication.
However, prior work, such as Ultra-Videoconferencing [26], suggests that to avoid mis-
perceptions of social distance and to aid in a sense of realism, preservation of body size
is important [74, 54]. Therefore, such investigation of producing life size is a poten-
tially revealing avenue of research. Our situated displays could easily be integrated into
a robotic platform to have a body. Also, we could to leverage our systems to produce
life-size images by using larger higher resolution screens.
8.7.1.2 Telepresence robot, mobility and haptic feedbacks
Our situated displays could be mounted on a robot to include haptic (hands or body)
or mobility capabilities. Current telepresence robots generally use flat screens, with a
web-cam view of the remote participant. This web-cam view could be rendered on to
a situated display and oriented, independent of the robot base, to face in any direction.
This would support more rapid head movement than turning the base itself. This could
help in social situations where attention needs to be directed quickly. The direction of
this surface video view could be driven in multiple ways (e.g., similar to Animatronic
Shader Lamps Avatars [61]).
8.7.1.3 Shape changing interfaces
To further enhance the teleconferencing experience, we are interested in exploring
shape-changing displays. The main functional purpose of applying shape change is
to better communicate information depending on the number and position of the ob-
servers. For example, we could adjust the cylindrical screen of the cylindrical video
telepresence system to different shapes and sizes. we could also projecting live video
onto a surface shaped like a human face. Also, dynamic affordances are another po-
tentially useful feature, where shape change is used to communicate possibilities for
action. Another functional purpose of shape change is to use it for providing haptic
feedback. The haptic feedback could be used to create social presence by recording the
interactions of one user and play them back either locally or on remotely placed de-
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vice. We would like to build novel display surfaces that could be change dynamically
or retain arbitrary shapes, and investigate how users may perceive them and different
experiences that may engender.
8.7.2 Future user experience evaluations
8.7.2.1 Evaluating two-way or N-way conversation scenario
In this work, our current systems are focused on supporting one-way conversation sce-
narios. Section 8.1 and section 8.3 detailed how our systems could be extended to sup-
port two-way or N-way conversation scenario in video-mediated communication and
avatar-mediated communication respectively. Once two way conversation had been es-
tablished, the most obvious test would be evaluating the extent to which eye contact
could be achieved. Additionally, as reviewed in chapter 2, many other potential studies
could be used to assess whether the system could improve the sense of telepresence and
effective communication.
8.7.2.2 Natural interaction scenario
This thesis introduced several frameworks for evaluating teleconferencing systems,
which could be useful for the future system evaluation. Gaze, attention, eye contact,
and trust are fundamental parts of human interaction, and we intend to explore other
important scenarios and natural interaction in future work. We are also interested in de-
veloping evaluation methods range from assessing subjective phenomena (e.g., through
questionnaires) to observing objective phenomena (e.g., by measuring biosignals).
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